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Message of the Chair
Dear colleagues, Dear all,
It is with great pleasure that I welcome you to the 19th European Drosophila Neurobiology Conference (NeuroFly
2022), at Saint-Malo, France.
The purpose of this "traditional" International Conference is to provide an international forum for junior and senior
academic neuroscientists worldwide to exchange results, ideas and to bring emerging concepts to the forefront. I
hope that this meeting will allow promoting interdisciplinary discussions of your latest research.
Following almost two years of restriction and confinement due the covid-19 pandemic, I have made the guess that
we could do this traditional meeting “in presence” in the aim to physically meet again colleagues and friends, and
to establish and/or reinforce collaborations.
The number of attendees, more than 350 from more than 33 Countries attests of the willingness, and needs of the
Drosophilists of all ages and from all over the world, from Ph.D. students up to the confirmed PI to meet altogether
in person. This will promote direct discussion with colleagues and friends, shake the hands, put a face on a name,
share a drink, ideas, errors, and more. As everybody knows, in this friendly meeting, we often learn as much as in
the informal discussion than in the official talks.
I hope that in this beautiful Congress center, in this old and historical charming town, standing on the border of the
sea, with its wonderful beach and impressive tide, complemented by a lot of touristic attractions and entertainments,
will be propitious to this kind of fruitful exchanges.
I would warmly like to thank all our Institutional Supporters and Sponsors, as well as our provider, Claude Foubert,
from Vert-Com Agency, without whom this meeting could not have taken place.
Finally, I would also like to thank the Organizing Committee (below) for their excellent work, involvement,
enthousiam, and their time in the preparation of this meeting, as well as Iris Salecker and Abhishek Chatterjee for
their help in the Edition of the Frontiers Special Issue which will be published as a witness of this meeting.
Again, enjoy the (your) meeting,
Sincerely,
Jean-René Martin
Organizing committee:
Jean-René Martin (Université Paris-Saclay/CNRS, Saclay) (Conference Chair)
Angela Giangrande (IGBMC, Strasbourg)
Florence Besse (Institut de Biologie Valrose, Nice)
Bassem Hassan (Institut du Cerveau, Paris)
François Rouyer (Université Paris-Saclay/CNRS, Saclay)
Pierre-Yves Plaçais (ESPCI, Paris)
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Detailed Program
(K = Keynote (Plenary lecture), T = Talks)
Tuesday September 6th, 2022
16h00 - 16h15 (Opening remarks)
16h15 - 17h45 (Session-1) Emerging Technologies
Chairman : Johannes Seelig and Nikolaos Konstantinides
16h15 - T1 SEELIG Johannes (Max Planck Institute, Bonn, Germany)
Methods for investigating the dynamics of sleep and memory circuits
16h30 - T2 BOURGEAT Samuel (EPFL, Lausanne, Switzerland)
High-throughput Drosophila brain morphometrics based on micro-computed tomography of a fly head.
16h45 - T3 NG Kristal (King's College London, United Kingdom)
Investigating cargo transport and the cytoplasmic biophysical properties of neurons during ageing in vivo.
17h00 - T4 KONSTANTINIDES Nikolaos (CNRS, Institut Jacques Monod, Paris, France)
Development and evolution of neuronal diversity in the insect visual system.
17h15 - T5 CATTENOZ Pierre (IGBMC, Strasbourg, France)
Characterisation of the transcriptomic and epigenetic signatures of glia and neurons across development.
17h30 - T6 MCLACHLAN Alex (University of Cambridge, United Kingdom)
Virtual Fly Brain - A hub for Drosophila melanogaster neural anatomy, imaging data & connectomics.
17h45 - 18h00 (Coffee Break)
1800 - 19h00 : P1 Plenary lecture 1 : Daniel Kronauer (Rockefeller University, USA)
Differentiation, Communication, and Collective Behavior in Ant Societies
19h00 - Welcome Reception
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Wednesday September 7th, 2022
09h00 - 09h45: P2 Plenary lecture 2: Thomas Préat (ESPCI, Paris, France)
The dual role of glia-neuron interactions for long-term memory: energy supply and regulation of redox
homeostasis
09h45 - 10h30 (Session 2: part-1) (Brain Homeostasis & Metabolism)
Chairwoman: Anissa Kempf (University of Basel, Switzerland)
09h45 - T7 SCHOLZ Henrike (University of Cologne, Germany)
The internal energy supply influences stability of food related memories
10h00 - T8 RAUN Nicholas (Dalhousie University, Canada)
Mushroom body specific epigenetic programming by trithorax supports the metabolic demand of longterm memory
10h15 - T9 PAVLOWSKY Alice (ESPCI Paris, France)
Motile mitochondria are required for associative long-term memory formation
10h30 - 11h00 (Coffee Break)
11h00 - T10 DURA Jean-Maurice (Institut de Génétique Humaine, Montpellier, France)
Neuron-glia crosstalk in neuronal remodeling: role of the chemokine-like Orion in glial cell phagocytic
transformation
11h15 - T11 MARIANO Vittoria (University of Lausanne, Switzerland)
CYFIP drives brain metabolic changes to control night sleep
11h30 - T12 KEMPF Anissa (University of Basel, Switzerland)
Metabolic control of the sleep homeostat
11h45 - 12h30 (Session 3: part-1) Brain Evolution & Ecology
Chairwoman : Marta Moita (Champalimaud Centre, Lisbon, Portugal)
11h45 - T13 CAVEY Matthieu (IBDM, Aix-Marseille University, France)
Evolutionary divergence in sugar valuation shifts Drosophila suzukii oviposition choice towards ripe fruit
12h00 - T14 SPROSTON Connor J (King's College London, United Kingdom)
Sculpting neuronal hemilineages with combinatorial pro-apoptotic RHG gene expression and the evolution
of network motifs in flightless flies
12h15 - T15 B. LEITãO Alexandre (Champalimaud Centre, Lisbon, Portugal)
One neuron, many brains: testing the effect of genetic background on the action of single neurons.
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12h30 – 14h00: Lunch (on site) (included in the registration)
14h00 - 14h45 (Session 3: part-2) Brain Evolution & Ecology
Chairwoman : Marta Moita (Champalimaud Centre, Lisbon, Portugal)
14h00 - T16 SHAHANDEH Michael (University of Lausanne, Switzerland)
Genetic and neuronal mechanisms of circadian plasticity loss in the equatorial endemic Drosophila sechellia
14h15 - T17 CHATTERJEE Abhishek (INRAE, Versailles, France)
Unexpectedly rich coding capacity of the pheromone-sensitive ORNs
14h30 - T18 JOYCE Michaela (Imperial College London, United Kingdom)
Do all Drosophilids count sheep? A cross species investigation of Drosophila sleep
14h45-15h30: P3 Plenary lecture 3: Alicia Hidalgo (Birmingham Univ., United Kingdom)
Brain switch: degeneration, plasticity, regeneration
15h30 - 16h00 (Coffe Break)
16h00 - 17h30 (Session 4) Neural Development
Chairwoman: Margaret Su-chun Ho (Shanghai Tech University, China)
16h00 - T19 SALECKER Iris (Ecole Normale Superieur, Paris, France)
A dialog with neurons helps visual system astrocytes to find their shape in Drosophila
16h15 - T20 LAPRAZ François (Université Côte d'Azur, Nice, France)
The NetrinB Pathway Controls Laterality of the Drosophila Brain
16h30 - T21 SENAPATI Tarosi (University of Queensland, Australia)
PI3K links cellular defects in the Dscam2 mutant with memory formation
16h45 - T22 SOBRIDO-CAMEAN Daniel (University of Cambridge, United Kingdom)
Transient experiences in late embryogenesis specify trajectories of neuronal development altering
network properies
17h00 - T23 AGI Egemen (Freie Universität Berlin, Germany)
Visual map formation without target-dependent guidance in Drosophila.
17h15 - T24 Marzano Marco (University of Münster, Germany)
Metabolic regulation of dendrite pruning
17h30 - 20h00: Poster Session-1 (even number)
Free Diner (not included in the registration)
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Thursday September 8th, 2022
09h00 - 09h45: P4 Plenary lecture 4: Robin Hiesinger (Freie Universität Berlin, Germany)
Visual Map Formation in Drosophila
09h45 - 10h45 (Session 5 part-1) Neural Circuits & Synapses
Chairman: Suewei Lin (Academia Sinica, Taipei, Taiwan)
09h45 - T25 DAS Gaurav (SP Pune University Campus, Pune, India)
Neurotransmitters involved in toxin-induced emesis are conserved between flies and mammals
10h00 - T26 JOVANIC Tihana (University Paris-Saclay/CNRS, France)
Neural circuit mechanisms of state-dependent modulation of sensorimotor decisions
10h15 - T27 WALTER Alexander (University of Copenhagen, Denmark)
Neurotransmitter release sites adapt on millisecond and minute timescales for presynaptic plasticity
10h30 - T28 DE QUEIROZ Bruna (Université Côte d'Azur, Nice, France)
The role of local RNA regulation in long-term memory formation.
10h45 - 11h15 (Coffe Break)
11h15 - 12h15 (Session 5: part-2) Neural Circuits & Synapses
Chairman: Suewei Lin (Academia Sinica, Taipei, Taiwan)
11h15 - T29 MOHYLYAK Iryna (ICM, Paris, France)
CG7101/dTZAP encodes conservative transcriptional regulator of mitochondrial biology required for
axonal outgrowth, circuit connectivity and behavior.
11h30 - T30 LIN Suewei (Academia Sinica, Taipei, Taiwan)
Functional feedback circuits in the adult Drosophila mushroom body
11h45 - T31 CROSET Vincent (Durham University, United Kingdom)
Gliotransmission of D-serine promotes thirst-directed behaviors in Drosophila
12h00 - T32 PARNAS Moshe (Tel Aviv University, Israel)
A paradigm shift in GPCR recruitment and activity: GPCR Voltage Dependence Controls Neuronal
Plasticity and Behavior
12h15 - 14h00 Lunch (on site) (included in the registration)
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14h00-14h45: P5 Plenary lecture 5: Annette Schenck (Radboud Uni, Nijmegen, Netherlands)
Translational studies into Autism and Intellectual Disability disorders – of mechanisms and treatment
strategies
14h45 - 15h45 (Session 6: part-1) Brain Disorders
Chairman : Juan A. Navarro (Incliva Health Research Institute, Valencia, Spain)
14h45 - T33 ZIEGLER Anna (University of Münster, Germany)
Ceramide Synthase at the Knot of Neurodegeneration
15h00 - T34 NAGOSHI Emi (University of Geneva, Switzerland)
Role of circadian clocks in dopaminergic neurodegeneration
15h15 - T35 HODGE James (9717) (University of Bristol, United Kingdom).
DYRK1A (minibrain) kinase inhibitor mediated rescue of Drosophila models of Alzheimer’s disease-Down
Syndrome phenotypes.
15h30 - T36 DOURLEN Pierre (University of Lille, France)
The Alzheimer susceptibility gene BIN1 induces isoform-dependent
neurodegeneration through early endosome defects.

synaptotoxicity

and

15h45 - 16h15 (Coffee Break)
16h15 - 17h15 (Session 6: part 2) Brain Disorders
16h15 - T37 LOWE Simon (UCL Queen Square Institute of Neurology, United Kingdom)
Pathological enhancement of BK potassium channel function during a narrow neurodevelopmental
window disrupts motor control
16h30 - T38 PETRAUSKAS Arnas (Trinity College Dublin, Ireland)
Structured and disordered regions of Ataxin-2 contribute differently to the specificity and efficiency of
mRNP granule formation
16h45 - T39 LLOBET ROSELL Arnau (University of Lausanne, Switzerland)
The NAD+ precursor NMN activates dSarm to trigger axon degeneration in Drosophila.
17h00 - T40 PALGI Mari (Tallinn University of Technology, Estonia)
Daughterless in health and disease
17h30 - 20h00 : Poster Session-2 (odd number)
Free Diner (not included in the registration)
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Friday September 9th, 2022
09h00 - 09h45: P6 Plenary lecture 6: Silke Sachse (Max Planck Institute, Jena, Germany) From brain to
behavior: Dissecting olfactory circuits in Drosophila
09h45 - 10h45 (Session 7: part-1) Sensory Systems
Chairwoman: Marion Silies (Mainz University, Germany)
09h45 - T41 BONTONOU Gwénaelle (University of Lausanne, Suisse)
Origin of a novel olfactory sensory neuron population
10h00 - T42 WADDELL Scott (Oxford University, United Kingdom)
Multisensory learning binds modality-specific neurons into a cross-modal memory engram
10h15 - T43 GUR Burak (JGU Mainz, Mainz University, Germany)
Implementation of stable contrast computation in the visual circuits
10h30 - T44 WERNET Mathias (Freie Universität, Berlin, Germany)
Parallel processing of visual cues from the optic lobes towards the central complex
10h45 - 11h15 (Coffee Break)
11h15 - 12h00 (Session 7: part-2) Sensory Systems
11h15 - T45 MUNRO Anna (University of Manchester, United Kingdom)
Essential elements of radical pair magnetosensitivity in Drosophila
11h30 - T46 MANGIONE Fredérica (The Francis Crick Institute, London, United Kingdom)
Co-option of epidermal cells for touch sensing
11h45 - T47 SEEDS Andrew (Campus University of Puerto Rico, Puerto Rico)
Somatotopic organization among parallel sensory pathways that promote a grooming sequence in
Drosophila
12h00 - 12h15 (short session : Commercial/Industrial/Sponsors) (5 min. each)
12h00 - 12h05 - Benjamin Kottler (BFK-Lab, United-Kingdom)
12h05 - 12h10 - Yawen Chen (WellGenetics, Taiwan)
12h10 - 12h15 - Bill Budenberg (Zantiks, United-Kingdom)
12h15 - 12h20 - To be confirmed (Drobot, Taiwan)
12h20 - 12h25 - Diego Galagovsky (Sci-flies)
12h25 - 12h45: NeuroFly Business meeting (Who’s next ?)
12h45 - 14h00 Lunch (on site)
Afternoon: Social events (both included in your registration fee)
- Tourist visit (by walk) Friday afternoon (Saint-Malo old town)
- 19h00 – 01h00 (Gala Diner)
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Saturday September 10th, 2022
09h30 - 10h15: P7 Plenary lecture 6: Christian Klambt (University of Münster, Germany)
Glia affects speed and precision of neuronal conductance by control of axonal diameter, position of
voltage-gated ion channels and myelin formation
10h15 - 11h15 (Session 8 part-1) Behavior
Chairwoman : Carolina Rezaval (Birmingham University, United Kingdom)
10h15 - T48 SAVAS Doruk (Brown University, USA)
Circuit Epistasis Analysis Reveals a Neural Pathway for Light Avoidance in Drosophila Larvae
10h30 - T49 SUNILKUMAR Ajay (University Paris-Saclay/CNRS, France)
CRY's 'spooky action at a distance' is sufficient for the daily profile of bimodal activity
10h45 - T50 RIBEIRO Inês M.A. (Max Planck Inst. for Biol. Intelligence, Munich, Germany)
A multi-input optic glomerulus guides diverse visual behaviors.
11h00 - T51 PERISSE Emmanuel (University of Montpellier, CNRS, INSERM, France)
Differential coding of absolute and relative aversive value in the Drosophila brain.
11h15 - 11h45 (Coffee Break)
11h45 - 12h45 (Session 8: part-2) Behavior
Chairwoman : Carolina Rezaval (Birmingham University, United Kingdom)
11h45 - T52 ZARIN Aref (Texas A&M University, USA)
The Kinematic and Neuromuscular Basis of Drosophila larval escape revealed by EM connectome and
high-speed volumetric imaging
12h00 - T53 KIM Seong-Jin (GIST, Gwangju, Korea)
The seminal galactoside activates nutrient-sensing neurons in the brain and promotes fertility in Drosophila
melanogaster females
12h15 - T54 CAZALE-DEBAT Laurie (University of Birmingham, United Kingdom)
A neural mechanism underlying action-selection under sensory conflict
12h30 - T55 BENGOCHEA Mercedes (ICM, Paris, France)
Numerical discrimination in Drosophila melanogaster
12h45 (Closing Remarks)
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Invited keynote presentations
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K001

Differentiation, Communication, and Collective Behavior in Ant Societies
KRONAUER Daniel

Rockefeller University (USA)
Topic: Behavior
Abstract:
My lab’s research program is built around a carefully chosen, unconventional model system, the clonal raider ant
Ooceraea biroi. This species combines the rich biology of social insects with unprecedented experimental control,
allowing us to work with large numbers of colonies and isogenic strains that can be genetically engineered. We
focus on a set of interrelated and complementary questions that are not easily accessible in “classical” model
organisms. First, we want to understand the genetic, epigenetic, and neural mechanisms that underlie the
differentiation of ants into “castes”. In ants, genetically identical females can develop into queens or workers that
differ dramatically in morphology, physiology, behavior, and longevity. Studying such extreme cases of phenotypic
plasticity can shed light on general epigenetic and developmental principles. Morphologically and genetically
identical workers also specialize on different tasks in the colony, such as foraging or nursing, and we want to
understand the underlying mechanisms at the neuromodulatory and circuit level. This addresses the important
question of how behavioral individuality arises. Second, ants are walking chemical factories and communicate with
a dazzling array of pheromones. We study how the ant chemosensory system has evolved to perceive this chemical
language at the periphery, and how social information is processed at higher levels in the brain to generate
appropriate behavioral outputs. These studies provide insight into the developmental and coding logic of complex
sensory systems, as well as the neurobiological basis of social behavior. Third, we ask how the manifold social
interactions between morphologically and behaviorally differentiated ants give rise to adaptive phenomena at the
colony level, including collective decision making, foraging, parental behavior, and navigation. Combining these
three major research avenues, our overarching goal is to reverse engineer an insect society to obtain a
comprehensive molecular and organismic understanding of how such a complex biological system works.
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K002

The dual role of glia-neuron interactions for long-term memory: energy supply and
regulation of redox homeostasis
PREAT Thomas

ESPCI, Paris (France)
Topic: Brain Homeostasis and Metabolism
Abstract:
A key emerging question is how energy metabolism intervenes in higher brain function to shape behavior. Given
that defects in energy metabolism are increasingly thought to be causally involved in aging-induced memory
impairments or neurodegenerative diseases, there is a high stake in decoding the implication of energy metabolism
in brain plasticity.
Drosophila show an elaborate structure of memory phases, which are formed in a context- (i.e. conditioning
experience) and state-dependent (i.e. feeding status, mating status, social environment) manner. In particular, our
team showed that aversive long-term memory (LTM) formation is inhibited in the starvation state (1). Our recent
work has highlighted the existence of causal relationships between the cellular organization of metabolism in
neurons of the olfactory memory center, the mushroom body (MB), and glial cells (2,3).
Glucose is the primary source of energy for the brain. However, it remains controversial whether, upon neuronal
activation, glucose is primarily used by neurons for ATP production, or if it is partially oxidized in astrocytes, as
proposed by the astrocyte-neuron lactate shuttle model for glutamatergic neurons in the mammalian brain. Thus, an
in vivo picture of glucose metabolism during cognitive processes is missing. I will show here that glucose plays a
dual role during memory formation. First glucose is a source of energy for both short-term and long-term memory
(LTM). Following associative conditioning, glycolysis in glial cells produces alanine, which is back-converted into
pyruvate in mushroom body cholinergic neurons to uphold their increased mitochondrial needs (4). In addition, for
LTM, specific dopaminergic signaling to the MB sustains mitochondrial activity after conditioning (1,4).
In parallel to providing energy via glia glycolysis, a dedicated glial glucose transporter transfers glucose to MB for
LTM, for use by the pentose phosphate pathway (2). Our pioneer preliminary data suggest that the regulation of the
pentose pathway is required to maintain redox homeostasis during LTM formation.
The delineation of glucose metabolism during memory formation indicates that specific metabolic hallmarks can be
attributed to a given memory type. Importantly, these metabolic upregulations consistently occur in the early stage
of memory formation, i.e. in a time window of a few hours after conditioning. Hence, these findings raise the
exciting possibility that the brain could harbor metabolic signatures of the memories that are being encoded, which
are crucial for proper memory formation as well as determining its persistence and other properties.
(1) Plaçais, P.-Y. and Preat, T. (2013). To favor survival under food shortage, the brain disables costly memory.
Science, 339(6118):440-442.
(2) de Tredern, E., Rabah, Y., Pasquer, L., Minatchy, J., Plaçais, P.-Y., Preat T. (2021). Glial glucose fuels the
neuronal pentose phosphate pathway for long-term memory. Cell Rep, 24;36(8):109620.
(3) Silva, B., Mantha, O. L., Schor, J., Pascual, A., Plaçais, P.-Y., Pavlowsky, A. and Preat, T. (2022). Glia fuel
neurons with locally synthesized ketone bodies to sustain memory under starvation. Nat Metab, 4(2):213-224.
(4) Plaçais, P.-Y., de Tredern, E., Scheunemann, L., Trannoy, S., Goguel, V., Han, K.-A., Isabel, G., and Preat, T.
(2017). Upregulated energy metabolism in the Drosophila mushroom body is the trigger for long-term memory.
Nat Commun, 8:15510.
(5) Rabah, Y., Frances, R., Plaçais, P.-Y. and Preat, T. Glycolysis-derived alanine from glia fuels neuronal
mitochondria for memory in Drosophila (unpublished results).
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K003

Brain switch: degeneration, plasticity, regeneration
HIDALGO ALICIA

University of Birmingham (United Kingkdom)
Topic: Neural Development
Key words: Drosophila neurotrophins, Toll, dopamine, structural plasticity, neurodengeneration
Abstract:
The healthy brain is in balance between structural plasticity, its ability to undergo change, and homeostasis, which
constrains change within reasonable boundaries that enable appropriate behaviour. Experience-dependent structural
plasticity and resulting circuit modifications could encode memory and enable adaptation to life challenges.
Conversely, circuit degeneration with aging underlies the deterioration of brain function. Alterations in this balance
result in brain disease, like psychiatric, neurodegenerative and brain tumours.
The main growth factors responsible for brain plasticity in mammals are the neurotrophins, functioning through
p75 and Trk receptors, involving tyrosine-kinase signalling. Instead, Drosophila neurotrophins are ligands for Tolls
and kinase-less Trk-like Kek receptors. Toll and human Toll-Like Receptors have a conserved function in innate
immunity, whereas kinase-less Trks underlie psychiatric disorders, but their function remains little explored. We
showed that Tolls function like neurotrophin receptors in the CNS, regulating cell survival and axon targeting.
Together with Keks, they regulate structural synaptic plasticity - a novel mechanism not yet found in mammals.
There are nine Tolls, distributed throughout the distinct brain modules, in overlapping but distinct patterns. Toll
signalling can result in distinct cellular outcomes, cell survival or cell death, quiescence or cell proliferation,
including inducing adult neurogenesis. Through their spatial segregation and their ability to regulate cell number in
various ways, Tolls are ideally placed to translate experience into structural brain change.
In fact, neurons expressing the Toll-6 ligand DNT-2 have unique arborisation patterns in each individual fly and
these arborisations are modulated further by neuronal activity. Integrated in a dopaminergic circuit, DNT-2 neurons
function as translators of experience valence into structural change. Our findings indicate that dopamine labels the
circuits engaged in experience and DNT-2 with Toll-6 and Kek-6 receptors modify those circuits, preventing
neurodegeneration and promoting structural plasticity, locomotion and memory. We are now asking how
experience shapes the brain.
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K004

Visual Map Formation in Drosophila
HIESINGER Robin

Freie Universität Berlin (Germany)
Topic: Neural Circuits & Synapses
Abstract:
Precise synaptic connectivity is a prerequisite for the function of neural circuits, yet individual neurons, taken out
of their developmental context, readily form unspecific synapses. How does genetically encoded brain wiring deal
with this apparent contradiction? Brain wiring is a developmental growth process that is not only characterized by
precision, but also flexibility and robustness. As in any other growth process, cellular interactions are restricted in
space and time. Correspondingly, molecular and cellular interactions are restricted to those that ‘get to see’ each
other during development. This seminar will explore the question how developmental patterning can ensure both
specificity and robustness of brain wiring using the Drosophila visual system as a model.
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K005

Translational studies into Autism and Intellectual Disability disorders – of
mechanisms and treatment strategies
SCHENCK Annette

Radboud Univ, Nijmegen (Netherlands)
Topic: Brain Disorders
Abstract:
Intellectual Disability and co-occurring Autism spectrum disorders are, due to their high frequency and lifetime
long expenses, the biggest unmet challenge in clinical genetics and among the largest cost factors of health care in
Western countries. They are largely monogenic, and disease gene identification over the past decade has been
highly successful. More than 1500 causative genes have been reported, providing exciting stepping stones into the
molecular basis of cognition. However, the role of most ID genes, particularly in the nervous system, is poorly
understood, and so are the pathogenic consequences of deleterious mutations and their potential reversibility later
in development. A highly efficient model organism is needed to make use of the available genetic information to
advance our knowledge and patient care in this field.
I will point out some bottlenecks in the field and highlight the unique advantages of the fruit fly Drosophila as a
model for ID/ASD disorders that allow to efficiently address these bottlenecks. I will provide examples of our work
into the molecular mechanisms, cellular substrates, and critical time windows of ID/ASD-associated phenotypes
and discuss the diagnostic and therapeutic strategies that we are exploring.
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K006

From brain to behavior: Dissecting olfactory circuits in Drosophila
SACHSE Silke

Max Planck Institute for Chemical Ecology (Germany)
Topic: Sensory systems
Key words: olfaction, sensory processing, plasticity, odor coding, neural circuits
Abstract:
My group is deciphering how neural circuits organize olfactory inputs to control behavior in insects with the
emphasis on Drosophila melanogaster. Most animals rely on their olfactory system to accomplish behavioral tasks
that guarantee their survival and reproduction. Since the odor space consists of an enormous, nearly infinite number
of possible stimuli, olfactory systems require special strategies to perceive, identify and evaluate the highly diverse
odor information from the environment. We identified and dissected in detail the neuronal correlates to specific
behavioral outputs resulting from the perception of odor mixtures, we elucidated the neural composition of
olfactory glomeruli, and we were able to show that higher brain centers decode the behavioral value of an odor
rather than its specificity. Currently, we investigate whether the olfactory circuitry is hardwired or can be
modulated by previous experience and/or associative learning. The talk will summarize our recent insights into
coding strategies and plastic components of the olfactory circuitry of Drosophila.
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K007

Glia affects speed and precision of neuronal conductance by control of axonal
diameter, position of voltage-gated ion channels and myelin formation
KLAMBT Christian

University of Münster (Germany)
Co-authors: H. OHM¹, S REY¹, S. KAUZMANN¹, M. BALDENIUS¹, A. KREBS¹, C. KLÄMBT¹
¹ Institut für Neuro- und Verhaltensbiologie, Münster, Germany
Topic: Neural Circuits & Synapses
Abstract:
The functionality of the brain requires sending of information via often long axons. Two problems need to be solved.
First, axonal conductance velocity is of obvious relevance. It can be enhanced either by increasing the axonal
diameter or by clustering of voltage-gated ion channels along the axonal plasma membrane. Second, electrical
crosstalk, known as ephaptic coupling, between closely neighboring axons has to be blocked to maximize neuronal
signaling precision. Both mechanisms depend on intricate neuron-glial interaction. Here we show that glial cells
foster radial axonal growth which in turn promotes conductance speed. To further enhance conductance speed axons
can cluster voltage-gated ion channels to initiate a micro-saltatory conductance mode. Clustering of ion channels
results in an increased likelihood of ephaptic coupling which is balanced by multiple glial wrapping. Here we show
that Drosophila forms myelin-like structures that moreover correlate with the voltage-gated ion channel clusters. An
evolutionary model underlying formation of myelin-like structures will be discussed.
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Talk presentations
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T001

Methods for investigating the dynamics of sleep and memory circuits
SEELIG Johannes

Max Planck Institute for Neurobiology of Behavior (Germany)
Co-authors: J. SEELIG¹
¹ Max Planck Institute for Neurobiology of Behavior
Topic: Technological Innovation
Key words:
Abstract:
Investigating the dynamics of neural circuits underlying sleep and memory in the fly brain requires methods for
imaging fast dynamics over long timescales during behavior. I will present a recently developed approach for twophoton calcium imaging over multiple days in tethered flies walking in virtual reality (Flores and Seelig, 2021),
including a method for correction of brain motion (Flores and Seelig, 2022). I will additionally discuss a paradigm
for learning during navigation in virtual reality (Flores et al., 2022). I will also show examples of how we use these
techniques for investigating circuit dynamics during behavior.
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T002

High-throughput Drosophila brain morphometrics based on micro-computed
tomography of a fly head
BOURGEAT Samuel

EPFL SV BMI GR-JAKSIC (Switzerland)
Co-authors: S. BOURGEAT¹, P.M. REIS², F. DERVENI², A.M. JAKSIC¹
¹ EPFL SV BMI GR-JAKSIC|² Flexible Structures Laboratory, Institute of Mechanical Engineering, École
polytechnique fédérale de Lausanne, Switzerland
Topic: Technological Innovation
Key words: Natural variation, genetic basis, brain volume, brain morphology
Abstract:
From genomics to connectomics, the fruit fly has helped us build better and more precise comprehension of the
functioning of the nervous system.
However, our knowledge of the genetic basis of natural variation in brain size and morphology is still incomplete,
while it can help us shed light onto the genetic architecture of this trait and the evolutionary potential of the
behaviours it may affect.
Quantifying subtle natural genetic diversity of brain morphology is challenging because brain morphology is
malleable to not only genetic, but also developmental and environmental factors that are difficult to control. To
overcome this issue, we developed a high-throughput and sensitive imaging method to quantify brain morphology
of diverse fly lines from the Drosophila Genetic Reference Panel (DGRP) reared in tightly controlled
environmental conditions.
In our method, we use a micro–computed tomography scanner with a multiple-sample-holder system to image up
to 12 whole fly heads per day at a 3 micron/pixel resolution. To unbiasedly capture the full range of morphological
diversity of fly brains we first reconstruct a 3D model of heads and manually segment the brains for a range of
diverse DGRP lines. This segmentation data is used to train a convolutional neural network which is then used to
automatically and unbiasedly segment brains from all available DGRP lines. We then extract the volumes as well
as morphology of the brains using topological data analysis. By using a topological variable called persistence
entropy we can summarise, cluster and classify topological features of brains based on their morphological
similarities. Our quantification method could capture genetic variation underlying brain’s shape and size. The
mapping of those phenotypic variations onto the variation in DNA sequence of all DGRP lines will enable us to
identify and characterize the genetic variation influencing brain morphology and size.
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Investigating cargo transport and the cytoplasmic biophysical properties of neurons
during ageing in vivo.
NG Kristal

King's College London (United Kingdom)
Co-authors: K. NG¹, A. VAGNONI¹
¹ King's College London
Topic: Technological Innovation
Key words: Ageing, mitochondria, phase-separation, diffusion, macromolecular crowding, intracellular trafficking
Abstract:
Neurons are complex and highly polarized cells, and long-range cargo transport is essential for proper neuronal
function. Dysfunctional transport is strongly associated with neurodegeneration and neuronal ageing, and early
decline in mitochondrial transport is a hallmark of neuronal ageing. The cytoplasm is highly crowded and the
context for many cellular processes, and there is evidence that properties such as cytoplasmic viscosity, crowding
and phase-separation play an important role in normal cellular functioning and in neurodegenerative diseases. How
the cytoplasmic physical and chemical properties influence intracellular transport is, however, not well understood.
An exciting hypothesis is that reduced cytoskeletal-based transport may significantly contribute to changes in the
biophysical properties of the neuronal cytoplasm.
We are studying the interplay between mitochondrial transport, dysfunction, and changes in cytoplasmic
biophysical properties during ageing and neurodegeneration in vivo. In particular, we aim to establish if agedependent changes in mitochondrial transport and function affect neuronal crowding, viscosity, and phaseseparation, and the implication for neurodegeneration. I will present genetically encoded fluorescence-based
sensors that I recently generated to probe cytoplasmic particle diffusiveness, macromolecular crowding and
propensity for phase-separation by live imaging in Drosophila. Using these tools, I first investigated how age
affects the partition of phase-separated liquid droplets in adult fly wing neurons in vivo by measuring the dynamics
and size of the genetically-encoded synthetic condensates. I will also present work aimed at manipulating cargo
trafficking to study the consequences for phase separation. Finally, I will present preliminary data on the behavior
of phase-separated particles in a Drosophila model of Alzheimer’s disease. Taken together, my current work
indicates a framework and provides the tools to study fundamental properties of the neuronal cytoplasm in
Drosophila neurons in vivo. We anticipate that our genetically encoded reporters will be useful for the wider fly
community.
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Development and evolution of neuronal diversity in the insect visual system
KONSTANTINIDES Nikolaos

CNRS, Institut Jacques Monod (France)
Co-authors: N. KONSTANTINIDES¹
¹ CNRS, Institut Jacques Monod
Topic: Technological Innovation
Key words: neuronal diversity, temporal patterning, neuro-evo-devo, neuronal stem cells, single cell sequencing
Abstract:
The insect central nervous system consists of thousands of different cell types. This diversity is generated by the
interplay of two main mechanisms, spatial and temporal patterning. These mechanisms are driven by the segregated
expression of transcription factors in space and time, respectively. Using the Drosophila visual system as a model,
we used single-cell sequencing to identify all temporal transcription factors in the neuronal stem cells. We verified
their expression in vivo and studied the regulatory networks that drive the progression of the temporal series.
Moreover, we established the temporal window of origin and birth order of each neuronal type in the medulla part
of the visual system. Finally, we used the single cell sequencing data to study the very first steps of neuronal
differentiation. Interestingly, we find that terminal differentiation genes, such as neurotransmitter-related genes, are
present as transcripts, but not as proteins, in immature larval neurons. This comprehensive analysis of a temporal
series of transcription factors offers a proof-of-principle for the use of single-cell mRNA sequencing for the
comparison of temporal patterning across phyla that can lead to an understanding of how neurodevelopmental
mechanisms evolve to generate diverse neuronal types.
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Characterisation of the transcriptomic and epigenetic signatures of glia and neurons
across development.
CATTENOZ Pierre
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¹ Institut de Génétique et de Biologie Moléculaire et Cellulaire, Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique,
UMR7104, Institut National de la Santé e
Topic: Technological Innovation
Key words: ChIPseq, RNAseq, glia, development
Abstract:
Distinct cell types emerge from the zygote and fulfil specific functions upon the acquisition of different gene
expression profiles. The nature of cell identity represents a central question in biology, as the accurate definition of
cell types has an impact on many areas of research and clinical applications. The recently developed genome-wide
techniques make it now possible to identify and characterize the mechanisms controlling cell identity at
unprecedented resolution. We here identify the molecular signatures that characterize Drosophila embryonic and
larval neurons, glia and hemocytes, representative examples of related and unrelated cell types. We find cell as well
as stage specific transcriptional signatures that define neurons glia and hemocytes based on their origins and
functions.
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Virtual Fly Brain - A hub for Drosophila melanogaster neural anatomy, imaging
data & connectomics
MCLACHLAN Alex

Department of Physiology, Development and Neuroscience, University of Cambridge (United Kingdom)
Co-authors: A. MCLACHLAN¹, R. COURT², G. MILLBURN³, C. PILGRIM³, H. KIR⁴, N. BROWN³, M.
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¹ Department of Physiology, Development and Neuroscience, University of Cambridge|² School of Informatics,
University of Edinburgh, UK|³ Department of Physiology, Development and Neuroscience, University of
Cambridge, UK|⁴ European Bioinformatics Institute, Hinxton, UK|⁵ Department of Zoology, University of
Cambridge, UK|⁶ MRC Laboratory of Molecular Biology, University of Cambridge, Cambridge, UK|⁷ School of
Informatics, University of Edinburgh, UK.
Topic: Technological Innovation
Key words: Ontolgy, FAIR, Data, Integration, Connectomics, neuro-anatomy, expression patterns, API
Abstract:
VFB (virtualflybrain.org) provides a uniquely integrated, queryable view of Drosophila neuroscience data.
Established pipelines with major data providers enable rapid integration of new bulk data. VFB provides an
essential system ensuring key data is released openly and rapidly following FAIR data standards.

Through close collaboration with international data providers and our own curation efforts, we provide a single
integrative platform to query across the most extensive set of Drosophila neuroscience data available. We maintain
information directly curated from >3,600 primary publications describing >18,500 neuro-anatomical terms and a
comprehensive neuroanatomical ontology for the Drosophila nervous system. Linked through the ontology
annotation and alignment to reference brain volumes, VFB contains ~170,000 images, including 5,000 split-GAL4
expression patterns, spanning >5,000 neuron types. We integrate public connectomics datasets, with 28,000
neurons and ~3,500,000 potential connections. To unlock the potential of these anatomical datasets we integrate
over 1500 transgenic strains to help users select target tools to test circuit hypotheses. We are also actively working
to integrate scRNAseq data.
VFB’s suite of 3D graphical and text-based query tools provide a powerful set of methods to search for, visualise
and download relevant datasets. For example, queries allow morphologically similar neurons to be found
(NBLAST/NeuronBridge) and the circuit browser allows potential pathways of connectivity between two neurons
to be identified. In all cases, the provenance of the data is retained to clearly indicate the original source of each
dataset plus any annotation that has been added since. We have developed an API that enables batch processing of
queries and data analytics using either Python or R platforms. In addition to the resource itself, all the software
underpinning the website, the databases and the APIs are also released open-source. A brief demo will be available
at the conference.
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The internal energy supply influences stability of food related memories
SCHOLZ Henrike

Department of Biology, University of Cologne, 50674 Köln, Germany (Germany)
Co-authors: H. SCHOLZ¹, K. AUWEILER¹, M. BERGER²
¹ Department of Biology, University of Cologne, 50674 Köln, Germany|² Department of Biology, University of
Cologne, 50674 Germany
Topic: Brain Homeostasis & Metabolism
Key words: Drosophila, glycogen, starvation, stability of memory, octopamine, food intake
Abstract:
The brain regulates food intake in response to internal energy demands and the availability of food. Here we
investigate how the internal energy levels influence the stability of food related memories. Sucrose is a
carbohydrate enriched in western diets. But can the internal energy storage of sucrose in form of glycogen
influence which kind of memory the brain forms? We show that after an increased period of starvation the internal
glycogen level determines whether Drosophila melanogaster forms appetitive short term or long-term memory. The
glycogen levels in the muscles and fat bodies influence how good sucrose is remembered. The information of the
internal energy status is integrated by insulin like signaling in octopaminergic reward neurons. In turn, octopamine
suppresses the formation of appetitive long-term memory. The uncoupling of the energy sensing reward system
results in appetitive short-term memory independent of the internal energy status. Octopamine is not directly
required for the formation of appetitive short-term memory, since octopamine less mutants can form appetitive
short-term memory to other nutrients and depending on the length of starvation or internal energy levels, also
appetitive short-term memory to sucrose. The reduced positive reinforcing effect of sucrose in the presence of high
internal glycogen levels combined with the increased stability of food related memories due to increased starvation
periods might explain the inability to reduce food intake.
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Mushroom body specific epigenetic programming by trithorax supports the
metabolic demand of long-term memory
RAUN Nicholas

Department of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology, Dalhousie University, Canada (Canada)
Co-authors: N. RAUN¹, A. KUMARI¹, C. KEUNG², O. KERR¹, V. IBRAHIM³, M. WILLIAMS³, D. TOP³, J.
KRAMER⁴
¹ Department of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology, Dalhousie University, Canada|² Department of Physiology
and Pharmacology, Western University, Canada|³ Department of Pediatrics, Dalhousie University, Canada|⁴
Department of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology, Dalhousie University, Canada
Topic: Brain Homeostasis & Metabolism
Key words: Neuronal identity, Histone methylation, trithorax, Courtship memory, Mushroom body
Abstract:
Epigenetic mechanisms, like histone post-translation modifications, are thought to be involved in the specification
and maintenance of different neuronal cell-types, however, their specific role in regulating gene expression for
those unique neuronal identities is unclear. To further understand epigenetic regulation in the brain, we used
Drosophila mushroom body (MB) memory neurons and screened for epigenetic regulators required in the MB for
normal memory. We identified that the histone methyltransferase trithorax (trx) is required in adult MB neurons for
long-term memory (LTM), but not short-term memory (STM). To understand how trx promotes LTM we used MBspecific RNA-sequencing and ChIP-sequencing to identify trx-target genes. Interestingly, we show that trx is
required to maintain expression of several novel MB-identity genes; genes with higher mRNA expression in the
MB compared to the whole head. One of these genes encodes lactate dehydrogenase (Ldh), a metabolic enzyme
responsible for the interconversion of lactate and pyruvate. Previous studies showed that a MB-specific flux in
pyruvate is required to fuel the high energy demand of LTM formation. Knockdown of Ldh in the MB results in
LTM deficits, without effecting STM, and re-expression of Ldh in the MB rescues trx-dependent LTM defects. We
also show that trx knockdown MBs have reduced overall translation, which is an energy intensive process that is
acutely required for LTM but dispensable in STM. Taken together, our data suggest that epigenetic regulation by
trx supports the metabolic demand of LTM by maintaining high levels of Ldh, and potentially an additional small
group of novel MB-identity genes (currently under investigation) involved in energy metabolism and translation.
While neuronal identity is normally defined by cell outputs and inputs, our data demonstrate that epigenetic
regulators can also impart other aspects of neuronal cell identity such as metabolic capacity, which has a critical
role in memory consolidation.
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Motile mitochondria are required for associative long-term memory formation
PAVLOWSKY Alice

Energy & Memory, Brain Plasticity Unit, CNRS, ESPCI Paris, PSL Research University, (France)
Co-authors: A. PAVLOWSKY¹, J. MINATCHY², T. COMYN², D. GENY³, P. BUN⁴, L. DANGLOT⁴, T.
PRéAT², P. PLAçAIS²
¹ Energy & Memory, Brain Plasticity Unit, CNRS, ESPCI Paris, PSL Research University,|² Energy & Memory,
Brain Plasticity Unit, CNRS, ESPCI Paris, PSL Research University, |³ Université de Paris, NeurImag Imaging
Facility, Institute of Psychiatry and Neuroscience of Paris,|⁴ Université de Paris, Institute of Psychiatry and
Neuroscience of Paris (IPNP), INSERM U1266, NeurImag Imaging facility
Topic: Brain Homeostasis & Metabolism
Key words: long-term memory; mitochondria; motility; energy; mushroom body
Abstract:
Mitochondria are dynamics organelles that continuously move, fuse and divide. In neurons, depending on their subcellular localization, mitochondria shape varies and this diversity of shapes reflects the heterogeneity of the demand
mitochondria need to face. In vitro, mitochondria motility impacts its intracellular distribution and its ability to be
present at sites of high ATP consumption and Ca2+ buffering needs such as synapses. However, whether
mitochondria motility is required in memory has not been addressed yet. Here we used the Drosophila model to
address this question. Indeed, Drosophila can feature elaborate associative memory processes and actors of
mitochondria dynamics as well as the molecular pathways supporting memory are largely conserved from flies to
mammals. Thus, we have recently shown that, in the drosophila’s major memory center, long-term memory (LTM)
formation requires an acute upregulation of mitochondria metabolism.
Here by genetically targeting mitochondria motility main actors in the fly’s major memory center, we establish that
motile mitochondria are required specifically for LTM. Then using STED microscopy to image mitochondria in the
fly’s memory center, we show that upon LTM formation, mitochondria dynamics is regulated. Eventually, using in
vivo imaging we evidenced that when mitochondria motility is impaired, upregulation of mitochondria metabolism
required for LTM formation is abolished.
Our study shows that mitochondria motility is a key process in vivo to full-fill increased neuronal metabolic
demand upon LTM formation. Further investigation would help to decipher how defect in mitochondrial transport
and altered distribution are implicated in major neurological disorders.
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Neuron-glia crosstalk in neuronal remodeling: role of the chemokine-like Orion in
glial cell phagocytic transformation
DURA Jean-Maurice

Institut de Génétique Humaine (France)
Co-authors: J. DURA¹, C. PERRON², A. BOULANGER²
¹ Institut de Génétique Humaine|² IGH, Univ Montpellier, CNRS, Montpellier, France
Topic: Neural Development
Key words: neuron-glia crosstalk, neuronal remodeling, neuronal signals, glial receptors, brain development
Abstract:
Neuronal remodeling is a conserved mechanism, underlying nervous system maturation and function, that
eliminates unwanted neurites and can include the loss of cell bodies. In these processes a key role for glial cells has
been clearly identified in the last decades. Orion was recently identified as a neuronal CX3C chemokine-like
secreted protein which induces astrocyte infiltration into the axon bundle during mushroom body (MB) neuronal
remodeling. We have used different neuronal remodeling paradigms in the fly nervous system and showed that:
1) Orion is essential for astrocytic synapse engulfment and phagocytosis.
2) Orion is involved in the transformation of astrocytes into phagocytes.
3) Orion is also inducing the phagocytic transformation of cortex glia and ensheating glia but seems to have no
effect on wrapping glia.
Our findings imply a role for an as-yet-undefined Orion receptor on the surface of the glial cells. The draper
phagocytic receptor is likely an Orion receptor. First, in a collaborative study with the Han’s laboratory (Cornell
University) published as a preprint (https://doi.org/10.1101/2022.02.11.480148) we proposed that Orion bridges
phosphatidylserine, a conserved neuronal eat-me signal, and Drpr in neuronal phagocytosis. Second, the phenotype
of MB remodeling of a null allele of drpr or of a null allele of orion looks identical as expected for a ligand and its
receptor involved in the same process. We are currently testing this hypothesis at the biochemical level.
We have uncover a neuronally secreted chemokine-like protein acting as a “find-me/eat-me” signal involved in
neuron-glia crosstalk required for neurite pruning and elimination of neuron cell bodies during developmental
neuron remodeling. Although chemokine signaling was not described previously in insects, we propose that
chemokine-like involvement in neuron-glia interaction is an evolutionary ancient mechanism.
Boulanger A et al. (2021) Nature Communications 12, 184. https://doi.org/10.1038/s41467-021-22054-x.
Boulanger A and Dura J.-M. (2022) BioEssays2022;2100254. https://doi.org/10.1002/bies.202100254
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CYFIP drives brain metabolic changes to control night sleep
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Department of Fundamental Neurosciences - University of Lausanne (Switzerland)
Co-authors: V. MARIANO¹, G. AIELLO², A. KANELLOPOULOS², A. LO², T. ACHSEL², E. LEGIUS³, C.
BAGNI²
¹ Department of Fundamental Neurosciences - University of Lausanne|² Department of Fundamental Neurosciences
- University of Lausanne |³ VIB-KU Leuven
Topic: Brain Disorders
Key words: Sleep, SREBP, Men, CYFIP, Autism Spectrum Disorder
Abstract:
Sleep behavior is conserved across evolution and sleep disorders are a frequent comorbidity of intellectual
disabilities1,2. However, the molecular basis underlying sleep dysfunctions in neurological disease remains
elusive3. Using a model for neurodevelopmental disorders, the Drosophila Cytoplasmic FMR1 interacting protein
(CYFIP) haploinsufficiency (Cyfip85.1/+)4, we identified a novel molecular mechanism modulating sleep
homeostasis, and therefore sleep need. We show that Cyfip haploinsufficiency induces an increase in the
transcription of genes related to energy metabolism, that affects the accumulation specific metabolites in the brain
and reduces the sleep amount. Modulation of these genes rescues the metabolites deficits and sleep defects,
indicating that these genes act downstream Cyfip to regulate sleep need. Our work identifies a novel molecular
pathway worth exploring for its therapeutic potential in sleep disorders.
1. Van Dongen HP, Maislin G, Mullington JM, Dinges DF. The cumulative cost of additional wakefulness: doseresponse effects on neurobehavioral functions and sleep physiology from chronic sleep restriction and total sleep
deprivation. Sleep 26, 117-126 (2003).
2. Missig G, McDougle CJ, Carlezon WA Jr. Sleep as a translationally-relevant endpoint in studies of autism
spectrum disorder (ASD). Neuropsychopharmacology. 2020 Jan;45(1):90-103.
3.Krueger JM, Frank MG, Wisor JP, Roy S. Sleep function: Toward elucidating an enigma. Sleep Med Rev 28, 4654 (2016).
4. Schenck A, Bardoni B, Langmann C, Harden N, Mandel JL, Giangrande A. CYFIP/Sra-1 controls neuronal
connectivity in Drosophila and links the Rac1 GTPase pathway to the fragile X protein. Neuron 38, 887-898
(2003).
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Metabolic control of the sleep homeostat
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Topic: Brain Homeostasis & Metabolism
Key words: sleep, mitochondria, Toll, ROS, homeostasis
Abstract:
Sleep is under homeostatic control: prolonged periods of wakefulness trigger a compensatory increase in the
duration and/or intensity of sleep to discharge accrued sleep drive. This behavioural change is reflected in electrical
changes of sleep-promoting neurons projecting to the dorsal fan-shaped body (dFB): dFB neurons of sleepdeprived flies are more excitable than those of rested flies. These changes were shown to be mediated by the
antagonistic regulation of two potassium channels: Shaker and Sandman. Understanding what increases the
excitability of dFB neurons by regulating Shaker and Sandman will undoubtedly inform us about the molecular
basis of sleep need.
While mitochondrial metabolism and in particular reactive oxygen species was shown to regulate Shaker, the
signals modulating Sandman are unknown. Here, we identify Toll receptors – best known for their role in the innate
immune system – as major regulatory players of Sandman current, dFB excitability and sleep. The dFB-specific
knockdown of Toll-6 prevents the switch to a high excitability state by increasing Sandman current, and renders
flies insomniac. Moreover, we show that Toll-6 ligands are upregulated in the brain after sleep deprivation,
indicating that they respond to sleep need. Our work identifies a novel molecular pathway connecting energy
metabolism, innate immunity and sleep homeostasis.
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Evolutionary divergence in sugar valuation shifts Drosophila suzukii oviposition
choice towards ripe fruit
CAVEY Matthieu

IBDM, Aix-Marseille University (France)
Co-authors: M. CAVEY¹
¹ IBDM, Aix-Marseille University
Topic: Brain Evolution & Ecology
Key words: Oviposition, Behavior, Drosophila suzukii, sugar perception
Abstract:
Behavior evolution can promote the emergence of agricultural pests via ecological niche changes. The underlying
neuronal mechanisms are poorly understood. We investigate the chemosensory changes underlying the
evolutionary shift of oviposition substrate of the pest Drosophila suzukii from rotten to ripe fruits. Using a model
substrate for fermented fruits and genetic manipulations, we show that an increase in valuation of fruit sugars
during oviposition decisions drives D. suzukii to oviposit on ripe fruits as opposed to the model D. melanogaster
which prefers rotten fruits. We generated transgenic tools to manipulate the sugar-sensing Gustatory Receptor
Neurons (GRNs) in D. suzukii and show that sugar perception is required for ripe substrate preference. Conversely,
increasing sugar inputs in D. melanogaster shifts its oviposition preference toward the ripe substrate, thereby
mimicking in some respect the evolutionary trajectory of D. suzukii. Inter-species comparative in vivo calcium
imaging of sugar GRNs suggests that increased sugar valuation in D. suzukii is related to neuronal sensitivity
changes at multiple levels of the oviposition circuitry. Our results show that the tuning of sugar valuation has
contributed to the evolution of oviposition preference on ripe fruit of D. suzukii.
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Sculpting neuronal hemilineages with combinatorial pro-apoptotic RHG gene
expression and the evolution of network motifs in flightless flies.
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Topic: Neural Development
Key words: Development, Evolution, Lineage, Hemilineage, Programmed Cell Death
Abstract:
Within the ventral nerve cord Type-I neuroblasts self-renew, budding off ganglion mother cells that divide once to
generate a notch-ON and a notch-OFF daughter cell. This repeated mode of cell division results in two halflineages, termed hemilineages. Hemilineages of neurons appear to be the fundamental ‘developmental units’ for
building the insect nervous system and closely align with neurotransmitter identity, synaptic targeting and circuit
function.
Our previous work shows that a very common fate within one of the two hemilineages is programmed cell death
(PCD). This tightly patterned death is critical for sculpting network components during development and controls
both neuronal sub-type diversity and segment-specific network differences.
Here I will describe our recent work exploring the role of the pro-apoptotic RHG genes, Grim, Reaper, Hid and
Sickle in patterning hemilineage-based PCD in Drosophila. I will reveal that RHGs are specifically upregulated in
‘doomed’ postmitotic neurons soon after their birth and remain sustained until death. Clonal analysis of these
factors, using our novel CRISPR T2A knock-in reporters, and smFISH reveals distinct expression patterns within
hemilineage populations. Loss-of-function approaches support these observations and show specific populations
require distinct combinatorial RHG expression for their death.
As all insects build their central nervous systems from a stereotyped array of neuroblasts, whose number and
pattern are highly conserved, we predict that changes in the pattern of hemilineage-based PCD may be critical for
diversifying network motifs. I will show recent data from a closely related wingless dipteran, Braula coeca, that
suggests hemilineage patterns of cell death are evolutionarily plastic. These data strongly support our idea that
changes in the patterns of developmental death within hemilineages may be a critical mechanism for generating
species-specific differences in circuitry.
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One neuron, many brains: testing the effect of genetic background on the action of
single neurons.
B. LEITãO Alexandre

Fundação Champalimaud (Portugal)
Co-authors: A. B. LEITãO¹, M. A. MOITA²
¹ Fundação Champalimaud|² Champalimaud Foundation
Topic: Behavior
Key words: defensive behavior, genetic background, split-GAL4
Abstract:
Manipulation of neuronal activity in single neurons is an essential tool to map neuronal circuits. Typically,
activation/inactivation of neuronal activity is done in one uniform genetic background. However, in a natural
context, the same neuronal circuit develops in different genotypes, modifying the context where the circuit is
active, from differences in expression of neuromodulators to differences in connectivity. Hence, to determine the
role of a neuron on a behavior, we need to manipulate its activity in different genotypes. In here, we show that this
is possible to achieve in Drosophila melanogaster, combining the genetic tools to manipulate activity of single
neurons and a set of inbred lines, genetically diverse between them. We targeted a single descending neuron,
DNp09, while manipulating the genetic background in heterozygosity. It has been shown that DNp09 is involved in
freezing behavior upon presentation of a visual threat. Our results confirm this, but importantly, show that the
effect size resulting from DNp09 manipulation is dependent on the genetic background. Having this proof of
concept, we will now start investigating the interaction between genotype and different neurons.
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Genetic and neuronal mechanisms of circadian plasticity loss in the equatorial
endemic Drosophila sechellia
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¹ UNIVERISTY OF LAUSANNE
Topic: Brain Evolution & Ecology
Key words: circadian activity, behavioral plasticity, neuropeptide, gene expression, evolution
Abstract:
Species with broad geographic distributions often accommodate environmental variation with behavioral plasticity.
The ability to adjust behaviors to match the environment is integral to fitness, but we still have little understanding
of its molecular basis. Determining how behavioral plasticity is achieved, both genetically and by the nervous
system, is key to understanding how cosmopolitan organisms evolved to handle variable environments and
projecting how they will persist in increasingly volatile climates. One factor that varies seasonally and by latitude is
length of day. Many drosophilids, including the cosmopolitan Drosophila melanogaster, display plasticity in
circadian activity, allowing them to adjust to fluctuating day lengths by varying the timing of their morning and
evening activity peaks to coincide with changing dawn/dusk. D. sechellia, however, is an equatorial island endemic
experiencing almost no variation in day length throughout the year. We show that accordingly, D. sechellia
displays minimal circadian plasticity when faced with longer days. We examined the expression of a key
neuropeptide gene, pigment dispersing factor (pdf), in two populations of circadian neurons with roles in morning
and evening peak timing. Using immunofluorescence, single-molecule RNA FISH, and transgenic reporters in
these cells, we identify differences in pdf expression and collect evidence that these differences are attributed to
cis-regulatory evolution of the pdf enhancer. Ongoing experiments test the hypothesis that cis-regulatory evolution
of pdf is causal for interspecific differences in circadian plasticity. Our findings will have broad implications on
understanding how selection from variable environments drives gene expression evolution resulting in phenotypic
plasticity.
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Unexpectedly rich coding capacity of the pheromone-sensitive ORNs
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Topic: Sensory systems
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Abstract:
Flying insects encounter turbulent environments, in which progressive chemotaxis along a concentration gradient is
impracticable. Instead, detection of the onset and offset of discrete odor pulses become crucial for navigation. But
how does the olfactory system encode the STOP signals, i.e., offset, and hence compute the duration of the odor
pulse – is not well understood. The olfactory receptor neurons (ORNs) of the antenna are the first line of odor
detectors. Previous works across insect species indicated that the duration of ORN spiking greatly exceeds the
pulse duration of the applied odor. Therefore, coding for the odor plume's temporal structure was thought to start in
the second-order olfactory neurons (PNs) of the antennal lobe.
We performed single-sensillum recordings from the pheromone-sensitive ORNs of moths and Drosophila while
administering sharp, precise odor pulses. ORN firing responses in moths faithfully tracked odor duration for pulses
lasting ? 200ms. A transient inhibition marked the termination of such pulses, followed by a low-level persistent
rebound activity. Computational modeling revealed that a slow (~800ms) adaptation of the spike-generating
mechanism is necessary for the qualitatively different responses to different pulse durations. With a simulation we
showed that the duration-coding capability of the PNs depends on the ORN's temporal dynamics.
In nature, sex pheromones exist as multicomponent chemical cocktails and each component is known to be
detected by separate narrowly tuned receptors. Surprisingly, secondary pheromone component, to which the
selected ORNs did not elicit any response, modulated the ORN’s firing response to the primary pheromone
component, despite the well-known receptor selectivity. Therefore, we conclude that the encoding of the blend
composition and temporal dynamics starts to be implemented in the earliest stage of olfactory information
processing. Our results help to understand the mechanisms that enable the male moth to navigate to the female
relying on the antennal ORNs.
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Abstract:
Most living organisms synchronise biological activities with the earth's rotation, a daily regulation of biology and
behaviour controlled by an evolutionary conserved molecular mechanism known as the circadian clock. Circadian
mechanisms are programmed to maximise exposure to positive activities (social interactions, mating, feeding)
during the day and minimise exposure to danger (predation, weather, darkness) during the night. Some behaviours
also show a secondary layer of homeostatic control to prioritise important activities. The circadian clock, for
instance, may regulate our feeding time but if we skip a meal, homeostasis will drive hunger at an unusual time;
conversely, a large breakfast may interfere with circadian regulation of lunchtime. Sleep is believed to be one of
these behaviours: controlled by the circadian clock for its baseline appearance, while modulated by a mysterious
homeostatic regulator ensuring we fulfill our species-specific amount of daily sleep. Evolutionary conserved
homeostatic control is considered to be the main evidence for a core biological function of sleep that goes beyond
the trivial one (that is: limiting our energy expenditure and exposure to danger). It is postulated that sleep evolved
around this basic biological function and its regulation. We have analysed sleep in seven Drosophila species and
found evidence for this hypothesis. Drosophilid sleep appears similar in its circadian regulation – but different in its
homeostatic regulation. A consistent homeostatic rebound after sleep deprivation (SD) is observed only in
D.melanogaster and not in the other species tested, in which rebound is either absent or present only upon
ecologically relevant SD. We show these differences may be explained by different neurobiological responses to
SD, involving genes regulating synaptic plasticity and learning. We also demonstrate that different
neurotransmitters may control Drosophilid sleep. These data suggest that sleep evolved around its trivial function
and that the homeostatic regulation is functionally convergent but molecular divergent.
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Abstract:
In vertebrates and invertebrate brains, highly diverse interconnected neurons define neural circuit architecture.
They form a close partnership with glia in the developing and mature brain. One glial class, the astrocytes,
represents a heterogeneous population with distinct morphologies and functional properties depending on their
location. However, our understanding of the mechanisms underlying astrocyte branch morphogenesis remains
limited. In the Drosophila visual system, astrocyte-like medulla neuropil glia (mng) variants acquire stereotypic
morphologies with columnar and layered branching patterns in a stepwise fashion from mid-metamorphosis
onwards. We previously uncovered a role for the transmembrane Leucine-rich repeat protein Lapsyn in controlling
mng development. lapsyn is expressed in mng and cell-autonomously required for correct branch extension into the
synaptic neuropil and anchorage of their cell bodies at the neuropil border to ensure their survival.
Astrocytes could acquire their shape through cell-intrinsic mechanisms or through interactions with other
astrocytes. However, could communication with neurons be equally instrumental for astrocyte morphogenesis? To
address this question, we combined endogenous and over-expression approaches with label-free mass spectrometry
to identify the potential binding partners of Lapsyn in astrocyte-like mng in cis or in neighboring neurons in trans.
Among other candidates, one Innexin family member, Innexin 2 (Inx2) was strongly enriched. Drosophila innexins
are transmembrane proteins that are structurally and functionally related to vertebrate connexins and similarly form
gap junction channels. We validated Inx2 and Lapsyn interactions by biochemical co-immunoprecipitation. Inx2
channels form plaques in developing astrocyte-like mng, and channel and adhesive functions are essential for
branch morphogenesis. Importantly, Inx2 is also expressed by neurons at their interface with astrocytes, and panneuronal knockdown reduces astrocyte branching. Glial loss of lapsyn interferes with Inx2 plaque stabilization.
Altogether, our findings reveal a distinct role for Inx2 in astrocyte-branch extension, mediating intercellular
communication via neuron-astrocyte gap junction channels, that are stabilized by Lapsyn.
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Abstract:
Left-Right (LR) asymmetry is a universal but largely unexplored feature of nervous systems. In contrast to visceral
LR asymmetry, the genetic basis of brain laterality remains indeed only poorly characterized. In this study, we
performed RNAi screening to identify the first genes controlling brain asymmetry in Drosophila. We found that the
conserved NetrinB (NetB) pathway is essential for a small group of bilateral neurons to project asymmetrically into
the Asymmetric Bodies (ABs), two neuropils present in the central region of the brain. While neurons project
unilaterally into the right AB in wild type, NetB mutant lose asymmetry and show a bilateral phenotype, with
neurons projecting into both the left and right neuropils. Time course analysis during development reveals that
neuronal projection is initially symmetrical, eventually resolving into an asymmetrical circuit during pupal stage,
and that the NetB pathway is required just prior this symmetry breaking. We show using unilateral clonal analysis
that NetB activity is required specifically on the right side for neurons to innervate the right AB, while the Unc-5
receptor is required bilaterally. Our findings provide an entry point for future studies aiming at unravelling both the
origin and function of brain lateralization.
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Abstract:
Dscam2 is a neuron specific transmembrane protein that regulates neurodevelopment through homophilic
repulsion. In addition to its developmental functions, we have recently shown that Dscam2 regulates
neurotransmission in mature neurons. In motor neurons, it inhibits the release of synaptic vesicles thereby
decreasing synaptic strength. At the ultrastructural level- Dscam2 mutant motor neuron terminals have more
synaptic vesicles at active zones and accumulated 60-80 nm vesicles. To identify these vesicles, we used GFP
tagged Rab proteins to mark different endosomal compartments and the APEX GBP system to visualise them under
the electron microscope. We found an increase in medium Rab4/Rab5 vesicles in Dscam2 mutants compared to
controls, indicating that these structures are endosomal intermediates. Thus, Dscam2 mutants appear to have a
delayed early endosomal fusion event. Unexpectedly, we also found a striking 50-fold increase in Rab11 labelled
large (>100nm) vesicles and a 10-fold decrease in medium sized Rab7 labelled vesicles in the Dscam2 mutants.
This suggests that removing Dscam2 affects more than early endosome fusion; there are delays/blocks in other
arms of the endosomal pathway. Given that Dscam2 promotes PI3K activity, we asked whether the endosomal
intermediates could be rescued by overexpressing Class I PI3K in a Dscam2 mutant background. Preliminary data
suggest that the rescue was achieved. To broaden this analysis and relate these cellular phenotypes to behaviour, we
tested memory formation in the Dscam2 mutants and found it defective. Conditional removal of Dscam2 from
adults also resulted in a memory deficit suggesting that Dscam2 contributes to the neurophysiology of memory
formation, not development. Consistent with this, PI3K rescued the memory defect linking the cellular phenotypes
with the behavioural deficits. These relationships between endosomal trafficking, synaptic strength and memory
suggests that Dscam2 dependent changes in PI3K activity are critical for higher order processes in the brain.
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Abstract:
How can robust network function emerge from neuronal ensembles that ultimately are subject to variability by each
of its constituent cells? As developing networks transition from irregular to patterned activity, they undergo plastic
tuning phases, termed “critical periods”; “critical” because disturbances during these phases lead to lasting changes
in function.
A critical period in the Drosophila larval locomotor network was recently discovered. To dissect underlying
cellular and circuit mechanisms, we have turned to the Drosophila larval neuromuscular junction (NMJ) as a model
synapse that has an explicit critical period. For example, transient critical period experiences of different
ecologically relevant temperatures (18-32C) cause significant differences synaptic terminal growth, synaptic
transmission, plasticity, and post-synaptic GluRIIA/B composition. For example, 18C critical period experiences
cause 50% reduction in muscle eEJP in third instar larvae and 32C during the critical period duplicate the number
of motorneuron boutons at NMJ. We find that manipulations of single motoneuron or muscle cells during the
critical period lead to predictable, cell-specific changes. This demonstrates that critical period adjustments occur at
the single cell level. Mechanistically, we have identified reactive oxygen species (ROS) as causative. Specifically,
our data implicate ROS produced by complex I of the mitochondrial electron transport chain. Reverse electron
transport (RET) is a complex I phenomenon known to be induced by elevated temperature. Overall, our data
suggest that during the critical period, warm temperatures trigger mitochondrial ROS signalling, which in turn
dictates the way neurons and muscles develop.
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Abstract:
Precise brain wiring relies on specific connections between pre- and postsynaptic partners, but when and how
partner interactions are required to develop functional connectivity may depend on circuit topology. Here we
show how Drosophila photoreceptor neurons initially establish the intricate wiring pattern of neural superposition
independent of their future main postsynaptic partners, the lamina neurons. The correct neural superposition
pattern develops, but fails to stabilize, when all lamina neurons are ablated. The ~4800 photoreceptor axon
terminals form an epithelium-like growth cone sheet, the lamina plexus, where each growth cone extends to one of
~800 specific target regions that form through morphogenesis of the growth cones themselves, even in an ectopic
brain region. Non-invasive intravital live imaging and computational modeling reveal that growth cone filopodia
both generate and sense a dynamic density landscape that robustly guides growth cone extension, followed by
pattern stabilization through the future postsynaptic partners. Hence, the fly visual map is a model for how preand postsynaptic neuronal processes can form independent patterns to ensure correct partners are available for
subsequent synapse formation.
E.A & E.R. equal contribution
P.R.H. & M.V.K. co-corresponding
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Abstract:
The development of the nervous system comprises both phases of growth and regression. Neurite pruning, the
regulated degeneration of axons or dendrites, is one type of regressive event that is pivotal to the correct patterning
of neuronal networks. Failure of such processes is thought to be linked to neurological disorders like autism or
schizophrenia. Transitions between growth and regression are tightly regulated, e. g., through hormone signaling.
Developmental transitions often comprise metabolic regulation, but whether metabolism affects neurite pruning is
not known. In the holometabolous insect Drosophila melanogaster, the peripheral sensory class IV dendritic
arborization (c4da) neurons prune their dendrites during metamorphosis in response to the steroid hormone
ecdysone. During this phase, the metabolism of the animal is strongly remodeled. We found that ecdysone is
required for the activity of the energy homeostasis regulator AMP-activated protein kinase (AMPK) in c4da
neurons at the onset of metamorphosis. AMPK promotes mitochondrial respiration through efficient pyruvate usage
in the TCA cycle, enabling the use of non-canonical TCA cycle substrates. In the absence of AMPK, energy stress
causes inefficient translation of pruning factors, leading to pruning defects. Thus, the ecdysone-AMPK axis
coordinates the neurodevelopmental process of dendrite pruning with the metabolic changes in the developing
pupa.
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Abstract:
Emesis or vomiting is triggered by numerous inputs like toxin ingestion, chemotherapy, motion sickness, injury,
gastrointestinal damage, overeating, infection, intense emotions, acute pain, and pregnancy. Prevention and
reduction of emetic episodes remain an important goal as the overall quality of life is gravely impacted. Patients on
chemotherapy or antidepressants drop out of treatment due to severe vomiting, morning sickness makes
pregnancies difficult, and motion sickness complicates travel. The diverse triggers and neural signaling pathways
underlying emesis make it difficult for a single drug to provide relief.
No genetic model exists for studying the neural basis of emesis because mice and rats do not vomit. All current
knowledge of emesis is based on studies in cats, dogs, shrews, and monkeys. Studies in these models have
identified multiple neurotransmitter signaling pathways involved in vomiting. However, the interaction between the
different neurotransmitter signaling pathways is not well understood at the level of neural circuits.
Here, we show that the flies exhibit robust dose-dependent emesis to common emetics. Our screen revealed that,
like in mammals, specific serotonin and dopaminergic signaling was required for fly emesis. Serotonin receptors
5HTR1A and 5HTR1B were involved in emesis, but 5HTR2A, 5HTR2B, and 5HTR7 were not. Dopaminergic
neurons involved in emesis innervate the mushroom bodies and are known to mediate aversive learning. Knocking
down 5THR1A in these dopaminergic neurons also reduces emesis, indicating that they are downstream of
serotonin signaling. We are verifying the role of these neurons by in vivo calcium imaging. Finally, emesis was
also impeded by inhibiting neurons innervating the crop and the anterior midgut.
Thus, we have established flies as a model for circuit and molecular level study of emesis and a platform to screen
for the next generation of drugs rapidly. We have also identified components of the gut-brain-gut circuitry that
underlies emetic behavior.
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Abstract:
In face of aversive stimuli animals need to balance their decisions about avoiding dangers and threats with pursuing
food search. These decisions are modulated by animal’s satiation state and nutritional needs that will affect
animal’s motivation to find nutrients. Whether and how changes in the feeding states and motivation affect nonfeeding related behavior is not well understood. In order to address this question and investigate the neural circuit
mechanisms underlying the state-dependent modulation of behavior, we combine automated behavioral detection,
neuronal manipulations, functional imaging and electron microscopy in Drosophila larva. We have previously
described a circuit that controls the decision between Hunching and Bending following a mechanical stimulus. We
hypothesized that changes in the internal state will affect the activity of reciprocally interconnected inhibitory
neurons in the decision circuit underlying the competition between these two behaviors. To investigate this, we first
characterize how changes in diet affect larval physiology on one hand and locomotion on the other. Then, we
describe how the activity of the already known neuronal substrates of competitive interactions following a
mechanical stimulus is differentially modulated by animal’s nutritional state using 2-photon calcium imaging in
intact larvae. We further investigate how the information about animal’s internal state is conveyed to the circuit for
decisions in response to mechanical stimulus through long-range projections that connect to this circuit.
Understanding the neural circuit mechanisms underlying the state-dependent modulation of simple decisions in
response to aversive stimuli in the Drosophila larva where we can study neural circuit mechanisms with single cell
and synaptic resolution across the nervous system, might shed light on the principles underlying state-dependent
behavioral flexibility in general.
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Abstract:
Chemical synaptic transmission relies on the action potential induced fusion of neurotransmitter-containing
synaptic vesicles at presynaptic release sites and on transmitter detection by postsynaptic receptors. Synaptic
plasticity, the change of transmission, forms the basis of temporal processing, stable information flow, and
information storage. Transmitter release is strictly restricted by the number of participating release sites which is
determined by the evolutionarily conserved protein Unc13A. Its local levels increase during presynaptic long-term
potentiation but presynaptic plasticity on shorter timescales is realized without detectable changes in Unc13A
levels, raising the question whether and how available Unc13A undergoes activity-dependent switching to
plastically adapt release site participation. We here use mathematical modelling and experimental analysis of the
Drosophila neuromuscular junction model synapse to explore the contribution of acute Unc13A regulation to
release site-based plasticity for temporal coding and homeostasis. By combining genetic and pharmacological
manipulation with electrophysiology and super-resolution microscopy we find pivotal roles of the conserved
Unc13A regulatory domains that bind Ca2+/Calmodulin and diacylglycerol for release site plasticity on a timescale
of milliseconds and minutes. Mutation of the Calmodulin binding domain revealed its relevance in Ca2+-dependent
release site population, millisecond short-term facilitation, and presynaptic homeostatic potentiation of transmitter
release to compensate reduced postsynaptic transmitter sensitivity within minutes. Super-resolution analysis
indicated that potentiated transmitter release in this mutant coincided with a conformational redistribution of
Unc13A’s functionally essential MUN domain closer to the synaptic plasma membrane. Acute activation of the
Unc13A regulatory C1 domain by phorbol esters elicited similar effects on wildtype synapse which were occluded
by the mutation of the Calmodulin binding domain, indicating that either domain induces a binary release site
switch. Thus, our findings indicate that Unc13A regulatory domains are tuned to integrate a multitude of signals on
various timescales to switch release site participation for synaptic plasticity.
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Abstract:
Long-term molecular and structural changes occurring at synapses in response to neuronal activation provide the
mechanistic bases for the establishment and retention of long-lasting memories. Such changes require new gene
expression, involving not only neuron-wide transcription and translation of new RNAs, but also local translation of
quiescent mRNAs transported to axons or dendrites and stored at synapses as ribonucleoprotein (RNP) granules.
Whether RNA transport and local RNA translation are required for long-term memory (LTM) in the context of
memory circuits, and how they are regulated remain to be demonstrated.
In Drosophila brains, Mushroom Bodies (MB) are the main structures involved in associative learning and
memory. We previously showed the conserved RNA binding protein Imp assembles into RNA-rich granules that
are transported specifically to the axons of MB gamma-neurons, raising questions related to the identity of cotransported RNAs and mechanisms involved. Here, we demonstrated through high-resolution smFISH imaging that
known Imp mRNA targets are transported specifically to MB gamma axons, via their 3’UTR. Furthermore, axonal
targeting, but not overall levels of these mRNAs is disrupted in flies lacking the prion-like domain (PLD) of Imp, a
context in which axonal targeting of Imp RNP granules is specifically disrupted. To functionally assess the
importance of local RNA regulation in vivo, we then performed courtship conditioning assays, uncovering that
Imp-DPLD establishes normal short-term memory but not LTM. To identify memory-related RNAs whose local
regulation at synapses underlies LTM, we purified synaptic fractions from adult brains and profiled their RNA
content in both wild-type and Imp-DPLD contexts. Interestingly, this revealed that synaptically-enriched mRNAs
are evolutionarily conserved, and that the synaptic targeting of specific classes of functionally-relevant mRNAs is
dependent on Imp-mediated axonal transport. Together, this work uncovered the mechanisms underlying synaptic
RNA targeting and demonstrated their physiological importance in mature neuronal circuits for LTM formation.
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Abstract:
The molecular processes that lead to robust circuit wiring during development remain to be fully deciphered. We
addressed this question using the fruit fly Dorsal Cluster Neurons (DCNs), a higher order visual circuit in
Drosophila. To understand the molecular underpinnings of DCN circuit formation we used the Laser Micro
Dissection approach, combined with subsequent bulk RNAseq of isolated clusters. An RNAi-screen of highly
expressed genes identified CG7101, a transcription factor homologous to mammalian TZAP, known for its role in
telomere length control and expression regulation of the human Mitochondrial Fission Process 1 gene (MTFP1).
Downregulation of CG7101/dTzap resulted in significant decrease of DCN axons numbers in Medulla.
Anterograde transsynaptic tracing revealed dramatic loss of postsynaptic connectivity with target neurons, despite
the normal distribution of main presynaptic markers in axon terminals.
Analysis of dTzap/TZAP ChIPseq data, in fly and human cells, showed binding peaks to a large number of genes
involved in mitochondrial biology, including the Parkinson’s disease gene Pink1, suggesting that TZAP is a
conserved transcriptional regulator of mitochondrial homeostasis. We tested this hypothesis in Drosophila,
mammalian COS7 cells and rat primary neurons and confirmed downregulation of key mitochondrial genes,
impaired mitochondria morphology, decreased mitochondrial Ca2+ uptake, and decreased synaptic glutamate
release. Knockdown of pink1 in DCNs phenocopied mitochondrial morphology impairments and postsynaptic
labelling failure, while its overexpression rescued the phenotypes observed upon dTzap knockdown.
In summary, dTZAP/TZAP acts as an important conserved regulator of nuclear genes involved in mitochondrial
homeostasis required for the developmental establishment and function of neural circuits. dTZAP/TZAP
downregulation causes reduction in cellular energetics resulting in failure of structural and functional connectivity
leading to behavioral defects.
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Abstract:
The mushroom body (MB) is a computational center in the fly brain. The MB circuit has three main components—
Kenyon cells (KCs), dopaminergic neurons (DANs), and MB output neurons (MBONs). KCs form the framework
of the MB; they receive inputs from various sensory modalities and send the sensory information into diverse types
of MBONs. The DANs are regulated by complex signals, such as the value of an experience (i.e., rewarding or
unpleasant), the physiological states (e.g., hungry or thirsty), or behavioral states (e.g., active or standstill). The
DANs integrate these signals and modulate the KC-to-MBON synaptic connectivity via the release of dopamine
and other transmitters. This DAN-KC-MBON tripartite circuit configuration is core to the MB functions and has
been the focus of most MB studies. Only recently has the importance of feedback connections from MBONs to
DANs been recognized. Although EM connectome has provided an anatomical map for the MBON-to-DAN
feedback networks, the functional connectivities of the networks are only partially unveiled. In this study, we
combined optogenetics and functional imaging methods to chart the MBON-to-DAN feedback connections
systematically. We then used the feedback connectome to predict and investigate the MBONs and DANs
potentially involved in memory consolidation and second-order learning. Finally, our preliminary results suggest
that MBONs may co-release multiple neurotransmitters to expand the dimensionality of the MBON-to-DAN
feedback network.
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Abstract:
The sensation of thirst allows terrestrial animals to maintain appropriate hydration and osmotic balance by
triggering water seeking and consumption. In Drosophila, thirst reverts water vapour avoidance, and is required for
flies to learn cues associated with water reward.
Although thirst-responsive neuronal signals have been reported, the full complement of brain responses is unclear.
Here we identify molecular and cellular adaptations in the brain using single-cell transcriptomics of water deprived
Drosophila. An innovative two-step clustering method allowed us to annotate dozens of cell types with a high level
of confidence, and highlight cell type-specific adaptations to dehydration. Perhaps surprisingly, gene expression
remained largely unchanged across neuronal clusters. In contrast, water deficiency primarily altered glial
transcriptomes.
Screening a selection of regulated genes revealed that astrocytic expression of the astray-encoded phosphoserine
phosphatase bi-directionally regulates water consumption. Astray synthesizes the gliotransmitter D-serine and
vesicular release from astrocytes is required for drinking. Moreover, dietary D-serine rescues astray-dependent
drinking deficits while facilitating water consumption and expression of water-seeking memory. D-serine action
requires binding to neuronal NMDA-type glutamate receptors.
We propose that thirst elevates astrocytic D-serine release, which awakens quiescent glutamatergic circuits to
enhance water procurement. Altogether our research highlights a novel molecular switch regulating state-dependent
behaviour and exemplifies the power of comparative single-cell transcriptomics. I will present our latest results and
models.
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Abstract:
G-protein coupled receptors (GPCRs) play a paramount role in diverse brain functions. Almost 20 years ago,
GPCR activity was shown to be regulated by membrane potential in vitro, but whether the voltage dependence of
GPCRs contributes to neuronal coding and behavioral output under physiological conditions in vivo has never been
demonstrated. We show that muscarinic GPCR mediated neuronal potentiation in vivo is voltage dependent. This
potentiation voltage dependency is abolished in mutant flies expressing a voltage independent receptor. We further
show that depolarization alone, without a muscarinic agonist, was sufficient to recruit and activate the muscarinic
GPCR. Most important, muscarinic receptor voltage independence caused a strong behavioral effect of increased
odor habituation. Thus, this study provides the very first demonstration of a physiological role for the voltage
dependency of GPCRs by demonstrating crucial involvement of GPCR voltage dependence in neuronal plasticity
and behavior. As such, these findings create a paradigm shift in our thinking on GPCR recruitment and activity.
Together, this study suggests that GPCR voltage dependency plays a role in many diverse neuronal functions
including learning and memory and may serve as a target for novel drug development.
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Abstract:
Lipids are fundamental molecules which can be used as energy substrate, building block for membranes or
bioactive signaling molecules. Neurons are particularly vulnerable to alterations in their lipid homeostasis and such
alterations have been linked to the development and progression of many neurodegenerative disorders. Besides
aging and life style, genetic risk factors can contribute to the onset and progression of such diseases. Thanks to
advances in whole exon sequencing techniques and homozygosity mapping three mutations within the human
Ceramide Synthase 1 (CerS1) and CerS2 gene have been identified in patients suffering from myoclonic epilepsy
type 8, which is a accompanied by progressive gait and cognitive impairment. CerS are essential for de novo
production of ceramides, the simplest member of the large class of sphingolipids. Ceramides themselves are either
directly incorporated into membranes or used as a substrate for the production of complex sphingolipids, such as
sphingomyelin. However, ceramides themselves as well as their precursor metabolites and degradation products are
also lipid messenger molecules with prominent roles in the induction of apoptosis. To uncover, which metabolic
changes occur in neurons suffering from CerS deficiency and how these are linked to neurodegeneration, we used
the Drosophila larval c4da neurons. Using in vivo imaging we found that loss of CerS activity lead to
morphological degeneration of c4da neuronal dendrites. By means of genetics in combination with mass
spectrometry-based lipidomics we show that neurodegeneration in these cells is mostly associated with a toxic
accumulation of (dh)sphingosine, the substrate used for the CerS reaction, and it´s phosphorylated metabolite
(dh)S1P and not primarily with a lack of SL. Interestingly, this phenotype can be partially rescued by feeding
mutant animals with a ketogenic diet. Taken together, our data provide essential knowledge about the contribution
of specific lipid species to the degenerative phenotype observed in CerS deficient neurons.
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Abstract:
Patients suffering from neurodegenerative disorders, including Parkinson’s disease (PD), frequently report
circadian dysregulations and sleep problems. However, no causal link from circadian disturbances to vulnerability
of dopaminergic (DA) neurons and PD has been demonstrated. Overarching goal of this study is therefore to
understand the effect the circadian clock in Drosophila melanogaster exerts on the DA system and its underlying
mechanisms. We have previously shown that DA neurons in the protocerebral anterior medial (PAM) subcluster
are selectively vulnerable to oxidative stress in a toxin-induced model of DA neurodegeneration using H2O2.
Based on this knowledge, here we establish time-of-day-dependent vulnerability of PAM neurons to oxidative
insults and dissect underlying genetic and neuronal mechanisms. Our results demonstrate the critical role of
circadian clocks in modulating dopaminergic neurodegeneration via specific neural circuit.
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Abstract:
Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is the most common neurodegenerative disease which is becoming increasingly
prevalent due to ageing populations resulting in huge social, economic, and health costs to the community. Despite
the pathological processing of genes such as Amyloid Precursor Protein (APP) into Amyloid-Beta and Microtubule
Associated Protein Tau (MAPT) gene, into hyperphosphorylated Tau tangles being known for decades, there
remains no treatments to halt disease progression. One population with increased risk of AD are people with Down
syndrome (DS), who have a 90% lifetime incidence of AD, due to trisomy of human chromosome 21 (HSA21)
resulting in three copies of APP and other AD-associated genes, such as DYRK1A (Dual specificity tyrosinephosphorylation-regulated kinase 1A) overexpression. This suggests that blocking DYRK1A might have
therapeutic potential. However, it is still not clear to what extent DYRK1A overexpression by itself leads to ADlike phenotypes and how these compare to Tau and Amyloid-Beta mediated pathology. Likewise, it is still not
known how effective a DYRK1A antagonist may be at preventing or improving any Tau, Amyloid-Beta and
DYRK1a mediated phenotype. To address these outstanding questions, we characterised Drosophila models with
targeted overexpression of human Tau, human Amyloid-Beta or the fly orthologue of DYRK1A, called minibrain
(mnb). We found targeted overexpression of these AD-associated genes caused degeneration of photoreceptor
neurons, shortened lifespan, as well as causing loss of locomotor performance, sleep, and memory. Treatment with
the experimental DYRK1A inhibitor PST-001 decreased pathological phosphorylation of human Tau (at serine (S)
262). PST-001 reduced degeneration caused by human Tau, Amyloid-Beta or mnb lengthening lifespan as well as
improving locomotion, sleep and memory loss caused by expression of these AD and DS genes. This demonstrated
PST-001 effectiveness as a potential new therapeutic targeting AD and DS pathology.
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Abstract:
BIN1 is the susceptibility gene for Alzheimer Disease (AD) that has the highest strength of association after APOE.
The contribution of BIN1 and its isoforms to AD pathogenesis remains unclear. The objective of this work was to
assess the neurotoxicity of BIN1 isoforms and understand the underlying mechanisms.
We used Drosophila to assess in vivo the role of human brain BIN1 isoform1 (BIN1iso1), muscular BIN1 isoform8
(BIN1iso8) and ubiquituous BIN1 isoform9 (BIN1iso9) on neuronal survival, endolysosomal trafficking and
synaptic integrity.
Expression of human BIN1iso8 was able to rescue the locomotor defects of Amph null flies, the Drosophila BIN1
ortholog, showing a functional evolutionary conservation of human BIN1 isoforms in Drosophila. We observed
that brain BIN1iso1 overexpression, contrary to muscular BIN1iso8 and ubiquituous BIN1iso9, induced an
accumulation of enlarged endosomal vesicles and neurodegeneration. Systematic search for endosome regulators
able to prevent BIN1iso1-induced neurodegeneration indicated that a defect at the early endosome level was
responsible for the neurodegeneration. Interestingly, endosome enlargement is one the first cytopathological marker
of AD. In addition, endosomes are essential for synapse functioning. Upon BIN1iso1 overexpression, we further
observed an early loss of the ON and OFF transients on electroretinograms and a loss of synaptic integrity in the
lamina and at the larval neuromuscular junction.
To conclude, our results show that overexpression of BIN1iso1 can alter the endolysosomal pathway, synaptic
integrity and neuron survival. Interestingly, increasing evidence point toward a dysregulation of the endolysosomal
pathway as a potential cause of AD. Our results support a role of BIN1 in these mechanisms and therefore propose
a role for BIN1 in AD pathogenesis.
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Abstract:
Dystonia is the third most common movement disorder and is characterised by involuntary muscle contractions that
lead to painful contorted postures and hyperkinetic movements.
Current paradigms posit that dystonia arises via multifaceted disruption of signalling between the cerebellum,
striatum, thalamus, and motor cortex. Yet the mechanisms underlying such disruptions remain unclear. In
particular, whether mutations causing inherited dystonia act acutely to disrupt the excitability or synaptic output of
pre-motor circuits, or instead perturb their development, is an open question.
We studied this issue in the context of dystonia caused by a dominant gain-of-function (GOF) mutation in
KCNMA1, encoding the ?-subunit of the BK calcium-activated potassium channel [1]. Prior studies postulated that
enhanced BK channel activity might cause involuntary movements by acutely hyperactivating excitatory pre-motor
circuits (via elevating action potential firing) or by suppressing neurotransmission from inhibitory neurons
(disinhibition) [1,2].
We recently published a construct-valid Drosophila model of this disorder that exhibits profound motor defects and
aberrant muscle contractions [3]. We have now developed a method to temporally restrict neuronal expression of
GOF BK channels to specific developmental time windows. Using this approach, we found that acute expression of
GOF BK channels in adult neurons had no effect on movement. In striking contrast, restricting neuronal expression
of GOF BK channels to just the last eighth of pupal stage was necessary and sufficient to cause permanent adultstage motor dysfunction.
Our results reveal a previously unappreciated role for BK channels in the development of pre-motor circuits and
suggest that certain forms of dystonia may represent neurodevelopmental disorders.
References:
1. Du et al., (2005) Nature Genetics 37: 733-8.
2. Dong et al., (2022) PNAS 119: e2200140119.
3. Kratschmer, Lowe, Buhl et al., (2021) Movement Disorders 36: 1158-1169.
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Abstract:
Ataxin-2 (ATXN2) is a gene implicated in spinocerebellar ataxia type II (SCA2), amyotrophic lateral sclerosis
(ALS) and Parkinsonism. The encoded protein is a therapeutic target for ALS and related conditions. ATXN2 (or
Atx2 in insects) can function in translational activation, translational repression, mRNA stability and in the
assembly of mRNP-granules, a process mediated by intrinsically disordered regions (IDRs). Our work has shown
that the LSm (Like-Sm) domain of Atx2, which can help stimulate mRNA translation, antagonizes mRNP-granule
assembly. We built on previous research through a series of experiments on Drosophila and human Ataxin-2
proteins to highlight a poly-A tail – polyA-binding protein (PABP) – Atx2 interaction driven localisation
mechanism for the protein. Results of Targets of RNA-Binding Proteins Identified by Editing (TRIBE), colocalization and immunoprecipitation experiments indicate that a PABP interacting, PAM2 motif of Ataxin-2 may
be a major determinant of the mRNA and protein content of Ataxin-2 mRNP granules. Transgenic experiments in
Drosophila indicate that while the Atx2-LSm domain may protect against neurodegeneration, structured PAM2and unstructured IDR- interactions both, through distinct modes of action, support Atx2-induced cytotoxicity.
Examining radically truncated Atx2 constructs in cells and transgenic flies allowed to separate and independently
assay the effects of structured and unstructured domains and their respective interactions. Taken together, the data
lead to a proposal for how Ataxin-2 interactions are remodelled during translational control and how structured and
non-structured interactions contribute differently to the specificity and efficiency of RNP granule condensation as
well as to neurodegeneration, with powerful implications for future therapeutic approaches.
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Abstract:
Axon loss is the earliest detectable feature of challenged and diseased nervous systems. Yet underlying molecular
mechanisms executing axon degeneration remain largely unknown.
Injury-induced axon degeneration is a well-established and simple system to study how axon death signaling
executes axon degeneration. In Drosophila, the labile axonal survival factor dNmnat is synthesized in the soma and
constantly transported into the axon to convert nicotinamide mononucleotide (NMN) into nicotinamide adenine
dinucleotide (NAD+). Upon axonal injury, dNmnat is rapidly degraded, NMN rises, and de novo NAD+ synthesis
halts. The change in the NMN/NAD+ ratio activates the NADase dSarm, which pathologically depletes NAD+
culminating in the degeneration of severed axons.
Here, we demonstrate that lowering NMN levels in Drosophila through the expression of a newly generated
prokaryotic NMN-Deamidase (NMN-D) preserves severed axons for months and keeps them circuit-integrated for
weeks. NMN-D alters the NAD+ metabolic flux by lowering NMN, while NAD+ remains unchanged in vivo. We
show that axon degeneration is mediated by an NMN-induced activation of dSarm in vitro and in vivo. High NMN
levels act as a pro-degenerative trigger beyond injury; low NMN delays dnmnat-induced neurodegeneration.
Axon death signaling is activated in diseased and challenged nervous systems without injury. Understanding the
mechanisms underlying axon death signaling could help define therapeutic targets to block axon loss.
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Abstract:
Daughterless (da) belongs to the family basic helix-loop-helix transcription factors and is the only member of class
I also called E-proteins in Drosophila. In mammals there are three E-proteins orthologous to daughterless - TCF3,
TCF4 and TCF12. In developing nervous system both TCF4 and Da are obligatory dimerization partners for
proneural bHLH proteins. The aberrations in TCF4 are associated with neurodevelopmental disorders including
schizophrenia, intellectual disability, and Pitt-Hopkins syndrome, an autism-spectrum disorder characterized by
developmental delay. We have shown that Da is the functional homolog of TCF4 and that human TCF4 can replace
Da in fly nervous system development. Similarily to TCF4 in the mammalian brain, Da is expressed in the fly brain
structures associated with learning and memory. Furthermore, Da is involved in memory formation since when da
is silenced, appetitive associative learning of the larvae is impaired. Also silencing of Da impairs negative geotaxis
of the adult flies. We have carried out ChIP-seq and RNA-seq analysis to find novel targets for daughterless in
adult fruit fly nervous sytem. Our recent results will be discussed.
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Abstract:
The olfactory sensory neurons (OSNs) that scan the environment for volatile cues are evolutionary dynamic. The
diversification of OSNs presumably requires the coordination between the birth of new Odorant receptor (Or)
encoding genes and the development of pathways that will give rise to neurons expressing these novel Ors. The
molecular and cellular bases underlying this process remain mysterious, in part because of challenges to detect the
emergence of new OSNs and the intermediate steps involved in their formation. To investigate these questions, we
are studying an Or subfamily named Or67a, which has been repeatedly duplicated/deleted within the D.
melanogaster species group. Our microsyntenic analyses of Or67a subfamily members in 15 species revealed a
remarkable number of Or67a gains/losses, often associated with unstable chromosomal regions enriched in
transposable elements. Molecular evolutionary analyses identified multiple instances of adaptive changes among
Or67a paralogs, which we are currently functionally characterizing with in vivo electrophysiological recordings.
Using transgenic and fluorescent in situ hybridization approaches, we have found that most of the young intact
Or67a duplicates are co-expressed with their paralogous receptors in the same neuron population. Intriguingly,
however, we have identified one Or67a paralog that originated in the common ancestor of the D. takahashii and D.
suzukii clade and was subsequently lost from all species except D. suzukii and its sister species, D. subpuchrella. In
these two species, this Or67a paralog has evolved a unique cell-specific expression. Overall, our Or67a system is
providing multiple “snapshots” into the early molecular and cellular evolution of olfactory sensory neurons and
gives the opportunity to study the evolution of the peripheral olfactory system in general.
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Abstract:
Associating multiple sensory cues with objects and experience is a fundamental brain process that improves object
recognition and memory performance. However, neural mechanisms that bind sensory features during learning and
augment memory expression are unknown. Here we demonstrate multisensory appetitive and aversive memory in
Drosophila. Combining colors and odors improved memory performance, even when each sensory modality was
tested alone. Temporal control of neuronal function revealed visually-selective mushroom body Kenyon Cells
(KCs) to be required for both enhancement of visual and olfactory memory after multisensory training. Voltage
imaging in head-fixed flies showed that multisensory learning binds activity between streams of modality-specific
KCs, so that unimodal sensory input generates a multimodal neuronal response. Binding occurs between regions of
the olfactory and visual KC axons that receive valence-relevant dopaminergic reinforcement and is propagated
downstream. Dopamine locally releases GABA-ergic inhibition to permit specific microcircuits within KCspanning serotonergic neurons to function as an excitatory bridge between the previously ‘modality-selective’ KC
streams. Cross-modal binding thereby expands the olfactory memory engram by recruiting visual path KCs to
become odor responsive. This broadening of the engram improves memory performance after multisensory
learning and permits a single sensory feature to retrieve the memory of the complete multimodal experience.
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Abstract:
A major challenge for the brain is to keep stable neural representations of stimulus features while facing a wide
range of sensory inputs. Visual systems handle slow changes in luminance, spanning up to ten orders of magnitude
throughout the day, using photoreceptor gain control mechanisms.
However, the same mechanisms are not sufficient to accommodate rapid luminance changes encountered when
viewing or navigating natural scenes. Thus, a rapid post-receptor luminance gain must be implemented to keep
luminance-invariant contrast representations. Here we reveal the visual circuits and mechanisms that implement
such rapid post-receptor gain. In the Drosophila visual system, the first neurons that exhibit stable contrast
representation are the second order interneurons Tm1 and Tm9. These two OFF pathway neurons exhibit a
luminance gain that leads to distinct contrast representations, such that Tm1 has luminance-invariant
representations, whereas Tm9 boosts the representation of contrasts at low luminance. We show that spatial pooling
underlies the luminance gain and accommodates the local differences in luminance within visual scenes. Both
neurons receive wide glutamatergic inputs along with their columnar cholinergic inputs. Finally,
we reveal that the luminance gain in the two pathways is implemented via distinct molecular mechanisms. Tm9
neurons utilize the glutamate-gated chloride channel GluClalpha to implement luminance gain control in its
dendrites. Together, our results demonstrate the circuit and biophysical implementation of a novel, rapid gain
mechanism vital for dynamic and stable vision in natural scenes. Since visual systems of animals evolved to
process similar natural scenes, such mechanisms likely generalize across species.
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Abstract:
Many animals rely on a combination of different visual cues for navigation, like landmarks, intensity and color
gradients, or the pattern of skylight polarization. The neuronal circuitry for mediating these behaviors is formed by
the Anterior Visual Pathway (AVP), linking the eye to the central complex, via a visual glomerulus – the anterior
optic tubercle (AOTU). Although much is known about how vision informs navigation in the central complex, via
the activity of ring neurons (R neurons) and EPG neurons, large gaps remain in our understanding of the fine-scale
synaptic connections within the AVP, and how these might relate to the processing of specific visual cues.
We have therefore used a connectomic resource (FlyWire), to reconstruct all key neuronsof the AVP, based an
electron microscopic dataset spanning an entire adult female fly brain (FAFB). We use different methods to group
the identified neuron types into distinct classes with differing upstream and/or downstream connectivity. This
analysis reveals important new insights into how different R neurons might receive different forms of visual
information, while also covering different parts of the visual world.
We also use the dorsal rim area (DRA) of the adult eye, specialized for detecting polarized skylight as a model
system for understanding one specific branch of the AVP in more detail. We use a combination of anatomical,
physiological, and behavioral approaches to understand how retinotopic information about the angle of polarization
(AoP) in the sky is processed along the AVP. Here we focus on two similar types of visual projection neurons
connecting the DRA-region of the medulla neuropil to the AOTU. Although morphologically very similar, our
characterization reveals that these two cell types process the same navigational cue (skylight information) very
differently, hence providing different types of output into the AVP via parallel channels, ultimately informing
different R neuron types.
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Abstract:
Many animals use the Earth’s magnetic field (geoMF) for navigation. The favored mechanism for
magnetosensitivity involves a blue-light (BL) activated electron transfer reaction between flavin adenine
dinucleotide (FAD) and a chain of tryptophan (Trp) residues within the photoreceptor protein, CRYPTOCHROME
(CRY). The spin-state of the resultant radical pair (RP) and hence the concentration of CRY in its active state is
influenced by the geoMF. The canonical CRY-centric radical pair mechanism (RPM) does not, however, explain
many physiological and behavioural observations. Here, using electrophysiology and behavioural analyses, we
assay magnetic field (MF) responses at single neuron and organismal level. We show that the 52 C-terminal (CT)
amino acids of CRY, which are missing the FAD binding domain and the Trp chain, are sufficient to facilitate
magnetoreception. We also show that increasing intracellular FAD potentiates both BL-induced and MF-dependent
effects on the activity mediated by the CT. Additionally, high levels of FAD alone are sufficient to cause BL
neuronal sensitivity and, remarkably, potentiation of this response in the co-presence of a MF. These unexpected
results reveal the essential components of a primary magnetoreceptor in flies, providing strong evidence that noncanonical (i.e., non-CRY-dependent) RPs can elicit MF responses in cells.
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Abstract:
Touch is an essential sensory modality through which animals gather information from the outside world by
perceiving physical forces. The epidermis is equipped with specialized mechanosensory organs that enable the
detection of tactile stimuli. How touch-sensitive organs are assembled and the importance of surrounding tissues in
shaping their functional anatomy remain poorly characterized. Here, by examining the differentiation of the
mechanosensory bristles, tactile hairs decorating the Drosophila adult epidermis, we show that neighbouring
epidermal cells are essential for touch perception. Each mechanosensory bristle signals to the surrounding
epidermis to co-opt a single epidermal cell, which we named the F-Cell. Once specified, the F-Cell adopts a
specialized morphology to ensheath each bristle. Functional assays reveal that adult mechanosensory bristles
require association with the epidermal F-Cell for touch sensing. Our findings underscore the importance of resident
epidermal cells in the assembly of functional touch-sensitive organs.
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Abstract:
Mechanosensory neurons located across the body surface respond to tactile stimuli and elicit diverse behavioral
responses, from relatively simple stimulus location-aimed movements to complex movement sequences. How
mechanosensory neurons and their postsynaptic circuits influence such diverse behaviors remains unclear. We
previously discovered that Drosophila perform a body part-prioritized grooming sequence when mechanosensory
neurons at different locations on the head and body are simultaneously stimulated by dust. Here, we identify nearly
all mechanosensory neurons on the Drosophila head and establish that individually they elicit aimed grooming to
specific head parts, while collectively eliciting a whole head grooming sequence. Tracing techniques were used to
reconstruct the projections of these neurons from different locations on the head to their distinct arborizations in the
brain. This provides the first synaptic resolution somatotopic map of a head, and defines the parallel-projecting
mechanosensory pathways that elicit head grooming.
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Abstract:
Animal survival depends on the reception and integration of sensory cues by the nervous system to generate the
proper behavioral responses to the changing environment. Understanding the role of the nervous system in
generating behavior upon sensory stimuli requires a multipronged approach combining anatomical and behavioral
analyses. One such behavior exhibited by the larvae of Drosophila melanogaster is light-avoidance, or photophobia.
It is well established that the light-detecting Rh5 photoreceptor neurons and the neuropeptidergic
prothoracicotropic hormone (PTTH)-expressing neurons are necessary for this behavior. However, how PTTH
neurons receive light information from the Rh5 photoreceptor neurons remains poorly understood. To reveal these
connections, we modified trans-Tango, an anterograde transsynaptic tracing technique, for use in larvae. We
benchmarked this new version, termed trans-Tango MkII, in visual and olfactory circuits by comparing the
postsynaptic partners revealed by this technique to the published electron microscopy reconstruction of the larval
brain. trans-Tango MkII revealed that Rh5 and PTTH neurons are not directly connected but rather through two
layers of distinct neurons. In this neural circuit, Rh5 neurons convey light information to the 5th Lateral Neuron
(5th LaN), which synapses onto one of the two pairs of dorsal neurons, DN2s. The DN2s, in turn, synapse on the
PTTH neurons. Silencing the 5th LaN and DN2s revealed that they are necessary for light-avoidance behavior,
corroborating our anatomical observations. Furthermore, optogenetic activation of these neurons rescued the lightavoidance deficiency exhibited by Rh5 mutant animals, indicating that they are sufficient to elicit photophobia.
Thus, our study reveals the neural circuit underlying photophobic behavior and provides a framework for studying
neural connectivity in Drosophila melanogaster larvae.
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Abstract:
Resettable biological clocks allow organisms to anticipate and thereby cope with periodic, predictable changes in
their environment. Operation of the 24-h circadian clock is tuned to the prevailing, local day-night cycles by
photoreceptors. One-quarter of the clock neurones in Drosophila brain express the UV-blue photoreceptor protein
cryptochrome (CRY). On a daily basis, these neurones sculpt a morning (M) and an evening (E) peak in locomotor
activity. While the M and E oscillator neurones have distinct cellular identity, they affect each other’s clockwork –
pacemaking machinery and neural output. We, here, show that the M/E neurones also exchange CRY-transduced
light information – hierarchically influencing the photosensitivity of their clockwork. This inter-oscillator CRY
pathway, on its own, is strong enough to accomplish synchronisation with the external day-night conditions.
Surprisingly, whereas a severe loss-of-function jetlag (jet) mutant abolishes intra-oscillator CRY function, it
preserves the non-cell autonomous pathway, supporting the existence of a JET-independent flow of CRY
information, which, we show, relies on the PDF (pigment-dispersing factor) neuropeptide. We will discuss, under
what environmental conditions do the evening (E) oscillators preferentially sample inputs from the PDF-mediated
CRY pathway vis-a-vis the PDF-gated visual pathway. Above all, the extensive sharing of CRY-mediated light
input across CRY(-) and CRY(+) clock neurones likely ensures the coherence and robustness of the overt
behavioural rhythms, enabling the distributed M/E network to strike a balance between self-driven and networkdriven oscillator activity.
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Abstract:
The initial visual percept, a 2-dimensional array of fluctuating light intensities, is transformed into behaviorally
relevant cues. In insects, visual projection neurons relay such cues to several regions in the central brain, including
the synapse-dense optic glomeruli. The largest optic glomerulus, the AOTu, receives input from different neuronal
types belonging to the lobula columnar 10 (LC10) group (LC10a, b, c, and d) and retains spatial organization
reflecting the visual field. LC10a neurons sense moving objects and are essential for tracking the female during
courtship, a complex social interaction involving a persistent courtship internal that modulates LC10a activity.
Other LC10-group neuron types are dispensable for female tracking, suggesting that the AOTu might participate in
different behaviors. To address this question, we blocked neurotransmission of the different LC10-group neuron
types and exposed male flies walking on an air-suspended ball to very small and fly-sized objects, as well as long
bars, akin to landmarks, and gratings, akin to optic flow. We found that LC10d neurons are required for avoiding
very small objects, whereas LC10a neurons mediate tracking of fly-sized objects. Despite distinct genetic access,
the arborizations of LC10a and LC10d neurons are remarkably similar, with LC10a cells reaching more distal
layers in the lobula. Funtional imaging of neuronal responses to a barrage of visual stimuli revealed that both detect
discrete objects, with LC10d neurons exhibiting a broader tuning to discrete objects than LC10a neurons. Lastly,
blocking LC10d neurons in males leads to initiation of orienting maneuvers and female tracking before courtship is
initiated. Together these results suggest that LC10d neurons mediate avoidance of visual objects devoid of a
chemosensory signature, and implicate the AOTu as a hub for processing diverse visual cues that subserve
different, even opposing, behaviors.
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Abstract:
Animals use prior experience to assign absolute (good or bad) and also relative (better or worse) value to new
experience. These learned values guide appropriate later decision-making. While our understanding of how the
valuation system computes absolute value is relatively advanced, the mechanistic underpinnings of relative
valuation are unclear. Here we uncover mechanisms of absolute and relative aversive valuation in Drosophila.
Three types of punishment-sensitive dopaminergic neurons (DANs) respond differently to electric shock intensity.
During learning, these punishment-sensitive DANs drive intensity-scaled plasticity at their respective mushroom
body output neuron (MBON) connections to code absolute aversive value. In contrast, by comparing the absolute
value of current and previous aversive experiences, the MBON-DAN network can code relative aversive value by
using specific punishment-sensitive DANs and recruiting a specific subtype of reward-coding DANs. Behavioral
and physiological experiments revealed that a specific subtype of reward-coding DANs assigns a ‘better than’
value to the lesser of two aversive experiences. This study therefore highlights how appetitive-aversive system
interactions within the MB network can code and compare sequential aversive experiences to learn relative
aversive value.
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Abstract:
Escape behavior is the critical output of rapid sensorimotor processing in the brain that allows animals to sense and
avoid danger. When threatened with harmful mechanical touch or heat, Drosophila larvae perform C-shaped
bending and lateral rolling, followed by rapid forward crawling. The sensory circuitry that promotes escape have
been extensively characterized, but we yet to understand how bending and rolling motor programs are generated by
the larval neuromuscular system. We study the kinematics and neuromuscular basis for larval escape using a
combination of high-speed imaging approaches and connectomic analysis. We find that larvae select between four
distinct patterns of escape rolling, and these patterns consist of synchronous rotations of body segments as the larva
rotates. Because synchronous rotation of segments has not been characterized in other forms of larval locomotion,
we investigate if any motor circuit architectures in the larval nervous system could support this motion using larval
EM connectome data. We identify premotor to motor connectivity patterns that could underlie sequential muscle
activity that circumnavigates the larva and propels rotation. To test if a circumferential wave of muscle activity
drives escape, we employ volumetric Swept Confocally-Aligned Planar Excitation (SCAPE) microscopy. This
reveals that, unlike larval crawling, a well-studied form of larval locomotion that is driven by bilaterally symmetric
peristaltic waves of muscle activity, the muscle activity during bending and rolling occurs in a circumferential
sequence that is synchronous along the larva’s segments. We propose that certain densely organized muscles may
function as the site of primary force generation during both crawling and escape rolling. Further, we find that
differing levels of bilaterally asymmetric activity allow the larva to transition from initial escape bending into
escape rolling. Our data reveal a new circuit organization and motor activity pattern that underlie the coordination
of muscles during an escape sequence.
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Abstract:
During courtship and mating, the male passes various non-gametic substances such as carbohydrates, proteins,
lipids, etc to the female. In many animal species, these nuptial gifts are critical to successful reproduction.
However, the neural mechanisms of how females evaluate the food gift remain unclear. Here, we found that
Drosophila females hold the ejaculate of starved males in the uterus for less time and store less number of their
sperm when under nutrient deficiency. A knockdown of the sugar transporter Tret1-1 in neurons that express the
neuropeptide diuretic hormone 44 (Dh44-PI) critical for blood sugar sensing impaired the female’s ability to adjust
ejaculate holding according to the male energy status. We identified a galactoside in the male ejaculate, and its
levels positively correlated with ejaculate holding period (EHP), the period between the end of copulation and the
end of sperm ejection. The galactoside enters the female hemocoel during mating and activates Dh44-PI neurons
via Tret1-1. Dh44 secretion induced by the galactoside increases EHP, enabling the uptake of injected sperm. The
level of the galactoside in the ejaculate, which changes with the male energy status, also affects fertility. Females
mated with males that produce lower amounts of the galactoside produce fewer offspring. Our findings provide
mechanistic insights into how females evaluate nuptial food gifts and optimize sexual selection after mating.
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Abstract:
Every day, animals face conflicting situations in which they must decide between urgent needs, like escaping a
predator or feeding. Selecting the right option in a prompt way is crucial for survival and reproduction. Escaping a
threat instead of feeding might be a life-saving decision, yet - if done unnecessarily – will result in a missed
opportunity. How does the brain prioritise one behaviour over others? To make an optimal decision, animals
integrate and weigh up sensory cues present in the environment with internal physiological needs. Our work aims
to shed light on the neural processes controlling this crucial internal evaluation. We have developed a behavioural
paradigm to study how fruit flies choose between mating and escaping a visual threat. Thanks to a multimodal
approach combining neurogenetic, behavioural and live imaging methods, along with the connectome, we have
identified key neurons modulating this action-selection. Starting from visual neurons to courtship nodes and
through descending neurons, our results suggest that parallel circuits work together to ensure that the most
favourable decision is taken in each situation. Our research shows how sensory input is integrated with internal
states to set behavioural priority in conflicting situations.
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Abstract:
Sensitivity to numbers is a crucial cognitive ability that is widespread across the animal kingdom. The lack of
experimental models amenable to systematic genetic and neural manipulation has precluded discovering neural
circuits required for numerical cognition. Here, we demonstrate that, when provided with a choice, Drosophila flies
spontaneously prefer sets containing larger numbers of objects. This preference is determined by the ratio between
the two numerical quantities tested, a characteristic signature of numerical cognition across species. Individual flies
maintained their numerical choice over consecutive days. Using a numerical visual conditioning paradigm, we
found that flies are capable of associating sucrose with numerical quantities and can be trained to reverse their
spontaneous preference for large quantities. Finally, we show that silencing LC11 neurons reduces the preference
for more objects, thus identifying a neuronal substrate for numerical cognition in invertebrates. This discovery
paves the way for the systematic analysis of the behavioral and neural mechanisms underlying the evolutionary
conserved sensitivity to numerosity.
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Abstract:
We experience countless sensory cues on a day-to-day basis. To represent this wide and unpredictable array of
stimuli, principal neurons of sensory perception and associative learning regions receive combinatorial sensory
inputs. In regions including the cerebellum and hippocampus, there is an expansion of inputs from a small set of
neurons onto a much larger set of postsynaptic cells, and each postsynaptic cell only receives a few inputs (average
of ~5). Sparse, combinatorial innervation is also observed in the fruit fly mushroom body. Theoretically, the
density and complexity of sensory inputs to principal neurons of associative learning areas optimize the tradeoff
between stimulus representation and separation. However, this has not been tested at the functional level. To test
this relationship experimentally, we are using the numerically simpler associative learning region as our model
system, the Drosophila mushroom body (MB). Within the MB, individual Kenyon cells (KCs) receive
combinatorial inputs from a few olfactory projection neurons (PNs) to represent odors. To determine the
relationship between circuit form and function in vivo, we have developed a suite of methods to manipulate MB
cell repertoires during development. In our work to date, we find that: (1) sparseness of PN inputs to KCs is robust
to changes in the size of PN and KC populations, (2) KCs orchestrate connectivity density: the number of dendrites
they produce during development is relatively inflexible, while olfactory PNs adjust their production of presynaptic
sites several fold to adjust to developmental perturbations, and (3) when sparseness is preserved, KC ability to
represent odors is largely intact. We have now developed a way to “break” the sparse innervation of KCs by PNs,
by directly changing the number of dendrites produced by KCs. This will allow us to test in vivo the role for sparse
innervation in sensory coding and associative learning.
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Abstract:
Revisited control and behavioral effect of the cis-vaccenyl acetate pheromone in Drosophila melanogaster males
Sex pheromones convey precise signals about the sex, species but also physiological state of potential sex-partners.
11-cis-vaccenyl acetate (cVA) is the most studied sex pheromone in Drosophila melanogaster. cVA is synthezised
in the male ejaculatory bulb and is transferred to the female during copulation. Among other effects, cVA inhibits
male courtship of mated females. We found that exposure of eggs and/or 1st instar larvae to both maternally
transmitted cVA and microbes affected in resulting male flies both their response to this pheromone (1) and their
capacity to externalize cVA on their cuticle while their biosynthesis remained unaffected (2). These findings
suggest that both cVA release and detection are more plastic and less stereotypical than had hitherto been realised.
Moreover, The mechanism by which the preimaginal effects occur is unknown but reinforces the significance of
development in determining adult physiology and behavior.
(1) Everaerts, C., Cazalé-Debat, L., Louis, A., Pereira, E., Farine, JP., Cobb, M., Ferveur, JF. (2018) Larval
imprinting alters adult sex pheromone response in Drosophila. PeerJ. 6: e5585.
(2) Cortot, J., Farine, JP., Everaerts, C., Cobb, M., Ferveur, JF. (2022). Factors affecting the biosynthesis and
emission of a Drosophila pheromone. J. Exp. Biol. 225(13) :jeb244422.
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Abstract:
The hereditary spastic paraplegias (HSPs) comprise a heterogeneous group of neurodegenerative disorders that are
characterized by a broad variety of neurological symptoms. Our work focusses on the Drosophila Ortholog of
Spastic Paraplegia locus 7 (SPG7). Mutations in SPG7 cause HSP7, an autosomal recessive disease characterized
by axonal neuropathy, cerebellar atrophy and skeletal muscle abnormalities. SPG7 is a protease that belongs to the
family of ATPases Associated with diverse cellular Activities (AAA+). These metalloproteases play critical roles
in the quality control of mitochondrial proteins to counteract the accumulation of damaged and misfolded proteins
during aging.
Up to now, the functions of SPG7 in the mitochondria have only been studied in models that display complete lossof-function. Since specific mutations can render a protein non-functional and cause the pathology by multiple
mechanisms, lack of a clear knowledge about mutation-specific effects is likely halting the development of novel
treatments.
In order to address this issue, we have performed a comprehensive analysis of dSPG7 by means of 3 different
approaches: i) Generation of a knock-out (KO) model via CRISPR/Cas9; ii) Generation of a new in vivo knock-in
(KI) model introducing in the endogenous fly gene the most common mutation found in the human patients
(Ala510Val or A510V) using also the CRISPR/Cas9 technology; iii) identification of the most sensitive tissue by
means of tissue-specific silencing of dSPG7 via de UAS/GAL4 system.
We found that:
- Neurons are the most sensitive cell type to loss of dSPG7.
- Both, KO and KI, models display reduced longevity, impaired locomotion, altered mitochondrial morphology and
mitochondrial dysfunction.
- Effects seem to be more severe in KI than in KO flies.
- Loss of dSPG7 induces a drastic hypersensitive towards some stressors.
Our pioneer analysis in the field of HSP7 aims to go in the direction of personalized clinical diagnosis and tailored
medicine.
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Abstract:
Signal transduction in the nervous system often involves action potentials, which are generated by voltage gated
potassium- and sodium-channels. Both channels are localized in the axonal plasma membrane and ensure fast
changes in membrane potential. The propagation of action potentials along an axon is decisive for the speed of
information transfer. It is long known, that conductance velocity depends on the axonal diameter and the spatial
distribution of the voltage gated ion channels. In vertebrates, both of these aspects can be regulated by glial cells.
For Drosophila, it has been demonstrated that glial cells affect axonal diameter, but the impact of glia on the
distribution of voltage gated ion channels is unknown.
In invertebrates, a uniform distribution of voltage gated ion channels is assumed. Here, I focus on the gene para
which encodes the only voltage gated sodium channel in the fly. To follow Para protein localization, I inserted an
mCherry tag into the gene locus creating an endogenously tagged sodium channel. This fusion protein exerts
almost normal channel functions and shows a specific localization along the axon. The distribution of Para along
the axon was confirmed using Para-specific antibodies and was shown to be affected upon glial ablation. Our data
suggest that the impact of glia on conductance velocity is evolutionarily conserved.
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Abstract:
Animal behavior depends on the selection and execution of appropriate behavioral patterns. Such action selection is
based on the activity of dedicated neuronal circuits that select specific behavioral modules. One example is the
Goro circuit which instructs the rolling response of Drosophila larvae. This rolling behavior is an escape response
executed when larvae are threatened by stinging wasps that try to inject their eggs into the larval hemocoel. Here,
we dissect a possible glial contribution to the neuronal activity of the Goro circuit. We use LexA dependent optoor thermogenetics to elicit a rolling response and concomitantly employ Gal4 dependent, glial specific gene
inactivation using RNA interference. This approach identified a number of genes that act in glia to modulate the
larval rolling response. Many of these genes share a role in membrane dynamics. One example are the genes that
encode the components of the heterotetrameric AP-3 complex involved in vesicle recycling. AP-3 localizes to the
trans-Golgi network and regulates transport to the endosomal system and the plasma membrane. Glial specific
knockdown of AP-3 components results in reduced GABA transporter (Gat) localization in astrocytic processes
infiltrating the larval neuropil, suggesting that glial cells can modulate GABAergic signaling by controlling the
membrane insertion of Gat. Mutations in the human orthologue of the component encoded by ruby give rise to the
Hermansky-Pudlak syndrome. It will be interesting to test for a neural contribution of this disease that is so far
primarily known for its effects on thrombocyte aggregation and lung fibrosis.
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Abstract:
Accurate odor representations in Kenyon cells (KCs) of Drosophila melanogaster are indispensable in behavioral
adaptation, such as associative memory. It has been demonstrated that responses to odor stimulation are different
among distinct axonal compartments in the mushroom body lobe. To understand the structural basis of this synaptic
heterogeneity, we here focus on intracellular assemblies of active zones, presynaptic vesicle release sites which
facilitate the release of synaptic vesicles. By applying the split-GFP based approach for a cell-type specific
visualization of the active zone main component, Bruchpilot (Brp), we demonstrate the heterogeneity of the active
zones graded along the KC terminals. We found more Brp accumulated to a single active zone toward the medial
tip of the lobe. Furthermore, visualization of endogenous Brp in the anterior paired lateral (APL) neuron and dorsal
paired medial (DPM) neuron revealed the similar gradient of active zones, suggesting a common regulatory
mechanism. We identified multiple key components for graded Brp assembly. This subcellular active zone
heterogeneity may underlie differentiated synaptic output along axonal segments.
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Abstract:
Proper neuronal function requires extensive glial contributions. Glial cells provide trophic support, modulate
synapse formation and activity, and provide electrical insulation of axons. Peripheral nerves in Drosophila larvae
are accompanied by three types of glial cells. Perineurial and subperineurial glial cells build the blood-brain barrier,
whereas the inner wrapping glia directly enwrapping axons in Remak-type like fibers. The underlying neuron-glia
contact is thought to be relevant for the metabolic support of axons and moreover provides electrical insulation
between axons to avoid ephaptic coupling. To further decipher how wrapping glial cells contribute to the motor
program underlying larval locomotion we studied studied the so-called coiling phenotype that is characterized by
body bending angle of more than 120°. This body posture is detected in a low frequency in wild type larvae but
occurs frequently in the absence of wrapping glial cells. A thorough characterization of the larval locomotion
during coiling suggests that the coiling phenotype represents a neuronally hard-wired reorientation locomotor
phenotype. Studying the sensory input that triggers coiling it was found that ultraviolet light, but not aversive
sound, is able to induce coiling in wild type larvae. In wrapping glial ablated larvae, the coiling frequency is
increased, likely due to ephaptic coupling between sensory axons and executing motor axons. The finding that
sound stimulation of wrapping glial ablated animals does also not elicit an increased coiling response suggests that
axons of chordotonal neurons are not close to the relevant motor axons.
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The role of wrapping glia in radial axonal growth
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Topic: Neural Development
Key words:
Abstract:
Peripheral nerves comprise sensory and motor axons that provide information of the outside world to the CNS and
deliver signals to govern body movements respectively. Within the nerves mostly motor axons grow larger in
diameter whereas sensory axons stay smaller. Previously we showed that peripheral wrapping glia cells (WG)
within third instar Drosophila larvae contribute to the differential radial growth of axons (Kottmeier et al. 2020).To
decipher how glial cells select the axons they should nurture I’m using the electron microscope in combination with
the APEX2-technology to visualize few identified axons. Upon wrapping glia specific knockdown of genes, the
axonal diameter can be determined in great detail, which will identify those genes that contribute to radial axonal
growth. Further I’m addressing if axons increase their diameter in an activity-dependent manner. By using thermo(TRPA1) and optogenetic (CsChrimson) activation or genetic (Kir2.1) inactivation approaches I’m changing
neuronal activity to see if this influences the axonal diameter. Those experiments in a background in which WGfunction is perturbed could provide information of how neurons and glia cells communicate to orchestrate changes
in axonal diameter. First results will be presented that provide further insights into how neurons and glia cells form
an interdependent functional unit to ensure proper nervous system function
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Brain inflammation triggers macrophage invasion across the blood-brain barrier
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Topic: Brain Disorders
Key words: Brain inflammation, Macrophage Invasion
Abstract:
The central nervous system (CNS) of Drosophila can be considered as an immune-privileged organ that is
separated from the remaining body by the blood-brain barrier (BBB). This barrier is formed by occluding junctions
established between subperineurial glial cells. The BBB prevents the invasion of pathogens and allows ion and
metabolite homeostasis. Upon neuronal injury or infection, CNS glial cells are able to respond by phagocytosis.
The involvement of external macrophages in CNS injuries and infection was assumed to be impossible due to the
formation of the BBB and the inability of macrophages to migrate across this barrier. Here, we present a novel
injury model, where glial but not neuronal immunity induction triggers the infiltration of external macrophages into
the CNS of Drosophila.
First, we tested whether bacterial infection triggers an immune response in the nervous system similar to what is
seen in other parts of the animal. Indeed, mRNA analysis showed an activation of the Toll as well as immune
deficiency (IMD) pathway together with an upregulation of the PDGF/ VEGF-related factor Pvf2. We further
demonstrated that induction of the IMD but not of the Toll pathway results in the infiltration of the CNS by
macrophages which is mediated through the induction of Pvf2. Transplantation and specific labelling techniques
verified that hemolymph-born macrophages invade the CNS. Within the nervous system macrophages are
predominantly found in the synaptic neuropil where they phagocytose synapses. We currently study the
mechanisms underlying macrophage migration over the BBB and address the balance between detrimental or
supportive role of macrophages during CNS immune challenges.
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A Connectome Analysis of the Clamp Region in the Adult Drosophila Brain
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Abstract:
The fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster represents a popular model organism that has been the subject of many
studies trying to elucidate how the brain integrates sensory input and provides appropriate motor output. However,
many studies are confined to a few, well studied brain regions. In order to understand the neuronal circuits
underlying computations taking place on the scale of the entire brain, the so far unknown brain regions need to be
investigated. One of these yet undescribed regions in the so to say “terra incognita” of the brain is the clamp region,
which is located between the central complex and the mushroom body pedunculus. Despite of its location, the
clamp region forms hardly any connections with these extensively studied centers and has a completely unknown
circuitry and potential function.
In order to reconstruct a neuronal circuit map of the clamp region we are using the hemibrain connectome data
generated at the HHMI Janelia Research Campus in collaboration with Google. The use of this dataset allowed us
to create a classification system based on 746 clamp neurons. In order to best represent the systematic relationship
of groups of neurons we employed and compared several approaches: Categorization based on the contralaterality
or on the connected brain areas could represent systematic relatedness only to a limited extent. Categorization
based on the projection patterns within the clamp region yielded the most adequate hierarchical classification,
allowing also a compartmentalization of the clamp region. The compartmentalization of the clamp region in this
system represents the highest level of "classes" followed by the morphological relatedness of "orders" and
"families" of clamp neurons. Finally our neuron catalogue will form the basis for the first description of the
connectome of clamp neurons, adding a piece to the map of the Drosophila brain and giving insight into their
possible functions.
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Electron microscopic analysis of wrapping glial differentiation in adult Drosophila
REY Simone
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Topic: Brain Evolution & Ecology
Key words:
Abstract:
Drosophila wrapping glia ensheath axons similar to non-myelinating Schwann cells in the vertebrate PNS. Myelin
as in vertebrates has not been reported for Drosophila so far. Nevertheless, myelin-like structures have been
described in many invertebrate species, e.g., in earthworms, shrimps, prawns, and cockroaches. This motivated us
to search for myelin-like structures in Drosophila. But where would Drosophila need an increased myelin-like
insulation? The addition of more glial membrane wraps supposedly increases electrical insulation and thus can be
expected in places with an increased likelihood of ephaptic coupling. Such coupling events are in particular likely
where the density of voltage gated ion channels is highest. Drosophila harbours only one voltage gated sodium
channel, termed Para. Para predominantly localizes to the CNS-PNS boundary of all segmental nerves and is in
particular prominent in motor axons of the leg nerves. Serial sectioning at these positions revealed the presence of a
prominent glial lacunar system, which previously had been described in those invertebrate species that form
myelin-like structures. The morphological features of the glial lacunar system are an exceptionally wide, liquidfilled extracellular space spanned by a network of thin glial cell processes. It had been postulated that the glial
lacunar system constitutes an ion reservoir meeting the high demand for ions needed for sustained firing. Where the
glial lacunar system ends, the glial cell processes collapse and form myelin-like structures. We will discuss our
findings in the light of the evolution of fast and precise signal transduction in the peripheral nervous system.
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Determining the membrane circadian clock across evolution
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Abstract:
Endogenous circadian rhythms are found in all lifeforms, from single cell organisms to plants, insects and
mammals, including humans. They exist at the molecular, cellular and electrophysiological level allowing
physiology and behaviour to be optimally aligned to 24h cycles of light and dark as well as seasons. Our health and
wellbeing depend on appropriately timed and phased circadian rhythms. Ageing is known to cause daily rhythms in
physiology and behaviour to dampen and fragment causing poor health and sleep in the elderly by mechanisms
which appear conserved with rodents and flies. The molecular clock consists of clock genes, which are
rhythmically expressed in clock neurons controlling the circadian expression of genes such as ion channels.
Therefore, the molecular clock is coupled to neuronal electrical activity. Indeed, in clock neurons of mammals and
flies, the molecular clock drives daily changes in electrical activity (referred to as the membrane or electrical clock)
vital for communicating time-of-day information to the brain and body. Intriguingly, suppressing daily electrical
activity of clock neurons with selective genetic and pharmacological modulators effectively stops the molecular
clock and compromises behavioural rhythms. Thus, there are two interacting and mutually dependent timekeepers
in clock neurons, one intracellular and molecular and the other in the membrane and electrical. Of these, the
molecular clock is well-researched and understood, but there is a paucity of research and knowledge of the
electrical timekeeper. Here we try to determine the components and mechanism of the membrane clock using flies,
mouse and in silico models testing the hypothesis that there is a conserved set of ion channels that generate daily
electrical variations in fly and mouse clock neurons. We believe this membrane clock may become weaker during
ageing compromising circadian rhythms and the individual’s health span, and we test this hypothesis using
computational and Drosophila modelling.
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Identification of the local axonal and synaptic translatome in a Drosophila model of
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Topic: Brain Disorders
Key words: Local translation, Wallerian degeneration, axonal and synaptic integrity
Abstract:
Sustained integrity of neurons is essential for life-long nervous system function. Neurite morphology and function
rely on distinct local mechanisms, and their impairment results in axon and synapse degeneration. However, our
understanding of such mechanisms remains incomplete.
Local translation of mRNAs is crucial for axonal and synaptic stability, axon guidance, and regeneration.
Therefore, we hypothesize that locally translated mRNAs ensure the homeostasis and integrity of axons and
synapses, even in the absence of cell body-derived support. We used a Drosophila model based on axonal injury to
identify and explore the axonal and synaptic translatome.
We show that an evolutionarily conserved axon death signaling cascade executes the degeneration of severed axons
of 40 labeled sensory neurons within a day upon axotomy. Conversely, axons and synapses with attenuated axon
death signaling remain morphologically preserved for weeks in vivo. They remain circuit-integrated, as
demonstrated by optogenetics coupled with a simple behavior. One week after antennal and maxillary palp
ablation, the local translatome was isolated from 800 sensory neurons through a GFP-tagged ribosomal subunit
(GFP::RpL10). The transcriptional profiling revealed approximately 500 differentially enriched transcripts linked
to oxidative stress, axon guidance, and transmembrane transport. Further in-depth analyses of the isolated axonal
and synaptic translatome will be presented.
Our approach should facilitate the identification of novel axonal mechanisms that locally ensure axonal and
synaptic morphology and circuit integrity. It may also reveal novel targets for therapeutic intervention in
neurodegenerative diseases.
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No Pillow Talk: Copulation shapes the behavior of male Drosophila melanogaster
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Topic: Behavior
Key words: Post-Mating, Drosophila melanogaster
Abstract:
Mating is an important event that is necessary for most animals to successfully transfer their genes to the next
generation. It is well known that female Drosophila melanogaster show remarkable changes in physiology and
behavior following copulation, such as egg-laying and reduced receptivity to mating. In contrast, only a few studies
have focused on the behavioral adaptation of male flies following copulation, such as post-copulatory suppression
of courtship behavior toward female flies (Zhang et al., 2016). The effects of sexual experience on interactions
between males remain to be elucidated.
In this study, we characterized the behavioral changes of male flies after copulation, focusing especially on maleto-male interaction via courtship, locomotion, and inter-individual distance. After mating, males showed several
distinct behavioral changes. Interestingly, courtship behaviors directed toward other male flies decreased.
Alongside this, locomotion showed a marked decrease while inter-individual distance between the two males was
reduced as well. These behavioral changes may be due to sleep or modulation of neurotransmitters which could
lead to this observed behavioral quiescence in males following copulation.
The behavioral model established here can lay the groundwork for future understanding of neural circuits and
molecular mechanisms of post-coital behavior in the male.
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Odd neurons are odor-concentration-dependent output neurons of the mushroom
bodies, and might modulate odor discrimination in larval Drosophila
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Abstract:
Sensory signals guide animal behavior, and the ability to discriminate among sensory signals is essential for
survival. Sensory signals are represented in the brain by a small number of selective neurons. However, the circuit
mechanisms that generate this selectivity are not well understood. We use the simple Drosophila larval mushroom
bodies (MBs), a center for associative memory in insect brains, to understand the circuitry of sensory
representations in the dendritic sensory input region, the calyx. The third-instar larval calyx is organized in about
34 glomeruli, that mostly receive input from a single specific olfactory receptor neuron (OSN) in the antennal lobe.
In contrast, the MB neurons, KCs, have dendrites innervating about 6 glomeruli in the calyx, and this anatomical
organization suggests that KCs can integrate multiple inputs in a combinatorial manner.
Three neuronal classes could potentially regulate how the calyx integrates sensory information. First, the APL, a
feedback inhibitory neuron from KC output to calyx input, can partly regulate KC selectivity. Second, two
octopaminergic (OA) neurons, VUMmd1 and VUMmx1, originating from the SEZ, can modulate behavioral odor
discrimination. Here we report that the Odd (MBON-a1/2) neurons, which are output neurons that are postsynaptic
in the calyx, show strongly graded responses to odor concentrations, unlike KCs whose responses are relatively
concentration invariant. Odd neurons show GRASP signals with PNs, KCs, VUM1s, and APL in third instar larvae,
consistent with the connectomic map of first-instar larvae. Calcium imaging of Odd neurons suggests that their
odor-evoked responses increase on optogenetic activation of Tdc2 (OA) neurons. Odd neurons might be monitoring
the overall activity in the calyx. We are currently investigating the role of Odd neurons in behavioral odor
discrimination
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A novel post-developmental role of the Hox genes underlies normal adult behaviour
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Key words: Hox genes, postmitotic neuron, behaviour/behaviour, flight, dopamine
Abstract:
The molecular mechanisms underlying the stability of mature neurons and neural circuits are poorly understood.
Here we explore this problem and discover that the Hox genes are a component of the genetic programme that
maintains normal neural function in adult Drosophila. We show that post-developmental downregulation of the
Hox gene Ultrabithorax (Ubx) in adult neurons leads to substantial anomalies in flight. Mapping the cellular basis
of these effects reveals that Ubx is required within a subset of dopaminergic neurons, and cell circuitry analyses
and optogenetics allow us to link these dopaminergic neurons to flight control. Functional imaging experiments
show that Ubx is necessary for normal dopaminergic activity, and neuron-specific RNA-sequencing defines two
previously uncharacterised ion channel-encoding genes as potential mediators of Ubx behavioural roles. Our study
thus reveals a novel role of the Hox system in controlling adult behaviour and neural function.
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Hyper-aggressive animals and behavioral adaptation: study of their mating strategy
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Topic: Behavior
Key words:
Abstract:
A social behavior consists of a set of interactions among conspecifics, ranging from animals aggregating, sexual
partners engaging in courtship and/or parental behaviors, to rivals fighting over territory and mates. These naturally
complex social behaviors are composed of innate and learned components that ultimately influence animal
reproductive fitness. Aggression is genetically hardwired, however, cognitive abilities, external sensory
information, past experiences and the internal state of the animals also strongly influence this behavior. The
ecological and ethological significance of aggressive behavior (species-typical aggression), however, has to be
distinguished from the maladaptive one (hyper-aggression). Pathological forms of aggression have long been
investigated in the context of psychology influences. Decades of studies have demonstrated that both
environmental and genetic factors influence aggression, however, the roots driving hyper-aggressive behavior
remains poorly understood.
In Drosophila melanogaster, to date, some candidate genes have been associated with hyper-aggressivity, however,
we know very little about the link between hyper-aggressivity and fitness. Selection of wild-type males for their
fighting abilities for generations yielded to hyper-aggressive flies, called “bullies”, with male-specific phenotypes:
i) they employ extreme fighting behavioral patterns, ii) they do not establish dominance relationship, iii) they have
mating disadvantages. The results of our study show that Bully males have lower reproduction success rate and that
they might have developed an alternative fitness strategy.
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Abstract:
Gene regulatory mechanisms which specify subtype identity of central complex (CX) neurons are subject of intense
investigation. The CX is a compartment within the brain common to all insect species. The CX functions as a
“command center” by initiating motor actions in response to incoming information. It is made up of several of
thousand neurons with more than 60 morphologically distinct identities. Accordingly, transcriptional programs
must effect the specification of at least as many neuronal subtypes. I have identified a role for the novel
transcription factor Shaking hands (Skh) in the specification of a subset of CX neurons in the beetle Tribolium
castaneum. The developmental dynamics of Tc-skh expression are characteristic for terminal selectors of neuronal
subtype identity. In the embryonic brain Tc-skh expression is restricted to a subset of neurons, many of which
survive to adulthood and contribute to the mature CX. Tc-skh knock-down results in axon outgrowth defects thus
preventing the formation of an embryonic CX primordium.
While the overall architecture of the CX is conserved across insect species, the size and shape of its neuropils vary
greatly reflecting an evolutionary adaptation to different habitats. Evolutionary adaptations of brain anatomy may
occur at the level of transcription factors: small changes in their expression patterns and/or in their repertoire of
target genes can drive evolution without compromising the functional constraints that act on neural circuits. The
previously unstudied Drosophila skh (CG32532) is expressed in an embryonic pattern similar to Tc-skh and is
required for axon outgrowth of a subset of CX neurons. This suggests that Skh may have similar functions in both
species. My results make Skh an ideal tool to test the role of one transcription factor in CX development in two
insect species. Morphological and the molecular studies from a comparative evolutionary perspective shall be
presented.
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Behavioural characterization of a Drosophila model of alternating hemiplegia of
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Abstract:
Alternating Hemiplegia of Childhood (AHC) is a rare neurodevelopmental disorder hallmarked by infantile onset
(<18 months) of recurrent temporal paralysis affecting one or both sides of the body. The paralysis is commonly
triggered by a range of external stressors and is alleviated by sleep. Many AHC patients display a range of
movement, cognitive, behavioural and psychiatric symptoms that become more apparent with age. The majority of
AHC cases are caused by heterozygous de novo mutations in the ATP1A3 gene, encoding the neuron-specific
alpha 3 subunit of Na+/K+ ATPase (NKA). The NKA alpha 3 subunit is responsible for the rapid restoration of
basal intracellular Na+ in neurons following sustained discharge. The study of AHC is heavily reliant on mouse
usage. However, stress-induced paralysis displayed in a fruit fly line, carrying the fly equivalent of the human
G755S AHC mutation within its NKA alpha-subunit, highlights the potential usage of an alternative simpler and
inexpensive animal model for in vivo studies of AHC. Our aim was to further investigate the ability of NKA alphamodified flies to mimic behavioural phenotypes reported in AHC patients and mouse models. NKA alpha-modified
flies displayed altered cold sensitivity, circadian rhythms and sleep patterns. This data contributes to the body of
evidence to validate the use of D. melanogaster as a replacement model system in the study of AHC.
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Abstract:
There are major gaps in our understanding of how neurons differentiate and then recognize each other to form
specific connections. Stereotyped Drosophila grooming behavior can be harnessed to identify genes that mediate
neuronal connectivity and function within a defined neural circuit. The lab previously identified neurons that
produce grooming behavior and comprehensively defined their synaptic connectivity. Nuclei were isolated from fly
driver lines which express a nuclear envelope-targeted GFP in subsets of these neurons, using the TAPIN (tandem
affinity purification of intact nuclei) method. RNA extracted from subsets of TAPIN-enriched nuclei were
sequenced, including from the eye bristle mechanosensory neurons which are involved in head grooming response.
These transcriptomes identify candidate genes involved in neuronal differentiation, physiological processes and
intercellular communication (such as cell surface molecules), and that are specific to the neural circuit. The
functional significance of these and other candidate genes are screened and assessed in experimental behavioral
models relevant to the grooming circuits. Genetic manipulations, such as RNAi perturbation of candidate genes,
within the context of optogenetically-induced models of grooming can identify genes which are required for
complete and proper stereotyped grooming behavior.
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Abstract:
In all nervous systems, precise signal transmission is crucial for fast and timely reactions of the animal. Proper
axonal wrapping is implicated in metabolic support of the axon and thus the growth of the axonal diameter, which
affects conduction velocity. In addition, in vertebrate axons myelin influences the spatial distribution of the voltage
gated ion channels to ensure an even faster nerve conduction velocity. In Drosophila, wrapping glial cells mediate
axonal ensheathment resembling vertebrate Remak fibres. Wrapping defects lead to reduced conductance velocity
and impaired larval locomotion. Still, how differentiation of WG is molecularly controlled is not fully understood.
The large transmembrane protein Uninflatable (Uif) is required for wrapping glia development. Here we show that
cell type specific knockdown of uif leads to poorly developed wrapping glia, while overexpression in wrapping glia
induces the formation of multiple glial membrane stacks. Genetic evidence indicates that uif acts downstream of
FGF-receptor. To identify further Uif interaction partners, I currently perform a deficiency screen based on an eye
phenotype induced upon overexpression of uif using GMR-Gal4. These experiments will contribute to a better
understanding of the development of the axon associated wrapping glia.
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External or internal states determine behaviour in the open field test in Drosophila
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Abstract:
The open field test (OFT) is often used in rodents for scoring anxiety and depression levels. In the OFT, fruit flies
show wall-following behavior (WAFO) similar to rodents, influenced by homolog anxiety genes. Therefore, the
OFT in Drosophila has been suggested as a "new neurogenetic tool for anxiety research". However, it is
questionable to which extent insects are able to perceive emotions such as fear and anxiety.
To better characterise the influence of emotion-like states of the OFT behaviour, we measured both WAFO and
total walking distance (TWD) in the OFT in WT flies under different stress-related conditions or treatments.
Our results measured in several lab- and nature-derived WT strains show a positive correlation between WAFO and
TWD, while a negative correlation is found in rodents. Besides, nature-derived flies showed significantly higher
WAFO and TWD values than lab strains. A comparison between OFT and DAM data suggest that WAFO and
TWD are not correlated with the spontaneous activity level. The locomotor activity in our small-diameter OFT
arena is unlike the spontaneous activity reported for larger diameter arenas or the DAM system. Interestingly, we
observed an uncoupling of WAFO and TWD under stressful social and physiological conditions. Furthermore,
there is no circadian effect in the OFT behaviour since neither WAFO, nor TWD is changed in a daily manner.
Our results show that the OFT behaviour of flies is influenced by their defensive level, and confirm and strengthen
the role of internal "emotion-like" states, which is also supported by changes in WAFO upon manipulation of
serotonin and peptidergic signaling.
Our data improves the understanding of the complex open field behaviour of flies and show that the OFT analysis
reports escape driven defensive level that is determined by an external or internal states.
Funded by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG WE 2652/9-1)
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Mutations in trpg, the homologue of TRPC6 autism candidate gene, causes autismlike behavioral deficits in Drosophila
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Abstract:
Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) is characterized by impaired social communication, restricted interests, and
repetitive and stereotyped behaviors. The TRPC6 (transient receptor potential channel 6) represents an ASD
candidate gene under an oligogenic/multifactorial model based on the initial description and cellular
characterization of an individual with ASD bearing a de novo heterozygous mutation disrupting TRPC6, together
with the enrichment of disruptive TRPC6 variants in ASD cases as compared to controls. Here, we perform a
clinical re-evaluation of the initial non-verbal patient, and also present eight newly reported individuals ascertained
for ASD and bearing predicted loss-of-function mutations in TRPC6. In order to understand the consequences of
mutations in TRPC6 on nervous system function, we used the fruit fly, Drosophila melanogaster, to show that null
mutations in transient receptor gamma (trp?; the fly gene most similar to TRPC6), cause a number of behavioral
defects that mirror features seen in ASD patients, including deficits in social interactions (based on courtship
behavior), impaired sleep homeostasis (without affecting the circadian control of sleep), hyperactivity in both
young and old flies, and defects in learning and memory. Some defects, most notably in sleep, differed in severity
between males and females and became normal with age. Interestingly, hyperforin, a TRPC6 agonist and the active
component of the St. John’s wort antidepressant, attenuated many of the deficits expressed by trp? mutant flies. In
summary, our results provide further evidence that the TRPC6 gene is a risk factor for ASD. In addition, we
showed that the behavioral defects caused by mutations in TRPC6 can be modeled in Drosophila, thereby
establishing a paradigm to examine the impact of mutations in other candidate genes.
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Abstract:
A major benefit of being in a group is the possibility of adding socially-obtained to directly-perceived information
about the environment to guide behaviour. Across the animal kingdom, social information acquired via specific
signals or cues animals produce as they engage in their daily activities are used for decisions in reproduction,
foraging and protection against predation. Acute fitness benefits of the usage of this information are flagrant in the
context of a response to a potential threat: failure to detect a predator can lead to an animal’s immediate demise;
needless engagement in metabolically costly defence responses can, unnecessarily, negatively impact survival. We
previously showed that Drosophila melanogaster display a graded decrease in freezing behaviour triggered by an
inescapable visual threat, with increasing group sizes, i.e., a dose-dependent social buffering effect. Crucially we
identified that the movement of others is used as a cue of safety. We have now investigated how different threat
levels affect the use of social cues in guiding defence responses, by exposing flies individually and in groups to
looms of two different speeds. We show that freezing responses are stronger to the faster looms but so is the social
buffering effect, as the increase in freezing was less prominent in flies tested in groups than in those tested
individually. Through artificial control of movement, we created groups composed of moving and freezing flies,
and by varying group composition, we titrated the motion cues that surrounding flies produce, holding them
constant across threat levels. We found that the same level of safety motion cues had a bigger weight on the flies’
decisions when exposed to the higher threat, thus overriding differences in perceived threat levels. These findings
reveal the modulation of the saliency of social safety cues across threat intensities, a possible mechanism to
regulate costly defensive responses.
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Abstract:
Building complex functional circuits requires accurate neuronal partner matching. Several molecular key players in
the process of circuit assembly were identified through genetic screens performed in Drosophila, taking advantage
of stereotypically organized circuits. However, very little is known about circuit assembly in non-stereotypical
circuits. We focus on the non-stereotypical circuit of the mushroom body calyx in adult Drosophila. Within this
circuit incoming combinatorial olfactory input from 50 types of Projection neurons (PNs) converges onto ~2000
mushroom body intrinsic Kenyon cells (KCs). The functional unit of the calyx is the microglomerulus, a synaptic
complex consisting of an individual PN axon bouton ensheathed with dendritic claws of multiple KCs. Each
Kenyon cell samples combinatorial input from ~5 -6 PNs and each PN is connected to ~12 Kenyon cells.
Functionally, activation of a Kenyon cell is only possible on coincident activation of more than half of its
connected boutons. How these structural and functional constraints emerge during developmental circuit assembly
is not clear.
We took advantage of available transcriptomic datasets (Alyagor et al., 2018; Li et al., 2020 ; Xie et al., 2021), and
focused on the possible role of cell surface molecules in circuit assembly by means of RNAi-mediated knockdown
in the PNs and KCs. We analyzed number and distribution of PN boutons, calyx organization and synapse
formation. Based on this primary RNAi screen, we have isolated candidate molecules that display circuit defects in
the calyx. We are currently examining the pattern of expression, the mutant phenotype and its cell autonomy for the
candidates that resulted from the screen. With this work, we will shed light on the molecular regulation that
supports the assembly of the non-stereotypical circuit of the calyx during development.
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Abstract:
Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is a devastating neurodegenerative disorder with no cure and limited treatment options.
A primary neuropathological hallmark is the formation of intracellular neurofibrillary tangles arising from the
progressive aggregation of the tau protein, leading to synaptic impairment and neurodegeneration. Several
additional neurodegenerative disorders also present with this neuropathology, including Parkinson’s disease, which
are collectively known as tauopathies. Rab GTPases (Rabs) have widespread functions in intracellular trafficking
and have been linked to several of these disorders. Notably, Rabs have demonstrated significant therapeutic
potential in animal models of neurodegeneration. To date, however, few have been studied in the context of tau
pathology. Thus, we are employing Drosophila to explore and characterise the potential modulation of tau
phenotypes via overexpression of several promising Rabs. Pan-neuronal expression of the human tau R406W
mutant induces several disease-relevant phenotypes, including shortened lifespan, reduced viability, impaired
locomotion and increased vacuolisation in the brain due to neurodegeneration. We have identified six Rabs that
significantly rescue shortened lifespan when overexpressed, the most protective of these being the Golgi-associated
Rab30, which we also found improved impaired locomotion as assessed using a negative geotaxis assay. These data
indicate the therapeutic potential of Rab overexpression in tau pathology, and analysis of other metrics – including
brain vacuolisation - is currently ongoing. Indeed, we have developed a new machine learning-based method to
quantify vacuolation in the brain which improves upon manual quantification methods. Taken together, these
results contribute important insights into the interactions between tau pathology and intracellular trafficking.
Additionally, this work advances current methods used for the study of neurodegeneration in Drosophila and
further highlights the potential value in targeting of Rabs for the treatment of neurodegenerative disorders in the
future.
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Abstract:
In Drosophila, the mushroom bodies (MB) constitute the central brain structure for olfactory associative memory.
The fly can acquire a stable aversive olfactory memory when the presentation of an aversive stimulus and an odor
are paired. Despite recent advances in understanding the neural circuits and molecular basis of long term memory
(LTM) formation we still lack a complete picture of how memory is structured and consolidated. In fact, there is
still many unknown actors that play a role in memory formation. Leucine-rich repeat-containing G protein-coupled
receptor 1 (Lgr1) constitutes the homologous to the mammalian receptors of TSH, Thyrostimulin, FSH and LH
(Hewes and Taghert, 2001) and has been found to play crucial role in development and in the hydromineral balance
in invertebrates (Vandersmissen et al.,2014). Interestingly, Lgr1 represents one of the most highly expressed genes
in the alpha/beta Kenyon cells of the MB (https://scope.aertslab.org). However, the specific role of Lgr1 in the
brain has remained largely unknown. Here, we examined the role of Lgr1 in the control of LTM formation by using
behavior experiments and in vivo imaging. Furthermore, since previous results from our group showed a key role
of energy metabolism in LTM formation (Plaçais et al.,2017), we investigated whether Lgr1 would be a metabolic
regulator of MB neurons. Our results demonstrate that knocking-down Lgr1 in adult alpha/beta MB neurons leads
to a strong impairment of long term memory. Therefore, these results thus highlight a key role of Lgr1 in LTM
formation. Considering that, further experiments will be focus on exploring the downstream pathways activated by
Lgr1 that might explain the memory deficit observed.
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Abstract:
The expression of behavior is always subject to variability, both intra- and inter-individually. What we consider to
be normal behavior is therefore never the arithmetic mean, but rather a continuum of expressions. Detailed
examination of this continuum and the underlying mechanisms is essential for assessing the effect of experimental
interventions and also provides insights into the neuronal control of the studied behaviors.
The natural variability of walking behavior in Drosophila has not yet been the primary focus of a study, because the
crucial prerequisite is an extensive data basis and acquisition of high-quality data of walking flies was very laborintense until recently. In this study, we used a deep artificial neural network approach to drastically enhance the
process of extracting information from videos of freely walking Drosophila. This approach delivered high-quality
results comparable to manual annotations and enabled an almost 50-fold faster data analysis. The resulting data set
contained the body and leg tip positions of over 100,000 steps taken during normal, straight walking in a total of
103 individual male wildtype flies. Leg tip positions of 30 steps per fly were normalized to body length and pooled
into a single matrix; we then used principal component analysis (PCA) on this matrix to reveal correlations and
covariations in the movement of leg tips throughout the step cycle. The resulting principal components (PCs) were
shown to describe different facets of variability in the data set: PCs 1 and 4 relate to previously described inter-leg
coordination patterns, while PCs 2 and 3 described systematic differences between individual flies in a condensed
form. Hence, these PCs provide the opportunity to concisely describe idiosyncrasies in individual walking behavior
by putting them in relation to the reference data set. We then tested the suitability of this approach for assessing the
effect of experimental interventions with data from an optogenetics experiment.
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Abstract:
Most organisms possess a circadian clock to adapt physiology and behavior to day/night cycles on Earth. In
Drosophila melanogaster, ~150 neurons compose the central clock by expressing the core components of the
molecular clock which consists in a negative feedback loop where PERIOD (PER) and TIMELESS (TIM) repress
the transcription of their own mRNAs.
We previously reported a post-transcriptional regulation of tim by POP2, a deadenylase of the CCR4-NOT
complex, under the control of PER (Grima et al., 2019). Indeed, flies expressing an RNAi directed against POP2
display arrhythmic locomotor activity and increased levels of both mRNA and protein levels of tim. This is
associated to a lengthening of tim mRNA poly-A tail, which is lost in the absence of PER.
We now aim at understanding the mechanisms of POP2’s regulation of tim mRNA.
First, a screen was done to find the RBPs (RNA Binding Proteins) that recruits POP2 on tim mRNA, as the CCR4NOT complex is known to interact with its targets after recruitment by specific RBPs. This was carried out by
immunoprecipitating POP2-HA from flies’ heads and identifying POP2-HA partners using mass-spectrometry. Out
of the 320 potential partners identified, we are testing the known RBPs for behavioral defects upon depletion.
Currently, we are carrying out further experiments on 3 candidates of interest by testing mutants’ effects on
molecular oscillations.
Second, we asked whether POP2 also regulates tim mRNA translation using Translating Ribosome Affinity
Purification followed by RT-qPCR of tim mRNA to measure the amount of ribosome-bound tim mRNAs, thus
giving us an approximation of its translatability. We applied this method to study tim translatibility in POP2 RNAi
context, in the presence or absence of PER, and depending on the circadian time. Our first results support a role for
POP2 in regulating tim translatability, in a PER dependent manner.
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Abstract:
In the central nervous system (CNS), functional tasks are often allocated to distinct compartments. This is also
evident in the insect CNS where synapses and dendrites are clustered in distinct neuropil regions. The neuropil is
separated from neuronal cell bodies and enwrapped by ensheathing glia, which forms an internal diffusion barrier
within the CNS using dye injection experiments. We show that ensheathing glial cells are polarized in an
alternative manner. The basolateral plasma membrane is enriched by the phosphatidylinositol-(3,4,5)-triphosphate
(PIP3) and the Na+/K+-ATPase Nervana2 (Nrv2) that abuts an extracellular matrix formed at neuropil-cortex
interface. The apical plasma membrane is facing the neuropil and is rich in phosphatidylinositol-(4,5)-bisphosphate
(PIP2) that is supported by a sub-membranous ßHeavy-Spectrin cytoskeleton. ßHeavy-spectrin mutant larvae have
a disrupted ensheathing glial morphology. PIP2 and Nrv2 are delocalized suggesting a disrupted cell polarity.
Moreover, ßHeavy-spectrin mutant larvae exhibit an abnormal locomotor behavior which is similarly shown by
ensheathing glia ablated larvae. Thus, polarized glia compartmentalizes the brain and is essential for proper
function of the CNS.
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Abstract:
Chronic, uncontrollable stress can result in psychiatric syndromes including anxiety and major depressive disorder
(MDD) in humans and animal models alike. Similarly, several days of chronic stress can induce depressionassociated behavioural alterations in Drosophila flies, accompanied by overall changes in biogenic amine levels in
the adult brain. We have developed a chronic stress paradigm, where flies are subjected to three days of repetitive
phases of 300Hz vibrations combined with overcrowding and food deprivation, which reduces the motivation to
perform voluntary behaviours. This includes the motivation to climb an insurmountable gap (risk taking) or to stop
at a sweet tasting strip (anhedonia), suggesting a depression-like state. These behavioural changes correlate with
decreased serotonin release to the ?-lobes of the mushroom body, a major behavioural control centre in the central
brain of the fly. Notably, the observed behavioural changes could be relieved by feeding flies lithium chloride, a
mood stabilizing salt often used in treatment of MDD (Ries et al. 2017). Here we asked if botanicals that are used
to treat stress disorders in traditional Asian (Ayurvedic) medicine, might also act as adaptogens in stressed flies.
We show that food supplementation with water or ethanol root extracts of Withania somnifera (“Ashwagandha”)
indeed ameliorates the behavioural deficits in stressed flies. Specifically, the motivation to climb a gap and the
tendency to stop at a sweet strip are increased in stressed flies treated with supplemented food for 10 days.
Moreover, continuous and prophylactic Ashwagandha feeding can convey resilience to stress in both paradigms.
Similarly, food supplementation with Centella asiatica (“Indian pennywort”) leaf extract has a positive effect on
stressed flies, supporting the idea that these traditional medications can also ameliorate stress in humans.
Ries et al. (2017): Serotonin modulates a depression-like state in Drosophila responsive to lithium treatment. Nat.
Commun. 2017 Jun 6; 8:15738.
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Abstract:
Sociability – an individual’s propensity to engage in group activities – is a conserved trait throughout most of life.
Sociability can be considered as a personality type in humans when showing correlated sociability measures across
different assays. Our knowledge of the mechanisms that drive sociability and explain its inter-individual variation
is still limited. To enhance our mechanistic understanding, the genetically tractable Drosophila melanogaster is
increasingly being used as a model for research on social behaviour. High and low sociability phenotypes,
indicative of a variation of sociability levels among the population have been documented in this species. However,
sociability traits have been measured through unidimensional assays, which do not allow us to assess whether
sociability is a personality type in fruit flies. Here, we present a multidimensional approach to assess sociability,
using a combination of three behavioural assays that each captures a different functional feature of social
interactions in D. melanogaster. We applied our approach to the Drosophila melanogaster Genetic Reference Panel
(DGRP) lines and revealed continuous variation in the strength of response to others. We found that sociability
levels varied between genetically distinct lines, indicative of a genetic component of sociability. The three
sociability traits were, however, not correlated, making it questionable whether sociability can be considered a
personality type in D. melanogaster.
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Abstract:
The properties of neuronal networks required for normal function are specified during a phase of development that
is referred to as a critical period. Transient activity perturbations during a critical period cause mis-specification of
neuronal properties with lasting consequences to network function. In human, suboptimal critical period
experiences are thought to be associated with neuro-developmental or neuro-psychiatric conditions. How critical
period activity patterns are translated into structural and physiological changes, is currently not well understood.
To address this fundamental question, we are taking advantage of the well characterised Drosophila larval
locomotor network, which also has a clearly defined critical period; in late embryogenesis, coincident with the
transition from spontaneous unpatterned to coordinated patterns of neuronal activation. Our aim is to identify the
cellular and molecular substrates which together define the homeostatic setpoint of the locomotor circuitry.
Specifically, I am focusing on the role of calcium in this process. In neurons, calcium serves a dual function; as
charge carrier and intracellular messenger, giving it the potential to decode neuronal activity during the critical
period into mechanisms that are essential for establishing homeostatic setpoints. Thus, calcium dependent
adjustments during the critical period can range from tuning of single cells to network wide modifications. To test
roles of calcium during critical periods of network development, I am using temporally controlled cell-targeted
manipulations of key molecules, ranging from voltage gated calcium channels to known calcium
sensors/responders. When such critical period manipulations are targeted to motoneurons, we find these to cause
lasting change of synaptic size and structure.
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Abstract:
How behavior is rapidly, flexibly and efficiently adjusted in the context of fluctuating sensory signals and varying
internal conditions is a fundamental question in Neuroscience. In particular, it is unclear how the brain transforms
sensory information under frequently-changing environmental conditions into internal neural representations, and
ultimately produces an accurate and coordinated motor action. Animals usually orient themselves in the
environment by moving forward or steering toward a certain direction. However, upon sensing an obstacle or
danger in their path, their nervous system might generate a specific locomotor response of backward motion. Over
the last decade, some of the neuronal pathways underlying backward locomotion in the fruit fly have been
systematically studied and characterized; it was shown that the Moonwalker Descending Neurons (MDNs) can
elicit backward locomotion in larva and adult, and that visual and mechanosensory stimuli can trigger MDNdependent backward walking. However, it is yet unknown whether other sensory modalities also converge onto the
MDNs, which central brain neurons upstream of the MDNs activate and modulate their function, and whether other
retreat-driving pathways can trigger backward locomotion in parallel to the MDNs. In the current study, we unravel
a novel sensory modality, olfaction, which can elicit MDN-mediated backward walking. Moreover, we
unequivocally identify the Moonwalker SEZ neurons (MooSEZs), novel central brain neurons originating in the
subesophageal zone (SEZ) that drive backward locomotion. MooSEZs are monosynaptically-connected to the
MDNs, act both upstream and in parallel to them, and respond to aversive odor stimulation. Interestingly,
MooSEZs can also evoke robust rotational movements via an MDN-independent neuronal pathway. Finally, we
demonstrate that similarly to MDNs, MooSEZs survive metamorphosis and induce backward locomotion also in
the limbless larva. Hence, MooSEZs are part of a developmentally-conserved core locomotor neuronal circuit
dedicated for driving retreat-related motor actions.
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Abstract:
Animals have evolved multiple physiological and behavioral mechanisms for anticipation of, and adaptation to,
daily and seasonal fluctuations. These mechanisms are crucial to maintaining homeostasis and to counter stress
during drastic environmental fluctuations. The circadian clock and its neuroendocrine output pathways play a
pivotal role in maintaining homeostasis during these periodic fluctuations. Emerging evidence suggests that not
only does the circadian clock influence circulating levels of endocrine factors over the 24-hour period, but the
endocrine signals also provide feedback to modulate the circadian clock. However, systematic characterization of
all of the interactions (the interactome) between the circadian clock and the neuroendocrine system has not yet been
performed. To address this, we used a combination of the Drosophila brain connectome, single-cell transcriptome
sequencing analyses and the recently-developed retro-Tango (a retrograde trans-synaptic tracing tool), to
extensively map the interactions between the circadian clock network and the neuroendocrine system. We identify
different subsets of clock neurons that provide synaptic inputs to the neurosecretory cells in the protocerebrum
including those producing neurohormones regulating feeding and metabolism (insulin-like peptides and corazonin),
water homeostasis (DH31, DH44 and ITP), and development (PTTH and eclosion hormone). Single-cell
transcriptome analysis reveals that receptors for most of these neurohormones are expressed in clock neurons,
suggesting potential modulation of the circadian clock by endocrine factors. Finally, to characterize these endocrine
interactions, we have developed Tango-Map MkII, a genetic tool which allows us to visualize long-range
neuromodulation, in vivo. Taken together, this multipronged characterization of the clock-neuroendocrine
interactome provides a framework to systematically disentangle the clock-dependent endocrine regulation of
physiology and behavior.
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Abstract:
Food-dependent experience of animals can lead formation of memory and leading adjustment of further behavioral
responses such as locomotion activity and feeding prevalence. The circuitry behind experience-dependent alteration
of behavior is extremely complicated in mammals compared to the insects. Thus, in this study we use fruit flies
Drosophila Melanogaster as model to investigate the behavioral changes and to dissect the underlying neuronal
network. Drosophila mushroom body (MB) is the key brain structure responsible for associative memory forming
and learning. Formation of associative memory is mediated by modulatory neurons – mainly Dopaminergic
neurons (DANs) – innervating in the MB. This innervation subdivides MB compartments into further functional
segments which provide different information about the nutritional value, taste and water content of the food.
However, alteration in behavior dependent to the flies’ dietary and structural and functional changes in
corresponding neuronal network still remains unclear.
In this study, we answer the questions; how caloric value of the animals’ dietary affects the behaviors
corresponding to food uptake such as appetitive and aversive associative learning and what is the neuronal network
mediating these behaviors? We also further investigate the functional and structural changes in the corresponding
network.
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Abstract:
Activity-dependent mechanisms shape normal neural network development and may be especially important during
critical periods (CP), wherein neural plasticity is thought to be maximal. Improper activity levels during critical
periods of development have been linked to developmental disorders such as epilepsy and schizophrenia, however,
the mechanisms that encode these changes in network function are poorly understood. One hypothesis is that
during the CP, a homeostatic set point is formed, in which neuron's establish a normal range of activity that is then
fixed, persisting after CP closure.
The Drosophila larval locomotor circuit exhibits a CP between 17-19 hrs after egg laying (AEL), with activity
perturbation during this window being sufficient to cause a seizure phenotype at the stage of third instar larva
(measured as the time taken to recover from an electric stimulus). Here we use optogenetic manipulation to
increase activity in proprioceptive chordotonal neuron's during the CP. This manipulation was found to result in a
seizure phenotype in L3 larvae that is comparable to a genetic model of epilepsy (bss), indicating a hyper-excitable
network.
In addition to observing differences in behaviour, we observed changes in the electrophysiological properties of
motor neuron's following manipulation of ch neuron's. Whole cell patch clamp electrophysiology of MN1-lb (aCC)
showed no differences in excitability in isolated aCC motoneurons between groups, however, loose patch
recordings indicated changes in excitability upstream of aCC. Specifically, optogenetic excitation of chordotonal
neuron's showed that the strength of inputs to aCC were reduced, following manipulation. The specific mechanisms
that caused this reduction are unclear, but our results may suggest that compensatory mechanisms exist in response
to CP induced network activity. This research also indicates that sensory neuron's may play an important role in
shaping the mature network during early development.
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Abstract:
Habituation, a fundamental form of learning, causes the decrement of a response to repeated irrelevant stimuli.
Habituation protects from sensory overload, is indispensable for higher cognitive processes, and is affected in
neurodevelopmental disorders (NDDs). It is conserved across all species and can be measured in patients and
Drosophila. To measure habituation in high throughput, we are using the light-off jump habituation paradigm.
Previous work of the lab has identified defective habituation in >150 Drosophila models of monogenic intellectual
disability/autism (ID/ASD) disorders, underlining the potential of habituation as translational biomarker for NDDs.
Strikingly, numerous ID/ASD genes required for habituation converge on a few interconnected signaling pathways,
including PI3K-Akt, Ras/MAPK, and cAMP signaling. More specifically, various genetic conditions characterized
by overactivated Ras/MAPK signaling (corresponding to a group of rare genetic disorders with overlapping clinical
phenotypes termed Rasopathies) show disrupted habituation, and we indeed find that restoring this balance
pharmacologically can rescue habituation deficits. We hypothesize that Ras/MAPK signaling may be out of
balance in other ID/ASD models, causing the observed habituation deficits. Currently, we are profiling these >150
models systematically for dysbalanced Ras/MAPK activity, as measured by downstream pERK/ERK ratios. The
identified ‘hidden Rasopathies’ will be taken further to clarify the molecular link to the pathway, and to be assessed
for rescue of habituation phenotypes by genetic, pharmacological and/or behavioral correction of the pathway.
This approach and parallel efforts to systematically map adult reversibility of habituation deficits (see abstract M.
Boon et al.) aim to identify - genetically heterogeneous but molecularly converging - groups of adult reversible
ID/ASD disorders that can benefit from common treatment.
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Abstract:
D. melanogaster lives on rotten fruits populated by microbes that produce many metabolites. Detecting these
molecules helps flies to find nutrient-rich food, select egg-laying sites and avoid pathogens. The molecular
mechanisms by which invading microorganisms are detected by the fly's immune cells to trigger an antibacterial
response are well characterized and involve the peptidoglycan (PGN, a major constituent of the bacterial cell wall),
its receptors (PGRPs) and the downstream NF-kB signaling module. However, the mechanisms by which flies
detect the bacteria present in its surrounding environment remain largely unknown. Taking advantage of in vivo
reporter lines, my lab observed that proteins belonging to the NF-kB pathway are expressed in gustatory neurons
and that the PGN can be directly sensed by the fly sensory system. My work aims to dissect at the molecular level
the mechanisms by which fly neurons are sensing PGN and how this interaction is translated into behavioral
changes in the host. My results have shown that in response to different concentrations of PGN, there is an
integration of positive and negative inputs coming from distinct neurons subpopulations, from which a behavioral
response arises. While PGN aversion requires bitter gustatory neurons, PGN attraction is mediated by sweet ones.
Interestingly, when compared to flies reared on non-germ-free food, axenic animals that have never co-habited with
bacteria, are specifically impaired in their aversion to PGN. Furthermore, exposing larvae to bacteria is sufficient to
restore PGN aversion in adults. Finally, a larval subpopulation of neurons is necessary for the adult aversion
response to PGN and this subgroup is different from the neurons directly required for PGN aversion in the adult.
These data suggest that flies are “educated” by the presence of the bacteria during larval stages to acquire the
ability to respond to PGN when they are adults.
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Abstract:
Autophagy is a self-degradative process which is important for cell survival under stress but it also plays a role in
removing misfolded or aggregated proteins, and in clearing of damaged organelles. In addition it is involved in
changes of cell membrane size and shape. In result of autophagy a cytoplasmic cargo is delivered to lysosome in a
double membrane-bound vesicle (autophagosome), that fuses with lysosome to form autolysosome, where cargo is
degraded by proteases. The degradation products are transported back to the cytoplasm, where they can be re-used.
In this study we identified circadian peripheral oscillators which regulate rhythmic processes through autophagy.
We disrupted the circadian clock in selected cells using deltaCYC expression and analysed locomotor activity,
sleep pattern and its level. We found that most important oscillators are those located in astrocyte-like glia.
Because behavioural rhythms are regulated by the pacemaker cells, which change synaptic partners throughout the
day, we examined whether the daily rhythm of the sLNv arborization complexity is changed when the clock in
astrocytes is blocked and found that structural changes between the day and night in experimental flies were not
present.
Our study also showed that autophagy-related genes are expressed in a rhythmic manner in glial cells. Moreover,
after silencing of atg 5 or atg7 gene expression in atrocytes sleep level during the night was affected and the sLNv
terminal arborization pattern was disrupted.
In summary our study showed that autophagy is important for proper functioning of glia and is involved in the
regulation of circadian structural changes in processes of the pacemaker neurons. This effect is mainly observed in
astrocyte-like glia, which plays a role of peripheral circadian oscillators in the Drosophila brain.
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Abstract:
EPG5 is a necessary tethering factor in the autophagy pathway, enabling the specific fusion of autophagosomes
with lysosomes. Mutations in EPG5 cause the severe multisystem disorder Vici syndrome, which is characterised
by neurodevelopmental and neurodegenerative features, as well as cardiomyopathy, hypotonia, seizures, and more.
How EPG5 deficiency translates into all facets of the disease is currently unknown. Therefore, we generated a new
Drosophila epg5 knock-out model, which allowed us to investigate the consequences of EPG5 deficiency in more
detail.
First, the presence of a motor phenotype in the epg5ko flies was investigated using the DART set-up (Drosophila
Arousal Tracking system). DART is an automated system able to track spontaneous and stimulated motor activity
of flies. Interestingly, adult flies lacking EPG5 show a severe impairment of motor activity, characterised by
decreased average speed, reduced length of activity bouts, and an almost absent response to mechanical stimuli.
Second, a manual hyperthermia-induced seizure assay was used to study if epg5ko flies have epileptic seizures.
Seizure-like behaviour in flies was identified by loss of posture, wing flapping, curling of the abdomen and
occasionally paralysis. Indeed, aged epg5ko flies show an increased prevalence of seizures compared to control
flies, accompanied by a prolonged recovery time. The epileptic phenotype of the flies was also analysed by using a
calcium-based luciferase assay to measure neuronal activity. Remarkably, the seizure phenotype corresponded
entirely with hyperactivation of the neurons.
In conclusion, we have analysed the motor and seizure behaviour of epg5ko flies and show that flies lacking epg5
have clear motor impairment, as well as epileptic seizures which are accompanied by neuronal hyperactivation. Our
methodology has allowed a fine dissection of the events and we are now developing a DART-based platform to
study seizures that will further sophisticate our analysis.
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Abstract:
Mechanosensory neurons located on the body surface show somatotopic organization in their projections into the
central nervous system and elicit diverse behavioral responses, from relatively simple stimulus location-aimed
movements to complex movement sequences. How mechanosensory neurons and their postsynaptic circuits
influence such diverse behaviors remains unclear. We previously identified nearly all mechanosensory neurons
around the Drosophila head whose individual stimulation elicit aimed grooming of specific head parts (e.g. eyes or
mouthparts) while their simultaneous stimulation elicits a whole head grooming sequence. Here, we define how
these somatotopically-organized mechanosensory neurons are synaptically connected with a lineage of interneurons
that also elicit head grooming. The lineage consists of subpopulations of morphologically distinct neurons that each
elicit grooming of a different head part. Interestingly, these subpopulations show preferential synaptic connectivity
with mechanosensory neurons from particular parts of the head. Activation of a set of mechanosensory neurons or
its corresponding postsynaptic subpopulation elicits aimed grooming of the same head part. Our results indicate
that head grooming behavior is produced by developmentally related and somatotopically organized parallel
circuits that each elicit grooming of specific parts of the head.
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Abstract:
Fast and efficient escape behavior in response to noxious stimuli is essential for the protection and survival of all
animals. In Drosophila larvae, specific sensory neurons, so-called nociceptors, detect noxious stimuli including
heat and touch triggering a rolling escape response. Despite the extensive characterization of nociceptors across
organisms, how noxious stimuli including harsh touch and heat are processed at the neuronal network level remains
poorly understood. The recently reconstructed central nervous system of the Drosophila larva now provides insight
into the organization of the circuits underlying nociceptive behavior. In addition, neuromodulatory peptidergic
signals play an important role in shaping stimulus-specific network responses by influencing neuronal activity. In
the larval nociceptive circuit, short Neuropeptide F (sNPF) and its receptor (sNPF-R) are required for both,
mechano- and thermo-nociception, yet sNPF signaling seems to occur in different neurons for each modality. We
are investigating the diverging circuits and sNPF function underlying thermo- and mechano nociception at the
behavioral and functional level in this network. We found that distinct 2nd order neurons downstream of the
nociceptors are required for escape responses to noxious mechanical or thermal stimulation. However, at higherorder levels, both modalities rely on the same neuron(s) suggesting divergent and convergent sensory processing by
the underlying network. By mapping the expression of sNPF and its receptor in combination with their genetic
manipulation and functional imaging, we aim to assess the modality-specific requirement of peptidergic signaling
in these circuits. Our study thus provides the basis for a detailed understanding of the divergent mechano- and
thermonociceptive circuitry and neuromodulatory signaling underlying larval escape behavior.
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Abstract:
Habituation is a fundamental, evolutionary conserved form of learning. It serves as an important neuronal filter
mechanism, and as such it is a prerequisite for higher cognitive functions. There is an increasing body of evidence
that individuals with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) and Intellectual Disability (ID) present with habituation
deficits and that these contribute to key hallmarks of the disorder. However, the mechanisms underlying
habituation remain poorly understood.
Our research takes advantage of the efficiency of Drosophila, its genetic toolbox and a high-throughput light-off
jump habituation paradigm, to generate novel insights into the mechanisms underlying habituation at the molecular,
neuronal and circuit level.
Previously we reported >100 ASD/ID genes that cause habituation deficits in Drosophila upon panneuronal
knockdown. Here we show that light-off jump habituation depends on ASD/ID gene function in excitatory and
inhibitory neurons, and that individual disease genes regulate habituation by operating in either or both subsets of
neurons.
These findings provide insights into the molecular and neuronal basis of habituation, and can contribute to our
understanding of their pathology, underlying molecular networks and to the development of mechanism based
therapeutic strategies. Additionally, the data allows us to stratify ASD/ID genes according to their neuronal sites of
action. We aim to use this stratification to correlate excitatory versus inhibitory gene modules to human habituation
measures and other associated clinical symptoms.
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Abstract:
Functional connectomics aims to understand the relationship between anatomical connectivity and the function of
neural circuits. EM-based connectomes of fly circuitry that computes motion exist (Takemura et al., 2013, 2017)
or are being generated, but how predictive such connectomes are of circuit function still remains to be shown. To
address this question, we used the visual circuitry that detects the direction of motion as an experimental model.
Here we show that circuit function cannot solely be predicted by reducing connectomes to the strongest
feedforward connections that link the visual periphery to motion-sensitive neurons, and second-order connections
are functionally relevant in this circuit. Focusing on the inputs to the ON direction-selective T4 neurons, we
generated minimal circuit motives by first abolishing all T4 inputs in a mutant of the glutamate-gated chloride
channel GluCla and then selectively rescuing individual inputs. Overexpression of GluCla in one (Mi1) but not in
another (Tm3) excitatory T4 input neuron lead to the rescue of direction-selectivity in GluCla mutants. Since
motion computation requires a comparison of information from adjacent points in space, done by multiple cell
types, this argues for second- or higher order connections accounting for the functional rescue. Analysis of
connectivity patterns suggests that Mi1 is a hub neuron, with more connections to other neurons within the circuit
as compared to Tm3. We tested the hypothesis that T4 function can be rescued via secondary Mi1-to-T4 inputs and
found that Mi1 but not Tm3 is capable of functionally rescuing other, indirect paths to T4 within the circuit. We
conclude that functionally relevant hypothesis can be derived from connectomes, but only when a more holistic
approach is used, and at least second-order connections are considered.
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Abstract:
Drosophila littoralis, together with other virilis group flies, has been studied for long time because of its
photoperiodic diapause - a seasonal developmental arrest which anticipates the unfavorable winter season.
Diapause is triggered by a short photoperiod (i.e. few hours of light in a day) and comes with a visible phenotype in
the females, a stop in oogenesis leading to extremely reduced ovary size. This photoperiodic response is difficult to
study in Drosophila melanogaster as it is mainly dependent on low temperatures and it is rather weak.
To study the circadian clock of D. littoralis that is thought to be involved in photoperiodism, we used antibodies
against two clock proteins, PERIOD and CRYPTOCHROME and different neuropeptides such as Allatostatin C,
Diuretic Hormone 31, Diuretic Hormone 44, Corazonin (CRZ), Ion Transport peptide, Pigment Dispersing Factor
(PDF) and Short Neuropeptide F precursor.
We found that the clock network of D. littoralis is similar to that of D. melanogaster, but that neuropeptide
expression is different. Most strikingly, PDF is largely absent from the small ventrolateral clock neurons but
instead is colocalized with CRZ in neurosecretory neurons of the pars lateralis that have been shown to be
downstream of the clock neurons and important in diapause control of other insects. In diapausing flies, the size of
these neurosecretory neurons was small, crz transcript levels were low and CRZ staining intensity was high. Pdf
transcript levels were also reduced in diapausing conditions, as well as PDF staining intensity. This indicates that
the neurons become inactive during diapause, resulting in a stop in peptide secretion. Whether these changes are
triggered by the circadian clock and are important to initiate diapause or whether they are promoted by diapause
itself has to be investigate in the future.
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Abstract:
Drosophila uses its endogenous circadian clock to orchestrate daily rhythms in behavior and physiology. This
master clock resting in approximately 150 neurons can perceive and synchronize (entrainment) with external
factors like daily light-dark cycles, enabling flies to accurately time the biological functions at the appropriate time
of day. Light is the fundamental cue that entrains the clock, which must be integrated into the clock machinery for
resetting. In Drosophila, light is transmitted to the brain clock via Rhodopsin-mediated visual input pathways and a
blue-light sensitive photoreceptor called Cryptochrome (CRY) found in most clock neurons. The rhodopsinmediated pathway can be again sub-divided into compound eye pathway and HB-eyelet pathway, where the light
information reaches clock neurons via compound eyes and HB-eyelets, respectively. It is largely unknown whether
ocelli, another visual organ in Drosophila, which possesses only Rhodopsin 2 (Rh2), can contribute to the
photoentrainment of clock neurons. Thus, this study aimed to determine whether ocelli are involved in
photoentrainment and if so, to decipher the neuronal circuits that connect ocelli to clock neurons. Our behavioral
studies conclusively establish the involvement of Rh2 photoreceptors in circadian light input, and physiological
investigations revealed a functional connection between Rh2 expressing photoreceptors and most of the clock
neurons. We then characterized the complete neural circuit connecting ocelli to clock neurons with the available
connectome analysis tools and certain anatomical studies. The 5th s-LNv and three CRY+ve LNds, clock neurons
that are primarily engaged in regulating evening peaks in light/dark cycles, were discovered to be the primary
recipients of ocelli-mediated inputs. Unlike compound eyes, which use ORT and HisCl1, histamine receptors
utilized in the ocelli-mediated light input pathway were identified as ORT exclusively. Taken together, this study
unravels a new circadian light input pathway and its underlying circuit in the fine-tuning of circadian behavioral
photoresponses.
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Abstract:
The circadian clock is an endogenous oscillator which propagates 24-hour physiological and behavioural rhythms.
Such rhythms are entrained by environmental cues and function to anticipate ambient changes in light and
temperature. The clock operates through a transcriptional-translational feedback loop to regulate the rhythmic
expression of clock genes. In Drosophila melanogaster, CLOCK and CYCLE function as positive regulators of the
feedback loop, whereas PERIOD and TIMLESS function as negative regulators. CRYPTOCHROME (CRY), a
blue-light sensitive protein, serves as the principal circadian photoreceptor in Drosophila. In the presence of light,
CRY initiates the degradation of TIMELESS, consequently resetting the molecular clock. Both a morphological
and electrophysiological phenotype has been observed at the neuromuscular junction of third instar cry null (cry02)
Drosophila larvae, suggesting a role for CRY in neuronal function. To investigate this phenotype in cry02 larvae,
genetic analysis can be used to both rescue and disrupt cry expression in specific cell types. To approach this, a
CRISPR-based UAS fly line was generated to selectively knock-out cry in somatic tissue. By utilising CRISPRbased gene targeting in conjunction with the GAL4-UAS expression system, it will be possible to disrupt cry in the
neurons, glia and muscle in Drosophila. This will allow for a better understanding of the role of CRY at the
neuromuscular junction and elucidate how it regulates neuronal morphology and activity.
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Abstract:
Drosophila Adar is mainly expressed in the nervous system (Jepson et al. 2011) and carries out A-to-I RNA editing
in dsRNA hairpins in pre-mRNAs. Edited mRNAs are numerous in CNS and enriched in ion channels and
neurotransmitter receptor subunits which produce new edited proteoforms (Duan et al. 2017). Drosophila Adar5G1
null mutant flies show reduced viability and locomotion defects at eclosion, and develop increased neuronal
excitability, pre-synaptic vesicle accumulation and neurodegeneration (Palladino et al. 2000b). All Adar5G1
mutant defects are suppressed by reduced expression of Tor or by overexpression of Atg5, which increase
canonical autophagy initiation and reduce aberrant accumulation of synaptic vesicle proteins (Khan et al. 2020).
The loss of Adar RNA editing activity also leads to aberrant innate immune AMP induction (Deng et al. 2020).
Dicer-2 has an RNA helicase domain similar to that of MDA5, which senses unedited dsRNAs in mammalian
Adar1 mutants and the aberrant AMP induction. The AMP induction is suppressed by silencing of Dicer-2 in
cholinergic neurons (Deng et al. 2020). We sought to determine whether knocking down the antiviral cGas-Like
Receptor1(cGLR1), recently shown to be activated by dsRNA in Drosophila, or Sting receptor which acts
downstream of cGLR1, can rescue aberrant AMP induction and other defects in Adar5G1 flies. We found that
ubiquitous RNAi knockdown of cGLR1 in Adar5G1, arm>cGLR1 RNAi flies rescues the aberrant immune
induction in heads; however, it doesn’t rescue locomotion or survival. Similar RNAi knockdown of Sting
improves survival and rescues aberrant immune induction but not locomotion defects. Preliminary western blot
data on whole flies with ubiquitous Sting RNAi knockdown shows a reduction in the aberrantly increased level of
pre-synaptic Synaptotagmin-1 protein. Activated Sting may aberrantly activate antiviral autophagy and thereby
interfere with canonical autophagy leading to accumulation of neurotransmitter synaptic vesicles, increased
neuronal excitability and age-dependent neurodegeneration.
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Abstract:
A key function of the visual system is to extract behaviorally relevant features of the visual scene. In the visual
system, the stable computation of contrast requires two circuit components: a contrast-sensitive pathway that
responds to changes in the visual scene and a luminance-sensitive pathway that corrects contrast computation via a
fast luminance gain. In Drosophila, these two pathways diverge downstream of the same histaminergic
photoreceptor input in two first-order interneurons: contrast-sensitive L2 and luminance-sensitive L3 neurons. How
these two neurons obtain such fundamentally different properties despite receiving the same input is unknown.
Here we show that luminance sensitivity in L3 depends on the transcription factor dFezf, which transcriptional
represses the histamine-gated chloride channel HisCl1. dFezf-mutant L3 neurons display physiological properties
resembling those of contrast-sensitive L2 neurons. Using cell-type-specific RNAseq we identified differentially
expressed ion channels and receptors in L2 vs L3 which are regulated by dFezf. One of the top candidates was the
histamine-gated chloride channel HisCl1. To date, lamina neurons were thought to respond to their photoreceptor
input via another histamine-gated chloride channel, Ort. Genetic analysis revealed that HisCl1 is necessary for the
elimination of the luminance-sensitive component in L2 neurons. In addition to these distinct cell-autonomous
properties of L2 and L3, L2 properties also in part depend on lateral circuitry. A pharmacology-based approach
suggests that glutamatergic inhibition mediates the elimination of the luminance-sensitive component in L2
neurons. In summary, our study reveals the cellular and circuit mechanisms underlying the divergent synaptic
properties that ultimately achieve behaviorally relevant computations.
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Abstract:
Accurate contrast processing is crucial for all visually guided behaviors. However, contrast processing is
challenged in rapidly changing light conditions, where photoreceptor adaptation is not fast enough. Still, visually
guided behaviors in species ranging from humans to insects stably scale with contrast even in fast changing light
conditions, suggesting a mechanism for rapid luminance gain control downstream of photoreceptors. In Drosophila,
such luminance gain control has been found to mediate luminance-invariant behaviors. Luminance-sensitive firstorder interneurons scale signals from contrast-sensitive pathways. Here, we reveal the circuitry and investigate the
biophysical mechanisms that combine contrast and luminance information to mediate luminance-invariant neural
responses. In vivo calcium imaging experiments show that luminance information is pooled by wide-field neurons,
which provide either glutamatergic or GABAergic input. These inputs converge together with cholinergic signals
from contrast-sensitive lamina monopolar cells onto luminance-invariant interneurons to establish a luminance
gain. We test different biophysical mechanisms that can achieve this coincidence detection, by either combining
signals via NMDA receptors expressed in luminance-invariant neurons, or by divisive normalization mediated by
inhibitory glutamate or GABA receptors. Our data suggest that two distinct types of luminance-invariant
interneurons might utilize different mechanisms. Together, our work reveals the molecular and circuit basis for
rapid luminance gain control, a strategy that might be implemented by many visual animals to achieve robust visual
behaviors.
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Abstract:
Glial cells are required for proper neuronal signalling and homeostasis. In the CNS of Drosophila astrocyte-like
glia (AG) and cortex glia (CG) modulate neuronal activity (Littleton, Freeman) whereas in the PNs wrapping glia
(WG) control neuronal signalling precision (Kottmeier). WG encapsulate either single or bundles of axons along
the whole nerve and isolate them from neighbouring axons. Electric field effects around axons, resulting from
action potentials, might activate apposed axons, a phenomenon known as ephaptic coupling. This electric cross-talk
is prevented by the insulation provided by WG cells which thereby ensure signalling precision. WG?specific
ablation experiments revealed a decreased neuronal transduction speed and abnormal larval locomotor behaviour.
Moreover, uncoordinated muscle contractions were triggered after optogenetic activation of sensory neurons much
faster than in wild type, suggesting that ephaptic coupling resulted in unintentional activation of motor axons.
Here, I will present live-imaging approaches to address the question if and where in the PNS ephaptic coupling
triggers action potentials in neighbouring axons. For this flies were generated that allow wrapping glia ablation
whilst concomitantly activating selected sensory neurons optogenetically and monitoring motor neuron activity via
GCaMP8s/ f expression and using mCherry as baseline control (vGlut-GcaMP8s/f, vGlut-mCherry). First results
will be discussed.
To address ephaptic coupling in the CNS, I established an assay using optogenetics to activate the Wave or Goro
circuit, governing backward crawling or rolling respectively, and taking the behavioural output as readout. First
results show that AG ablation is lethal and that blocking of exo-/ endocytosis in AG in the Wave circuit leads to a
decrease in backward waves. In contrast, WG ablation does not affect the Wave circuit whilst it has a strong impact
on the Goro circuit.
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Abstract:
The circadian clock, the endogenous clock present in almost all life forms, allows organisms to maximize their
survival by aligning various biological processes to the day-night cycle caused by the earth’s rotation. The clock
regulates a multitude of behavioural and molecular pathways including reproduction, metabolism and hormone
secretion. Greater knowledge of the circadian clock would potentially help us understand the health risks associated
with disrupted daily rhythms in the modern world. Although the basic molecular mechanisms underlying the cellautonomous clock have been relatively unraveled, the neuronal interactions that produces behavioral rhythms
remain poorly understood. We restricted the functional clock in specific clock neuron groups by selectively
expressing per, one of the key clock genes, and measured the locomotor activity rhythms of Drosophila
melanogaster at different ambient temperatures. Our results demonstrate that the relative contribution of clock
neurons to behavioral rhythmicity is a function of ambient temperature and presence of clock in other circadian
neurons. This evidence reinforces the network model of circadian neuronal organization over the hierarchical
models suggested by previous landmark studies.
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Abstract:
Animals use visual feedback to correct accidental deviations from their intended course. In flies, lobula plate
tangential cells (LPTCs), an intricate network of wide-field motion-sensitive neurons, guide these corrections by
inferring self-motion from the optic flow in different regions of the visual field. While the computation of optic
flow in LPTCs is fairly well understood, it is unclear how the network is able to guide locomotion when the motion
is ambiguous or not uniform across the visual scene. Electrical coupling between LPTCs has been suggested to
facilitate self-motion estimation, in such conditions, by promoting rapid exchange of information between the
neurons.
To ascertain the role of electrical coupling in the LPTC network, we generated a new inducible mutant of shakB, a
gene which encodes transmembrane proteins that form gap junctions in the fly visual system. Using a palette of
anatomical, physiological, and behavioral assays, we explored the functional relevance of electrical-coupling in a
subset of LPTCs, the horizontal system (HS) cells.
While the overall direction selectivity of HS cells is preserved, their membrane potential shows fluctuations with
strong oscillations and sudden hyperpolarizations. Additionally, when presented with noisy stimuli, motion
estimation in HS cells deteriorated, suggesting that electrical coupling in HS cells is crucial for reliable decoding of
optic flow. Interestingly, coupling between LPTC and postsynaptic motoneurons was maintained in shakB mutant
allowing us to isolate the sensory role of electrical coupling without influencing the downstream motor
pathwaysWe observe a startling effect on the turning response of the mutant fly to global optic flow. This
phenotype is replicated when we silence H2, an LPTC that is electrically coupled to contralateral HS neurons,
indicating that inter-hemispheric gap junctions are crucial for visually-guided navigation. Overall, our results
highlight how specific changes in electrical connectivity profoundly affect sensorimotor coordination.
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Abstract:
We here describe a novel anti-inflammatory transcriptional cascade that is conserved from Drosophila up to
humans. This opens novel perspectives to understand the molecular mechanisms underlying neurodegenerative
diseases.
Drosophila glia act on neural development, insulation, function. Fly glia also have an immune function and we
previously showed that fly glia and hemocytes, the macrophages located outside the nervous system, share the
Glide/Gcm transcription factor (Bernardoni 1997). This factor counteracts acute and chronic inflammation (Bazzi
2018).
Based on these findings and on the fact the Gcm pathway is neither expressed nor required in vertebrate glial
development (Cattenoz 2015), we hypothesized that it is rather conserved in the immune response, an extremely
ancient process. While Drosophila glia represent the resident scavenger cells of the nervous system, in complex
brains, the immune function is taken by a new cell type of non-neural origin, the microglia, as the result of a
division of labor that guarantees a better and more targeted response to inflammatory challenges.
We here show that the mGcm2 ortholog is expressed in a subset of aging murine microglia, and that mGcm2
mutant microglia are in a proinflammatory state. mGcm2 expression is also induced upon a demyelinating lesion in
mice and its lack enhances the inflammatory state. Finally, the human ortholog is expressed in active,
demyelinating lesions of Multiple Sclerosis patients.
In line with the findings in mammals, the expression of the fly Glide/Gcm gene is also induced upon aging and
immune challenge. Moreover, silencing Glide/Gcm in flies upregulates the transcriptional cascades that responds to
pathogens.
Altogether, our data suggest that the ancestral role of the Gcm pathway is in cells with an immune potential and
identify a novel and conserved, anti-inflammatory transcriptional cascade in the vertebrate nervous system.
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Abstract:
Elucidating of how the distinct forms of synaptic plasticity orchestrate the initial storage but also subsequent
consolidation of memories remains a fundamental challenge of neuroscience. In addition to the better understood
postsynaptic plasticity, distinct forms of presynaptic plasticity are widely expressed in mammalian brains and
operate along Hebbian or homeostatic rules. Their behavioral relevance remains enigmatic, however.
Mechanistically, at Drosophila neuromuscular junctions (NMJs), presynaptic active zone scaling obvious in a
minutes-range upregulation of scaffold protein BRP and munc13-type release factor Unc13A were found essential
for stable expression of presynaptic homeostatic potentiation (PHP).
We here provide evidence for an active zone-scaling like processes to be specifically needed for stable expression
but not for short-term aversive olfactory mid-term memory within the intrinsic neurons of the Drosophila
mushroom body (MB). At MB active zones, BRP/Unc13A for a few hours upscaled only upon paired but not
unpaired aversive olfactory conditioning. We then tested BRP and specific transport components, which we do find
essential for expression (measured at 30 min) but not induction (at 10 min) of NMJ PHP, for their role within MB
Kenyon cells using moderate post-developmental knock-down. Invariably, when we reduced BRP and its
associated transport factors in MB intrinsic neurons, short-term memory persisted but robust deficits in stable midterm memory expression for a few hours after conditioning were observed. Notably, long-term memory after BRP
knockdown was unaffected.
Thus, presynaptic long-term plasticity within the MB is seemingly crucial for the consolidation of aversive midterm memories of the fly, and such synpatic refinement is needed to successfully integrate and display synaptic
engrams constituting memory traces.
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Abstract:
Glial engulfment of dead neurons and neurites after trauma, during development and in neurodegenerative diseases
plays a crucial role in nervous system maintenance. Axon debris generated after traumatic injury is cleared by
phagocytic glia via Draper receptor signalling in Drosophila. However, mechanisms governing efficiency of the
debris phagocytosis process itself have remained largely unexplored. Here we provide evidence that glial LC3associated phagocytosis (LAP), an engulfment pathway assisted by certain components of the macroautophagy
degradation machinery, directs clearance of degenerating axons in the Drosophila wing nerve. A LAP-specific
subset of autophagy-related (Atg) genes is required in glia for efficient debris elimination, which includes members
of the Atg8a (LC3) conjugation system and the Vps34 lipid kinase complex subunits UVRAG and Rubicon but not
Atg14. In line with this, the Atg1 complex is dispensable for LAP of axon fragments. Atg8a and Rubicon with
Rab7 are recruited to phagosomes and Atg8a lipid conjugation is essential for debris-containing phagosome
maturation. Finally, Rubicon overexpression in glia precipitates debris elimination. Our results reveal a major
contribution of glial LAP to the clearance of neuronal debris in vivo, which likely promotes the long-term recovery
of the injured nervous system that could be enhanced by boosting Rubicon activity in glia.
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Abstract:
In Drosophila, mating fundamentally changes the physiology and behaviour of the females. Male derived sexpeptide (SP) transferred along with seminal fluid is the main regulator of the post-mating response (PMR),
prominently leading to rejection of courting males and increased egg laying. Targets of SP have been mapped to
doublesex (dsx), fruitless (fru) and pickpocket (ppk) neurons via. membrane-tethered SP (mSP) expression leading
to the proposed model of PMRs being induced from a subset of neurons in the genital tract co-expressing dsx, fru
and ppk along with receptor of sex peptide (SPR), which in-turn projects to the central brain through the
abdominal ganglion. However, SP was shown to not be sensed in the lumen of the genital tract and SP’s action in
reducing receptivity and inducing oviposition can be separated in fru and dsx neurons, thereby arguing for a more
complex model on how PMRs are induced by SP. To identify as to where the neurons are located, through which
SP induces the female post-mating switch, we employed enhancer GAL4 lines from the known PMR inducing
genes in combination with inter-sectional gene expression via. split-GAL4 in the head, thorax and genital tract of
the female. Our results argue for a model whereby SP induces the main PMRs via distinct neurons in the brain and
abdominal ganglion, but not through the genital tract.
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Abstract:
In order to perform the correct decision, animals make use of multiple sources of information from a variety of
sensory modalities (e.g. hearing, smell, touch, …). Multisensory integration provides context and robustness for the
decision process, which is useful, and in some situations essential, for making the right decision, especially in the
rich and dynamic sensory environment of natural behavior. However, in neuroscience, as well as other fields
concerned about the behavior of animals, this topic is commonly addressed from an isolated perspective, narrowing
down the question to potential effects of single factors. In this study, we address how multiple modalities of
sensory information are being integrated in Drosophila melanogaster males during social interaction. We
approached this through genetic and physical manipulations, as well as playback of their courtship song, which
allowed us to sample a diverse range of conditions and combinations of olfactory, gustatory and acoustic
stimulation of pairs of flies during courtship. Our results show, accounting for the effects of floor and ceiling, that a
linear combination of these sensory modalities explains the changes in mean social activity across the test groups.
We interpret this summation as the level of sensory stimulation, which we hypothesize to correlate with the activity
of a complex of neurons in the central brain, P1a, known mediate social behavior, such as courtship and aggression,
and receive inputs from multiple sensory modalities. We also further investigate the possibility of an interaction
between taste and song, and which is the specific aspect of the behavior influenced in the process.
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Abstract:
From the encoding of relevant information to the storage of memory traces, formation of a memory engram is a
complex process, and its long-term consolidation is an energy costly mechanism involving de novo protein
synthesis. Strikingly, in the model organism Drosophila, we recently showed that upregulation of energy flux
within the mushroom bodies (MB) – the fly’s major memory center – is both necessary and sufficient to drive longterm memory formation. This effect is triggered by dopaminergic signaling on MB neurons, via a specific
dopamine receptor called DAMB. Here, we investigate the effectors of the Gq activation pathway coupled to
DAMB driving the MB mitochondria into a high-energy state. The canonical Gq signaling results in the production
of the second messenger DAG, known to activate a major class of kinases, the PKCs.
Using a combination of behavioral experiments and in vivo imaging, we uncover the crucial role played by a
specific PKC isoform in long-term memory consolidation. Indeed, knocking down this kinase in the ?/? MB
neurons at adult stage specifically impairs long-term memory formation. The use of genetically encoded sensor to
monitor neuronal pyruvate fluxes reveals the requirement of this PKC isoform for the activation of mitochondrial
metabolism. Finally, a specific FRET sensor of this isoform’s activity reports its activation in ?/? MB neurons’
mitochondria after spaced conditioning of the flies, which is abolished by DAMB knock-down.
Overall, our data suggest that signaling downstream of DAMB/Gq results in the translocation to mitochondria of a
specific PKC isoform, where it is able to upregulate pyruvate metabolism. Such a mechanism opens new
perspectives for the comprehensive understanding of memory regulation by dopamine.
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Abstract:
All neurons have a surprising ability, namely, the synaptic specificity, to choose their specific synaptic partners out
of the vast number of neurons, and to make synapses exclusively with the chosen one. Recent work proposed that
all neurons have common machinery of synaptogenesis which is regulated by the unique sets of cell adhesion
molecules that establish the preference for their synaptic partner choice. However, the molecular basis for the
mechanism remains unclear. Beat-Side superfamily is a transmembrane protein superfamily with Immunoglobulinlike (Ig) domain on their extracellular. However, little is known about their function. We analyzed them as
candidates of novel molecules that define synaptic specificity.
By genetic manipulation of the Beat-Side superfamily, we screened candidates that affect synaptic specificity of
photoreceptor R7. R7 usually projects its axon and make synapse on a specific layer in the medulla. We found that
the ectopic expression of side-IV is sufficient to induce mis-wiring of R7 on ectopic layers where beat-IIb exists.
Surprisingly, side-IV can induce neural connection without its cytoplasmic domain, indicating the other molecule
transduces the signal. We identified Kirre and Dsyd-1 as a co-operator of side-IV. Force expression of Kirre and
Dsyd-1 strongly enhance the mis-wiring phenotype of R7 and they were co-localized with side-IV in cultural cells.
We next analyzed the endogenous function of side-IV in lamina neurons. The single-cell RNAseq data indicated
there is the interaction of Side-IV and Beat-IIa,b between L2 and L4 neurons. L2 neuron showed a disrupted
synapse formation pattern in side-IV mutant. Furthermore, side-IV showed subcellular localization where synapse
formation occurs in beat-IIa, b dependent. These data indicate the interaction of side-IV and beat-IIa,b specifies the
subcellular synaptic specificity of the lamina neuron. Altogether, we propose that Beat-IIab /Side-IV with coreceptor Kirre form a synapse formation inducer to regulate synaptic specificity in the visual system.
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Abstract:
We work towards an understanding of the mechanisms underlying higher-order associative learning in Drosophila
melanogaster. Classical conditioning can in Drosophila be achieved by temporally paring a conditioned stimulus
(CS+), e.g. an odour, with an unconditioned stimulus (US) that mediates reward or punishment, such as sugar or
electric shocks. The neuronal circuitry mediating this type of classical Pavlovian conditioning has been extensively
studied, and neuronal circuits underlying aversive or appetitive olfactory learning have been characterized to a fair
degree. However, the neuronal circuits mediating the formation of association chains through second-order
conditioning (SOC) remains unknown. SOC can be achieved when a previously conditioned, aversively trained
odour stimulus (CS+, now referred to as CS1) paired with a second, novel odour stimulus (CS2), thereby
transferring the learned, conditioned response to the CS2. This type of higher-order conditioning offers the
opportunity to examine how the internal transfer of predictive information from CS1 to CS2 occurs at the cellular
level. By selective thermo-genetic manipulation of distinct neuronal populations of the mushroom body circuitry
during the different phases of first-order training, second order training or in the test situation, we dissected the
neuronal circuits that are required for aversive second-order learning. Calcium imaging was used to visualize
synaptic plasticity accompanying the distinct training phases. Overall, we characterize mushroom body-associated
neuronal feedback loops that enable a learned odour stimulus to take control over punishment-mediating
dopaminergic neurons, thereby mediating associative learning of higher order.
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Abstract:
In mammals, brain function relies almost solely on glucose as an energy substrate. At the cellular level, mammalian
glial cells are thought to provide metabolic support to neurons. Particularly, it was proposed that glucose is taken
up and converted into lactate by astrocytes to fuel energy-demanding neuronal activity. On the other hand, neurons
are able to use directly glucose for ATP production. Yet, which of the two cell types is the primary site of glucose
uptake accompanying increased neuronal activity has long been a matter of controversy. Moreover, the precise fate
of glucose in upholding neuronal oxidative metabolism in vivo, especially during complex cognitive functions like
memory, remains elusive. While Drosophila is a model of choice to study this matter in vivo, the nature of neuronglia metabolic coupling is less known. In particular, the relevance of neuron-glia metabolic coupling for
energetically-demanding cognitive processes such as memory formation has not been addressed deeply. Using a
combination of behavioral experiments and in vivo imaging, we uncover a glia-to-neuron alanine transfer
sustaining olfactory memory formation. We showed that following associative conditioning, cortex glia, an
exclusively perisomatic glial subtype, consumes glucose through glycolysis. The end-product of glial glycolysis is
the amino-acid alanine. This alanine is back-converted into pyruvate in mushroom body cholinergic neurons to
uphold their increased mitochondrial needs. Our results reveal the critical role of glial-derived energy fuel for
memory formation, which might be relevant also for other high-order cognitive functions.
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Abstract:
The Drosophila visual map is a highly patterned brain region formed by photoreceptor axon terminals in the
lamina. We investigated spatiotemporal organization and underlying molecular mechanisms that ensure its early
pattern formation. Ommatidia and photoreceptors differentiate in a temporal wave in the developing eye; axon
outgrowth follows the same wave pattern through the optic stalk. Here, we show that photoreceptor bundles are
organized in two ways: each ommatidium preserves the rotational organization of R1-2-3-4-5-6 (intra-bundle); and
bundles preserve relative positions to each other into the lamina (inter-bundle). Both require cell adhesion
molecule Sidekick. Following the differentiation order in the eye (R2/5, then R3/4, then R1/6), the R2/R5 axons
arrive first in the lamina, forming an 'equator-blind' pattern, i.e., their projections are identical on both sides of the
mirror-symmetric axis that divides the eye into dorsal/ventral halves. The adhesion G-protein coupled receptor
Flamingo (Fmi) is expressed in the newly arriving photoreceptors, its localization marks the equator-blind scaffold
in an orthogonal (as opposed to hexagonal) pattern throughout visual map formation. Additionally, we have shown
that R1-6 terminals form a 2-dimensional growth cone sheet that requires adhesive interactions amongst R1-6
(abstract by Agi et al.). Loss of fmi in R2,R5, but not in R3,4,1,6, leads to disruption of this sheet during early
patterning. Loss of fmi in a cluster of photoreceptor terminals leads to breaks where bundles detach and
mislocalize to nearby regions. Hence, Fmi maintains an adhesive scaffold throughout visual map formation, but it
does not utilize canonical, frizzled-dependent planar cell polarity signaling. In contrast to larger clones, loss of the
bundle-organizing Sidekick or the growth cone sheet-adhesive Fmi in individual axon terminals leaves the
patterning intact. We conclude that early visual map patterning is based on selective adhesive interactions that
robustly ensure the correct pattern even if single cells are defective.
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Abstract:
Sufficient nutrient provision is essential for survival and viability of any organism. In order to choose an
appropriate food source, it is vital for the organism to evaluate its nutritive value. Several studies have
demonstrated that Drosophila larvae and adults are able to distinguish nutritive and non-nutritive carbohydrates
independent of their taste. Two groups of neurons in the brain, Diuretic Hormone 44 (Dh44)-expressing neurons
and gustatory receptor 43a (Gr43a)-expressing neurons, have been implicated in postprandial sugar sensing in
Drosophila adults. Using frustrated total internal reflection (FTIR) - based larval tracking (FIM) we are
investigating the role of those neurons in larval post-ingestive nutrient sensing and the underlying molecular
mechanisms. Our results suggest that only Gr43a-neurons are essential for sensing nutritive sugar in larvae. Gr43a
is a fructose sensor and thus cannot sense sugars like glucose directly. We show that a local conversion of nonfructose containing dietary sugars into fructose via the polyol pathway enables GR43a-dependent postprandial
carbohydrate sensing in the nervous system
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Abstract:
The alteration of gut microbiota affects critical aspects of Drosophila melanogaster development and functions.
Several studies revealed the impact of gut microbes on nutrition. In particular, gut microbes can promote amino
acids uptake during denutrition through enhanced production of odorant-binding proteins (OBPs) (Benoit et al.,
2017; Yamada et al., 2015). OBPs constitute a family of soluble carrier proteins mostly found in the sensillar
lymph of chemosensory hairs. They are not only involved in the chemoreception but also in several other functions.
The goal of my PhD thesis consisted to determine the role of four OBPs expressed both in the peripheral taste
system and in the gut and to evaluate the impact of microbes on their expression. To carry out this project, we
analysed by quantitative-polymerase chain reaction (q-PCR) the expression profiles of these OBPs in different
body parts (thorax, head, and intestine) in males and females. These flies were exposed to fasting periods of various
durations. We then focused on one of these OBPs highly expressed in the digestive system and in the proboscis
Beside its expression in distinct regions of the gut, and in the proboscis, it was also detected in male reproductive
organs suggesting that it could be involved both in nutrition and reproduction. We used competitive fluorescence
binding assay to determine its binding properties to a broad panel of potential ligands. We also found that the
manipulation of bacteria in the diet affected OBP quantitative expression in the proboscis and intestine. We are
currently testing a null mutant to explore the role of this OBP on pre-copulatory behaviors. We will present our
most recent data revealing the effect of microbiota on the expression of this OBP in relation with feeding behavior.
Preliminary data on the effect of this OBP on female and male courtship behaviors will also be presented.
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Abstract:
Walking is a crucial mode of locomotion for many terrestrial animals, including insects, e.g., fruit fly Drosophila
melanogaster. It is coordinated via changes in the relationship between swing and stance phases, which constitute
intraleg coordination, as well as interleg coordination patterns resulting from temporal and spatial relationships
between all six legs. Various sensory organs report movement output and provide feedback onto centrally produced
rhythmicity.
Campaniform sensilla (CS) are a sensory system, found in the majority of leg segments, which detect deformations
of the exoskeleton, as a consequence of muscle force and mechanical distortions. During walking, the CS caps
displace upon changes in load, ultimately contributing to locomotion output reinforcement or adjustment.
Previously, we have shown that optogenetic inhibition of CS subsets in intact walking flies influence intra- and
interleg coordination.
In order to provide insight into how the sensory information is integrated in the central nervous system of a fruit
fly, we used tools enabling labelling of single neurons. After tracking individual CS neuron arborizations in the
ventral nerve cord (VNC), we noticed differences in the projection patterns in accordance to leg CS localisation.
We concluded that neurons providing input from specific CS locations, e.g., those in the femoral field region, are
characterized by distinct pathways and areas of their axon terminals in the VNC.
Combining the current results with our previous work may answer the question, how variability in neuronal
projection of similar structures may affect behavioural output. Moreover, the outcome will help to find out more
about integration of sensory feedback and information conveyed from the central networks.
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Abstract:
Eclosion in holometabolous insects is a crucial "all-or-none" behavior, circadianly gated to a particular time of day.
In Drosophila melanogaster, eclosion rhythmicity requires a functional central clock in the brain and a peripheral
clock in the prothoracic gland (PG). We have previously shown that eclosion rhythmicity under constant conditions
requires one bilaterally symmetric pair of prothoracicotropic hormone-producing neurosecretory cells (PTTHn) that
connect the central clock with the PG. It is, however, unclear, when PTTHn signaling is active and how it is
modulated during eclosion gating.
Here we present a comprehensive chemoconnectomic characterization of the synaptic and peptidergic inputs to the
PTTHn. Our findings suggest that the PTTHn receive mostly peptidergic input from various central clock neuronal
groups as well as peptidergic neurons likely to be downstream of the central clock. The functional significance of
the peptidergic inputs were tested using eclosion assays. The PTTHn appear to be exclusively peptidergic neurons.
Results from various behavioral experiments, combined with activity-dependent luciferase reporters, show that
PTTH-to-PG signaling follows a daily activity pattern and is important at the end of pupal development to drive
eclosion rhythmicity. Our results significantly advance our understanding of the neuroendocrine mechanisms that
drive and ensure Drosophila eclosion rhythmicity.
Funded by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG, WE 2652/7-1).
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Abstract:
The central nervous system (CNS) of Drosophila can be considered as an immune-privileged organ. It is separated
from the remaining body by the blood-brain barrier (BBB), which is formed by the subperineurial glial cells and
the occluding septate junctions established between. The BBB allows ion and metabolite homeostasis and prevents
the invasion of pathogens. Using a novel infection model we could recently demonstrate the infiltration of
macrophages into the CNS across an intact BBB in early pupae. Nevertheless, dye uptake experiments revealed a
slight but significant increase in BBB permeability during immunity induction. This might hint to the possibility
that macrophage transmigration across the BBB leads to transient opening of the otherwise closed septate junctions,
and in addition suggests a paracellular route of invading macrophages. To further study how macrophages enter the
brain, we initiated an electron microscopic analysis. First results support the notion of a paracellular invasion route.
Macrophages come in close contact with occluding junctions of SPGs. We will discuss further approaches to
dissect how macrophages can regulate opening of occluding septate junctions during their transmigration across the
subperineurial barrier.
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Abstract:
Somatosensory stimuli are detected by multiple sensory neuron types. Little is known about how these signals are
integrated by the ascending neurons (ANs) that project from the ventral nerve cord (VNC) to the brain. We are
establishing a systematic map of ANs in the adult Drosophila melanogaster. Because of the long stretch of axons
through the neck connective, it is difficult to trace the entire ascending pathways in the adult using electron
microscopy. Light microscopy with stochastic single-cell labeling using Multicolor flip-out (MCFO) can visualize
the precise innervation of individual neurons throughout the VNC and brain. We searched 69,548 MCFO images
generated by the HHMI Janelia Research Campus and identified 8,500 AN images, among which we have so far
identified approximately 400 AN types. Over one-third of the identified AN types are specialized for only one body
part such as wings or legs; a further one-third receive input from only two VNC regions. Over 80% of specialized
AN types receive only leg input. 50% of ANs that receive input from two regions receive leg and intermediate
tectulum input. 25% of ANs that innervate more than two regions receive leg, wing and intermediate tectulum
input. Over 50% of AN types integrate information from multiple segments, 35% of which are unilateral, compared
to 65% for the ANs deriving from one segment. 75% of AN types receive certain input from legs. Because sensory
afferents terminate in modality-specific layers in the VNC, input to ANs can be identified by examining the
location of AN dendrites. 10% of leg-related ANs receive input only from the movement-sensing chordotonal
organs, whereas 20% receive combinatorial input from chordotonal organs and load-sensing campaniform sensilla.
Our comprehensive AN mapping will shed light on how ascending pathways integrate somatosensory information
from multiple modalities, segments and appendages.
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Abstract:
Animals, including the fly Drosophila melanogaster, continuously receive and process massive amounts of sensory
information from the surrounding environment via different sensory systems, which ultimately direct appropriate
behavioral responses. Among those behaviors, feeding is of pivotal importance as it is the way animals get all the
needed nutrients to support their lives. It is essential for all individuals to be able to discriminate between nutritious
and potentially toxic food. A set of specialized neurons, Gustatory Receptor Neurons (GRNs), express a
combination of chemosensory receptors responsible for the detection of food chemicals. These GRNs are housed in
gustatory sensilla which are distributed along the body covering the mouthparts, legs, wings and ovipository system
and project their axons to the subesophageal zone (SEZ), the primary taste centre in the brain. While much is
known regarding the gustatory receptors and the role of GRNs, it is not yet clear how the gustatory information
conveyed by GRNs to the SEZ is processed.
We have characterized molecularly the second order neurons receiving direct input from gustatory receptor neurons
(GRNs). Using trans-TANGO technique to fluorescently label post-synaptic neurons to GRNs, we have FACS
sorted this gustatory second order neurons receiving input from sweet and bitter GRNs and mechanosensory
neurons hosted in gustatory sensilla using specific transgenic lines. Through bulk RNAseq we have characterized
molecularly those second order neurons both in fed and starved condition. We have found that second order
neurons receiving input from sweet, bitter and mechanosensory neurons can be segregated molecularly, pointing to
a differential processing of this three gustatory qualities in the SEZ.
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Abstract:
Innate behaviors regulate a large degree of our daily actions including feeding and escaping from noxious stimuli
but can be flexibly and adaptively tuned to the current sensory context and our internal state. Neuromodulators
including neuropeptides are known to be key components involved in behavioral plasticity in animals. However,
exactly where and how they act on innate circuits to regulate adaptive behaviors depending on context and internal
state is not well understood.
Here, we show that two opposing innate behaviors in Drosophila larvae, noxious light avoidance and fructose
foraging, are antagonistically regulated by dorsal pair Insulin-like peptide 7 (Ilp7) neurons (Dp7) through their
peptidergic action. We found that in the multisensory context of noxious light and fructose, hunger drives the
prioritization for fructose foraging and adaptively tunes down light avoidance behavior. Conversely, sated animals
favor light avoidance over foraging behavior. We show that this behavioral switch depends on Dp7 neuron function
and its neuropeptide Ilp7. In fed animals, Ilp7 action via the G-protein coupled receptor Lgr4 enhances light
avoidance responses but puts a break on the fructose foraging circuit. In starved animals, reduced Dp7 neuron and
Ilp7 function promote fructose foraging behavior instead. Dp7 neurons thus act as a hub integrating the sensory
context and state of the animal to tune avoidance and foraging behavior.
Overall, the identified Dp7 neuron network allows the larva to adaptively respond to its internal state and external
environment, which is a key function of circuits regulating adaptive behavior in all animals.
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Abstract:
Ataxia-telangiectasia (A-T) is an early-onset neurodegenerative disease caused by mutations in a key player of the
DNA damage response (DDR): ATM kinase. A-T is characterised by radiosensitivity, immunodeficiency, and
cerebellar degeneration, although it is unclear why cerebellar neurons are particularly vulnerable to ATM
deficiency. ATM is also activated by reactive oxygen species (ROS) independently of the DDR, where it has
distinct targets, such as the autophagic machinery. Further evidence suggests ATM has unique roles in neurons; it
colocalises with synaptic vesicles and is required for long-term potentiation.
Like mammalian ATM, Drosophila ATM (dATM) is important for the response to double-strand breaks, and others
have demonstrated the importance of dATM signalling in adult glial cells. However, little is known about the
neuronal role of dATM, particularly during development. ROS signalling positively regulates synapse growth in
Drosophila, although excessive ROS promotes neurodegeneration through excitotoxicity; it is unclear how this
balance is mediated.
We are investigating dATM during neurodevelopment using the larval neuromuscular junction (NMJ). dATM
mutants show a marked decrease in NMJ size, number of active zones and bouton count. This deficit is
recapitulated by presynaptic knockdown using neuronal RNAi, but ATM is not required postsynaptically nor in the
peri-synaptic glia. This appears to be independent of DDR signalling, since neuronal knockdown of downstream
DDR components has no effect on NMJ development. Neuronal knockdown of dATM also sensitises larvae to
excitotoxicity, without detectable changes in DNA damage levels.
We generated a functional superfolderGFP-dATM fusion by CRISPR/Cas9, which complements dATM mutants
and restores phosphorylation of the ATM-target, ?H2Av, after irradiation. SuperfolderGFP-dATM localises to foci
in presynaptic boutons, which intriguingly may be synaptic vesicles. Our data suggest that dATM may transduce
presynaptic ROS levels, responding to increased ROS by activating the autophagic machinery to induce synaptic
growth, while protecting the cell from activity-induced excitotoxicity.
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Abstract:
Quiescent states such as sleep restore vital physiological functions across phyla and are characterized by reduced
locomotion and diminished behavioral responsiveness to external stimuli. In humans, synchronous activity across
cortical networks is a hallmark of deep sleep, but how network coherence elevates arousal thresholds to maintain
quiescent states remains largely unclear. Here, we build on our recent discovery of slow wave activity (SWA)
mediating sleep need in the R5 ring network of Drosophila and investigate interactions across sleep- and arousal
mediating networks. We demonstrate that information of sleep need travels across a recently described recurrent
network for sleep regulation (dFSB-helicon-R5) and elicits oscillatory Ca2+ signatures in the presynaptic terminals
of the interconnected networks. Subject to circadian modulation, the sleep need mediating circuits within this
network (dFSB and R5) reciprocally promote these oscillatory signatures. Optogenetically imposing slow rhythms
(1 Hz) on R5 and dFSB induces entrainable quiescent states while high-frequency stimulation of R5 (10 Hz) leads
to flies losing postural control. We further discover that increased excitability in the master sleep homeostat (dFSB)
likely acts as a switch that synchronizes the presynaptic electrical patterns of R5 and arousal mediating neurons
(helicon) at night. Exposing the behavioral significance by optogenetically mimicking coherent activity we show
that R5/helicon synchronization facilitates suppression of responsiveness to visual stimuli in sleeping flies.
Moreover, neural activity in downstream head-direction neurons targeted by both helicon and R5 can be completely
inhibited through activation of the R5 network. We therefore propose that sleep need mediating circuits promote
coherent SWA to induce quiescent states by rhythmically associating neural networks that mediate locomotion,
arousal and postural control.
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Abstract:
In most metazoans, axon guidance ensures that neurons establish precise connection with their distant target cells.
Migrating growth cones move directionally and without any detours towards these targets based on the recognition
of region-specific molecules that generally promote attraction or repulsion. In Drosophila embryos, Beaten-path
(Beat) and Sidestep (Side) proteins represent functionally important classes of guidance molecules that steer motor
axons to peripheral muscle fibers. The Beat family has fourteen members, most of which are detected in subsets of
embryonic neurons in the Drosophila central nervous system (CNS). Here, we focus on Beat IIb, a somewhat
unusual member of the Beat family based on its divergent expression pattern. Using in situ hybridization and a Beat
IIb-GFP fusion protein at the endogenous locus, we demonstrate that Beat IIb is most prominently expressed in
most, if not all, caudal visceral mesoderm (CVM) cells. These cells are born in the caudal-most segments and
migrate collectively to the midgut where they form the longitudinal muscles of the gut. As Beat IIb has been shown
to interact with Side in biochemical assays, it might well have a role in the migration of these precursor cells. In
fact, overexpression of Side in these cells during embryonic development severely disrupted CVM migration.
Expression of Side in other tissues had no effect, indicating that Beat IIb might functionally interact with Side in
cis. However, in the cell aggregation assay using transiently transfected S2 cells, Beat IIb-expressing cells did not
recognize and interact with Side-expressing cells, implying Beat IIb can only interact with Side in cis but not in
trans. To gain more insights into a role of Beat proteins in collective cell migration, the generation of beat IIb null
mutants and various UAS constructs are in process.
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Abstract:
DNA double strand breaks (DSBs) accumulate in neurons in most forms of neurodegenerative diseases and also
after acute neurotrauma such as spinal cord injury. DSBs are repaired inefficiently resulting in chronic activation of
the DNA damage response. For reasons yet to be uncovered, this is detrimental to neural function. Hence,
persistent DDR signalling is likely contributing to chronic disease and neural dysfunction in many forms of
neurological disease.
Using Drosophila models of neurodegeneration, we have been exploring the effect of reducing DDR signalling on
disease progression. Central to the DNA damage response to DSBs is the ATM kinase. ATM activates repair
mechanisms, regulates the cell cycle, alters chromatin state, and can induce apoptosis via Chk2 and p53. In an
amyloid toxicity model, which replicates some elements of Alzheimer’s disease, targeting any of the ATM-Chk2p53 pathway with neural-specific RNAi in adults extends the lifespan and slows the loss of movement. Apoptosis
of neurons in the brain is also reduced in these flies.
We are now extending our studies to models of other neurodegenerative diseases to ask whether this approach is
universally protective, starting with amyotrophic lateral sclerosis-frontotemporal dementia (ALS-FTD) models. In
related projects we have shown that targeting ATM or Chk2 stimulates recovery from spinal cord injury. If we can
demonstrate that this approach is effective in multiple Drosophila models of neurodegeneration, it opens up the
possibility of testing ATM-Chk2 signalling as a therapeutic target in animal models of neurodegeneration.
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Abstract:
Long-term memory requires gene expression in distinct temporal
waves. Immediate-early genes (IEG) are transcribed rapidly, within
minutes after neuron stimulation, followed by secondary response genes (SRG) several hours later. The pathways
leading to IEGs induction during LTM are well understood, however, we still have much to learn about the
function and regulation of downstream SRGs. Here, we show that the SWI/SNF chromatin remodelling complex is
required for normal LTM by knocking down a core SWI/SNF subunit, Bap60, in memory neurons of the
Drosophila mushroom body (MB). Using MB-specific transcriptomic and epigenomic profiling in SWI/SNF
knockdown flies before and after memory formation we establish that SWI/SNF is required for most chromatin
accessibility and gene expression changes that occur in MB memory neurons after LTM formation. Interestingly,
SWI/SNF appears to primarily effect LTM-induced SRGs, since known IEGs are induced normally in response to
LTM. Further, we identify direct binding sites for SWI/SNF during LTM formation and show that SWI/SNF may
cooperate with the IEG HR38 to induce expression of a novel memory induced SRG, the transcription factor
Prospero. Disruption of these direct SWI/SNF-dependent mechanisms during LTM coincides with an almost
complete loss of the inducible expression of genes with known memory-related functions. Our data is the first to
provide mechanistic information about SWI/SNF in memory neurons during memory formation. The SWI/SNF
complex is one of the most frequently disrupted cellular components in autism and intellectual disability, so this
work may provide insight into the molecular mechanisms underlying these poorly understood neurodevelopmental
disorders.
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Abstract:
The mushroom body (MB), the centre for olfactory associative learning in the Drosophila brain, performs pattern
separation to discriminate even similar odors. In this project, I ask what rules underly odor discrimination in the
MB.
In the input region of the MB, the calyx, around 50 types of olfactory projection neurons (PNs) deliver olfactory
inputs to more than 2000 Kenyon cells (KCs), leading to a 40-fold circuit expansion. Since each KC has 5-8
dendritic claws and each claw is connected to a PN bouton, the KCs receive mixed inputs from different sets of
PNs. In the presence of inhibition from the anterior paired lateral neuron, spiking of a KC requires coincident
activation of more than half of these claws, resulting in sparse KCs population coding. The connectivity logic from
PNs to the KCs thus determines whether a KC will spike or not, and hence how good their pattern separation
performance is: pattern separation is optimal if KCs receive purely random inputs from the PNs.
Combining connectome analysis, network modelling and functional imaging, I explore the logic of the calycal
circuit that supports pattern separation and have already found distinctions between KCs subtypes. My preliminary
results suggests that, contrary to the common belief that different KCs subtypes receive a similar copy of the odor
information for various memory processes, both the ????/???? middle and ????’/????’ middle KCs receive biased
inputs from PNs that primarily respond to food-related odors, which potentially increases their response overlap
between various food odors. In contrast, the ???? main KCs receive slightly biased inputs from PNs that primarily
respond to mating-related odors, resulting in further decorrelation of the KCs response between various odors.
These results suggest that different KCs subtypes might have specialised roles in odor processing.
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Abstract:
The motor activating effects of volatilized cocaine (vCOC) sensitivity (SENS) and locomotor sensitization (LS) are
known behavioural phenotypes in the study of psychostimulants using Drosophila. An important neurochemical
event that mediates both phenotypes is associated with dopamine (DA). Excess of free DA undergoes degradation
which increases production of reactive oxygen species (ROS) and hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) metabolised by
cellular antioxidant enzymes.
Aim of this study was to investigate influence of redox status on vCOC phenotypes. First, we have confirmed that
LS phenotype to vCOC depends on functional dopamine transporter (DAT) and vesicular monoamine transporters
(VMATs). To determine the influence of vCOC on redox status in wt male flies we show that the specific enzyme
activity of catalyse (CAT) and superoxide-dismutase are both being upregulated upon vCOC administration. We
tested hypothesis if exogenous redox manipulations can influence vCOC behaviour. H2O2 feeding lowered SENS,
while reducing DA level lowered LS. Interestingly, quercetin (QUE) feeding lowered both SENS and LS. To
establish the effects that QUE feeding has on the brain we measured DA and H2O2 levels, and showed that they
are both decreased. Since we have shown the importance of H2O2, we tested oxygen (CAT) and thiol
(glutaredoxin 1 (Grx1) and glutamate cysteine ligase, catalytic subunit (GCLC)) based antioxidant enzymes
involved in H2O2 degradation in neurons using RNA interference (RNAi). We showed that silencing the
expression of thiol based antioxidant enzymes is important for SENS and LS to vCOC, while silencing CAT only
affected LS.
In conclusion, SENS to vCOC depends on exogenous redox manipulations and cellular thiol based antioxidant
enzymes, while LS is dependent on DA and H2O2. The regulation of vCOC induced redox state should be further
investigated to determine which brain region and cell type redox balance is important for the expression of SENS
and LS.
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Abstract:
The targeted analysis of individual ascending neurons (ANs) is vital for the understanding of neuronal circuits
responsible for locomotion. However, only a few ANs have been identified in the adult fruit fly in terms of their
function, morphology and connectivity. Here we used Multicolor flip-out (MCFO) stochastic labeling light
microscope data to identify a catalogue of ANs receiving somatosensory information and projecting to the brain.
An advantage of light microscopy analysis of single-cells is the visualization of arborization patterns of the same
neuron sample in both the ventral nerve cord (VNC) and in the brain.
We have identified approximately 400 types of ANs; we are subsequently classifying them based on their
morphology, VNC sensory input, axon trajectory, and targets in the brain to establish a map of ANs in the adult
fruit fly. The five most innervated brain regions by ANs receiving somatosensory information are gnathal ganglia
contributed by over 64% of neuron types, anterior ventrolateral protocerebrum 48%, saddle 45%, wedge 39% and
posterior ventrolateral protocerebrum 21%. We have categorized the AN types into groups based on their brain
projection patterns. Several AN types that have similar arborizations in the VNC, thus receiving similar input, have
different targets in the brain. Information conveyed by these ANs can diverge to multiple brain parts. Some other
AN types have different arborizations in the VNC, thus receiving different inputs, but target the same brain
compartment. Multimodal information from these ANs will converge there. ANs receiving input from leg
chordotonal organs (CO) and leg campaniform sensilla (CS) terminate both within the AVLP; multimodal CO+CS
ANs tend to terminate in overlapping but smaller regions than the ANs specialised for CO. Such complex
convergence and divergence suggest the need of simultaneous integration of somatosensory information for
locomotor flexibility and adaptive behavior.
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Abstract:
Neurons are morphologically elaborate and long-living cells. Both features put special demands on membrane
trafficking. Rab GTPases are regulators of membrane trafficking and the Drosophila genome encodes 26 rab
genes. All rabs are expressed in the nervous system and 13 of the 26 rabs exhibit nervous system-enriched
expression patterns. To facilitate systematic functional analyses of neuron-specific membrane trafficking, we have
generated a complete rab null mutant collection. Remarkably, the complete loss of any of the 13 nervous systemenriched Rabs did not cause obvious defects concerning fly survival, fertility, or morphology under laboratory
conditions. However, under challenging conditions including continuous neuronal stimulation or temperature
variation all rab mutants revealed specific sensitivities affecting development, function, or maintenance of the
nervous system. Our observations suggest that the majority of Rabs serve modulatory functions that ensure
robustness of development or function to challenging environmental conditions.
We followed up on our initial systematic characterization with a more detailed analysis of four neuronal or neuronenriched rabs: rab26, rab19, rabX1 and rabX4. Rab26 has previously been proposed to link synaptic vesicle
recycling and autophagy. However, our characterization of the rab26 mutant revealed no autophagosomal or
synaptic vesicle defects in flies. Instead, we found an activity-dependent role of Rab26 in receptor trafficking at
cholinergic synapses. Our analyses of rab26, rab19, rabX1 and rabX4 revealed synthetic lethality for double
mutants of rabX1 with each of the other three, but no other double mutant combination. We will present an update
on our characterization of the functional contributions of each of these rabs.
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Abstract:
Adaptation is common to almost every sensory system and an important feature for organisms to perceive their
surroundings. While the strength and speed of adaptation has been described in many systems, its molecular and
biophysical basis is still largely unknown. We address this issue in the Johnston’s organ neurons (JONs), the
primary auditory neurons of the fly. JONs exhibit adaptation to the mean - correcting for the baseline of antennal
displacement - and to the variance - correcting for the magnitude of antennal displacement or the sound intensity.
To identify molecules supporting either form of adaptation, we characterized adaptation dynamics using
extracellular recordings in fly mutants for 15 candidate genes. Candidates included ether a go-go (eag), Prestin, and
Calmodulin (cam).
We find that the strength and speed of variance adaptation is reduced in mutants of the ether a go-go K+-channel.
Eag function is modulated by Ca2+ via Calmodulin, since adaptation is weaker when the CaM binding domain of
Eag was mutated. Notably, Eag does not affect mean adaptation, implying that variance and mean adaptation are
implemented via separate mechanisms.
In conclusion, our results reveal the Eag channel as a key player in variance adaptation, which is modulated by
Eag/CaM-interactions.
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Abstract:
The transport of membrane proteins is essential for the maintenance of cell function and cell integrity in neuronal
cells. In this context, initial protein synthesis and anterograde transport to the plasma membrane, as well as
internalization, degradation, and recycling of membrane proteins, are critical events. Deficiencies in transport
mechanisms often lead to protein aggregation associated with neurodegenerative diseases such as Alzheimer's
disease (AD), Parkinson's disease (PD), and retinitis pigmentosa. To study membrane protein transport, Drosophila
photoreceptors are a suitable model system. In Drosophila photoreceptor cells the ion channel TRPL displays a
light-dependent translocation, it is located in the rhabdomere in the dark but in the cell body in the light. Towards
identification of unknown players in TRPL transport, we established an eye-specific CRISPR-Cas9 approach by
crossing the different driver lines eye-Gal4, GMR-Gal4 and rh1-Gal4 with the various Cas9 variants uXS-UASCas9, uS-UAS-Cas9, uM-UAS-Cas9 and uL-UAS-Cas9. Then, we investigated the knock-down efficiency of each
line, using sgRNA directed against the phototransduction gene norpA and the retromer complex component vps35.
We found that both the eye-uXS-Cas9 line and the eye-uS-Cas9 line are inducing the best knock down of norpA.
Furthermore, both lines were suitable to induce a TRPL recycling defect after triggering a knock-down of vps35. In
the context of membrane protein trafficking, Rab proteins are promising candidates since they play a key role in
intracellular vesicle transport. To investigate the involvement of Rabs in TRPL recycling we crossed all available
sgRNA-Rab lines with ey-uXS-Cas9 or ey-uS-Cas9. Using TRPL::eGFP expressing flies and water immersion
microscopy revealed reduced TRPL::eGFP localization in rhabdomeres in the dark after a knock-down of Rab10,
RabX2 or RabX1 as compared to control flies. These findings suggest that Rab proteins are involved in TRPL
recycling from the cell body to the rhabdomere.
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Abstract:
The establishment of precise synaptic connectivity during development is crucial to build a functional nervous
system. To achieve this, synaptic partners must meet at the right time and place, distinguish between several
possible partners and form appropriate numbers of synapses. Cell surface molecules play an important role in this
process by endowing neurons with the ability to sense and navigate in their environment through interactions with
other neurons or cues. To investigate how neurons assemble into such precise circuits, we are taking advantage of
the well-known T4/T5 motion detection neurons in the Drosophila optic lobe. Each T4 dendrite receives input from
multiple presynaptic inputs, including other T4 neurons, and forms synapses with each upstream neuron in discrete
dendritic domains. To gain insight on the molecular effectors that drive T4 dendritogenesis and contribute to
synaptic connectivity, we queried ours and available single cell RNA sequencing datasets of developing T4/T5
neurons. We found that Teneurin-a, an adhesion molecule that participates in the establishment of synaptic
connectivity through homo- and heterophilic interactions, is expressed by all T4 subtypes throughout development
and the protein localizes to T4 dendrites, where T4 neurons are the sole Teneurin source. Loss of Teneurin-a, in
mutants and T4-specific knockdown experiments, leads to defective dendritic morphology and ectopic
neurotransmitter receptor localization. This suggests that Ten-a is required for T4-T4 synapses, prompting us to
address the connectivity patterns of T4 neurons lacking Ten-a, along with its subcellular localization and
downstream effectors. We aim to understand how Ten-a shapes T4 dendritogenesis to help link developmental gene
expression programs to neuron morphology, connectivity and neural function.
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Abstract:
Pathogens and parasites have evolved brain manipulation strategies to exploit their hosts for nutrition and
reproduction. In Drosophila, the fungus Enthomophthora muscae alters behaviour (Carolyn et al., 2018) and fungal
volatiles cause dopaminergic neuron loss and locomotion deficits, reminiscent of Parkinsonism (Inamdar et al.,
2013). In humans, genetics accounts for a small fraction of Parkinson’s disease onset and environmental triggers
are likely a common cause. Here, we ask whether fungi can hijack innate immunity, the natural defence system, to
use the brain to their advantage. The fungus Beauveria bassiana is a known activator of Toll signalling in
Drosophila and Tolls are present throughout the brain. Thus, we are investigating whether and how B. bassiana
alters the fruit-fly brain. We provide evidence that upon natural exposure to B. bassiana, spores enter the brain. We
suspect the entry route is through feeding. Exposure causes neuronal and glial loss, loss of the dopaminergic
neurons and a decrease in brain size over time. Expression of anti-microbial peptides is upregulated in the brain
upon B. bassiana exposure, demonstrating activation of Toll signalling. Importantly, expression of the proapoptotic Toll signalling adaptors sarm and wek (Foldi et al., 2017) is also upregulated. These neurodegeneration
phenotypes correlate with impaired locomotion and shorter lifespan. Our findings reveal that fungi exploited an
evolutionary opportunity to bypass defence and manipulate the brain to their advantage and they provoke insights
into how to protect and maintain brain health in humans.
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Abstract:
The Drosophila genome encodes a family of Side-related transmembrane proteins. These paralogues comprise 8
members (Side - Side VIII) and are conserved in other Drosophila species. But what is the function of these
proteins? In which tissues and at which developmental stages are they expressed? And what are their interaction
partners?
To find answers to some of these questions, we analyzed the expression patterns of all Side paralogues using
fluorescent in situ hybridization and exon trap lines. Among the most interesting patterns, we find that both Side VI
and Side VIII are selectively expressed in the CNS of Drosophila embryos and, in contrast to Side, not in peripheral
tissues (glial cells, sensory neurons and muscles), where Side normally functions to control motor axons guidance.
Side VI is expressed in longitudinal glial cells and cell bodies of the CNS at late embryonic stages. Side VIII
expression starts at stage 15 and is detectable in RP2 and U motor neurons of the intersegmental nerve (ISN).
In addition, we generated CRIPSR/Cas9-induced loss-of-function mutants of all side genes. Side VIII mutants were
viable and showed relatively mild projection defects of the intersegmental (ISN) and segmental nerves (SNa) in
embryos. Here, the ISN irregularly crossed segmental boundaries, whereas the SNa showed overgrowth of its
vertical branch in lateral muscle fields. Since these defects are relatively weak compared to side loss-of-function
mutants, Side VIII has probably only a minor function in motor axon guidance. The phenotypic analysis of side,
side VIII double mutants as well as the initial characterization of the remaining side mutants will be presented,
which hopefully will shed some light on the function of this evolutionarily conserved gene family.
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Abstract:
Visual degenerative diseases such as Retinitis Pigmentosa and Age-related Macular Degeneration are usually not
included in the broader class of neurodegenerative diseases such as Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis or Alzheimer’s
disease. Thus, largely non-overlapping strategies are used to study visual degenerative diseases. In the present work
using Drosophila melanogaster as a model, our results support an emerging hypothesis that cell-stress signalling
pathway may contribute to retinal degeneration, as well as neurodegeneration.
Here we use a retinal degenerative model based on the mutant form of the protein Retinal Degeneration B (RDGB),
known as RdgB9. This protein is essential for normal phototransduction in invertebrates, and plays a role in the
phosphatidylinositol cycle. The RdgB9 mutation leads to a rapid degeneration of photoreceptors that can be
quantified as early as 3 days post eclosion. We demonstrate that this mutation leads to an increased expression of
ATF4, indicating the activation of the stress pathway. Modulating stress-kinase signalling in RdgB9 flies led to a
suppression of the retinal degeneration phenotype, further demonstrating that the stress pathway, primarily through
activation of PERK, is essential to the RdgB9 model of retinal degeneration.
Recent findings suggest neurodegeneration may be suppressed by inhibition of stress-granule (SG)- associated
RNA-binding proteins. Here we show that knocking down the expression of SF3B2, a splicing factor known to
interact with the ALS-associated protein VAP, has a strong suppressing effect on retinal degeneration. This
suggests a role for RNA (mis)regulation in a pathway to retinal degeneration.
Taken together, these and other data that we will present, indicate potentially significant overlap in molecular
pathways for retinal degeneration and neurodegeneration.
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Abstract:
Neural circuits can be modified with experience leading to behavioural adaptation, which requires the concerted
engagement of sensory, central, and motor systems. Neuronal activity can induce synaptogenesis to strengthen
connections, making future firing stronger and more likely. Experience-dependent structural plasticity underlies
learning and long-term memory, and alterations underlie psychiatric disorders and neurodegenerative diseases.
In mammals, neurotrophins regulate structural plasticity via p75NTR and Trk receptors, involving tyrosine kinase
signalling. There are also kinase-less Trk receptor isoforms, which underlie psychiatric disorders, but they are little
investigated. Remarkably, in Drosophila the evolutionarily conserved Trk-like Kek receptors lack the intracellular
Tyrosine kinase domain. We found that a novel mechanism involving Drosophila neurotrophin-2 (DNT-2), Toll-6
and Kek-6 can promote structural synaptic plasticity via CaMKII (Ulian-Benitez et al 2017). CaMKII is a key
inducer of structural plasticity that requires a surge in calcium. Intriguingly, in Drosophila there are six Keks, all of
them expressed in the nervous system.
Here, we show that distinct Keks can have distinct expression domains and subcellular distributions that could
drive their distinct functions. Using optogenetics, we show that Keks can differentially regulate calcium signalling,
and the consequence for structural plasticity. Our findings reveal a novel mechanism regulating structural plasticity
across distinct nervous system modules, which could enable coordinated behavioural adaptation.
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Pre-copulatory reproductive behaviours are preserved in Drosophila melanogaster
infected with bacteria.
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Abstract:
The activation of the immune system upon infection exerts a huge energetic demand on an individual, likely
decreasing available resources for other vital processes, like reproduction. The factors that determine the trade-off
between defensive and reproductive traits remain poorly understood. Here, we exploit the experimental tractability
of the fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster to systematically assess the impact of immune system activation on precopulatory reproductive behaviour. Contrary to expectations, we found that male flies undergoing an immune
activation continue to display high levels of courtship and mating success. Similarly, immune-challenged female
flies remain highly sexually receptive. By combining behavioural paradigms, a diverse panel of pathogens and
genetic strategies to induce the fly immune system, we show that pre-copulatory reproductive behaviours are
preserved in infected flies, despite the significant metabolic cost of infection.
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Abstract:
To cover their disproportionately high energy consumption, neurons are equipped with a large amount of
mitochondria, the main task of which is oxidative phosphorylation. However, oxidative phosphorylation is
accompanied by the incomplete reduction of molecular oxygen, resulting in the formation of reactive oxygen
species (ROS). Thus, this highly oxidative metabolism enriches molecules that contribute to the neuron's demise.
Consuming a lot of energy rich substrates with simultaneous ROS production on the one hand, and not being
dependent on neuronal glycolysis on the other, gives rise to the idea that neurons metabolize glucose preferentially
through the pentose-phosphate-pathway (PPP). The PPP is thought to contribute up to 70% to the pool of cellular
reduction equivalents in the form of NADPH/H, which is essential for coping with oxidative stress in the cell.
To examine an alternative glucose usage via the PPP in neurons, we study the effects of neuronal and glial dsRNAmediated knock-downs of enzymes involved in the oxidative phase of the PPP. Making use of novel, genetically
encoded, biosensors for NADPH and H2O2, we can demonstrate that neuronal ROS concentration increases as a
consequence of less NADPH/H production. Over time, that failure in providing reduction equivalents is
accompanied by neurodegenerative phenotypes in the adult Drosophila brain. The combination of tools to monitor
different metabolic parameters in living tissues and the anatomical data gives further insights about the differential
importance of metabolic pathways between neurons and glia and thus the complexity of metabolic interactions
between these two cell types.
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Abstract:
Nearly all aspects of behavioral, cognitive and emotional estates and physiological processes exhibit circadian
(near 24-h) rhythms in most organisms including Drosophila melanogaster, in which, only approximately 150
neurons and 1800 glia cells contain circadian clocks. Therefore, clock neurons presumably input the day-of-time
information to non-clock cells in other regions of the brain to modulate their function and output in a circadian
fashion. However, the underlying mechanisms are still poorly understood.
Here, we addressed this question by focusing on the mushroom body (MB), a non-clock cells contain region of the
Drosophila brain that constitutes the center of associative learning and sleep regulation. By conducting a circadian
RNA-seq analysis of the mushroom body neurons, we identified a large number of genes rhythmically expressed,
including neurofibromin 1 (Nf1) tumor suppressor gene and cAMP-dependent Protein kinase a catalytic subunit 1
(Pka-c1) gene. Their rhythmic expression is under the control of circadian clocks since it was abolished in period
null mutants. Subsequently, taking advantage of calcium and cAMP imaging as well as behavioral analysis, we
showed that circadian clocks drive the rhythms of the excitability of MB neurons via NF1-cAMP/PKA signaling,
eliciting higher mushroom body activity during the day than at night and thereby, promoting daytime wakefulness.
Altogether, our work demonstrates the widespread non-cell-autonomous control of rhythmic brain function by
circadian clocks and its implication in sleep.
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Abstract:
Recent findings have revealed the different characteristics of spontaneous and induced sleep in Drosophila.
However, a complete description of sleep stages is unavailable due to lack of studies performing long-term
recordings (>=12 hrs) with higher spatial resolution (covering several neuropiles). So far, previous studies have
either performed long-term recordings with lower spatial resolution e.g. two channel local field potentials (LFP) for
24 hrs or brain-wide recordings with lower temporal resolution e.g. 1 hour calcium imaging. We therefore collected
for the first time, 12 hrs electrophysiological data from 16 flies using a half-brain probe (16 electrodes) inserted in a
single hemisphere. First, we developed a calibration protocol to ensure the electrodes targeted similar brain regions
across individual flies. Second, we recorded the LFP, behavior of flies (walking, resting, grooming, proboscis
extension etc) on an air supported ball. Third, comparing locomotor activity and LFP data we reveal large-scale
changes within the brain which correlate with bouts of sleep and wakefulness. Fourth, we use machine learning
techniques to identify distinct sleep stages, providing brain based evidence for the ubiquitous 5 minute criteria used
to define sleep. Furthermore, from the activity patterns in the different regions we are capable of predicting when a
fly falls asleep 2 minutes before the start of behavioral quiescence. Fifth, we use pose detection techniques to
identify proboscis extensions and reveal that bouts of proboscis extension are associated with deeper sleep stages
(>5 min episodes). Finally, we demonstrate that proboscis extensions during sleep and wakefulness are associated
with different activity patterns in different brain regions, thereby elucidating different functional roles.
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Abstract:
The precise regulation of synaptic connectivity and function is essential to maintaining neuronal circuits. Here, we
identify the Drosophila pseudo-kinase Madm/NRBP1 (Mlf-1-adapter-molecule/ nuclear-receptor-binding protein1)
as a novel coordinator of synaptic maintenance and plasticity at the neuromuscular junction (NMJ). We
demonstrate that presynaptic Madm is required to prevent synaptic degeneration and to coordinate growth and
function. Strikingly, in the presence of Madm-dependent synaptic degeneration, postsynaptic Madm induces a
compensatory, retrograde signal that utilizes the presynaptic homeostatic potentiation (PHP) machinery to offset
synaptic release defects and alleviate structural synaptic degeneration. While Madm is not required for canonical
PHP signaling, it is activated in muscles upon synaptic degeneration to initiate PHP through modulation of the
activity of the TOR pathway proteins 4E-BP/Thor and S6-kinase. Furthermore, we demonstrate that induction of
PHP or activation of TOR is sufficient to compensate for postsynaptic Madm to alleviate functional and structural
defects. Our work provides novel insights into potential mechanisms of neurodegeneration-induced Madmdependent PHP with possible neurotherapeutic implications.
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Abstract:
Stimulus-specificity of associative memories requires sparse, distributed coding in the neurons storing the memory,
where relatively few neurons in the population respond to each stimulus, and all neurons have similar chances of
firing across all stimuli. How is this sparse coding created during development? We studied this problem in Kenyon
cells, third order olfactory neurons in the fruit fly Drosophila that store olfactory associative memories. Sparse
coding in Kenyon cells arises in part from their intrinsic properties governing excitability, e.g. high spiking
thresholds. Here we asked whether Kenyon cell excitability in adults might be affected by activity during
development, using the bacterial voltage-gated sodium channel NaChBac. NaChBac expression has been reported
to increase the excitability of cortical pyramidal neurons, olfactory bulb neurons, and Drosophila circadian neurons.
Indeed, when we acutely expressed NaChBac in adult Kenyon cells, their odour responses were mildly increased.
However, when we expressed NaChBac in Kenyon cells throughout development, Kenyon cell odour responses in
adults were paradoxically decreased, and the Kenyon cells had reduced expression of the endogenous voltage-gated
sodium channel, para. NaChBac-expressing Kenyon cells also showed altered dendritic morphology, but only when
NaChBac was expressed throughout development, not acutely in adults. We suggest that excess activity during
development led to overcompensation and hypoexcitability in adults. In contrast, overexpressing potassium
channels did not affect dendritic morphology, and constitutively knocking down para or overexpressing potassium
channels decreased adult Kenyon cell odour responses (i.e., no paradoxical increase), suggesting that
developmental overcompensation only occurs for excess, not insufficient, activity in Kenyon cells.
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Abstract:
Although it occurs in every species with neural networks, ranging from mammals to insects, the functional role of
sleep remains a mystery. Recent findings have highlighted the potential correlation between sleep and DNA
damage: studies in diverse animal systems, such mammals and fish, demonstrate an increase in DNA double strand
breaks (DSBs) in neurons during wakefulness, compared to sleep time. Furthermore, sleep increases chromosome
dynamics that can reduce the levels of DNA damage by expressing genes involved in DNA repair. Despite the
recent progress in this field, the mechanisms that associate sleep, DNA damage, and repair remain unknown.
This study aims to further investigate the reciprocal connection between sleep and DNA damage, by exploiting the
fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster as model system. Flies are a model of choice to understand the biology of sleep,
as they share most of the sleep features with mammals. To analyze their behaviour, we take advantage of the
ethoscope, an automated tracking device able to record in real-time the activity of flies. Combining the study of
behaviour with imaging, we found that upon chronic sleep deprivation, there is evidence of increased death cell in
the brain of adult flies, due to accumulation of unrepaired DSBs. On the other hand, following pharmacological
induction of DSBs, we observed an increase in sleep fraction specifically during the night, a time where most sleep
normally happens in Drosophila. Furthermore, flies with induced DSBs exhibited a shorter life span upon chronic
sleep deprivation. Taking together, these data suggest a potential role for sleep in DNA maintenance, by regulating
the balance between DNA damage and repair.
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Abstract:
Intellectual disability (ID) is characterized by deficiencies in both intellectual ability and adaptive behavior and
affects 1% of the population worldwide. Mutations in over 700 genes have been implicated in ID, however the
underlying molecular links between genotype and phenotype for most of these genes remain unknown. Whole
exome sequencing (WES) of a large cohort of 404 Iranian consanguineous families with autosomal recessive
intellectual disability (ARID) led to the identification of a novel likely pathogenic missense variant (cT1150C;
p.C384R) in the RNFT2 gene. RNFT2 (RING finger transmembrane domain containing protein 2, encodes a RING
finger E3 ubiquitin ligase. Its fly ortholog dmel/CG13605 has the same type of RING domain (C3HC4 type). To
address how disruption of RNFT2 gives rise to ID phenotypes, we sought to investigate the neurobehavioral
consequences of losing the RNFT2 homolog in flies and identify its expression in the brain. In parallel, we
investigated its subcellular localization in stably transfected HeLa cells. These cells are also being used to identify
the substrates of RNFT2 using a Bio-ID approach.
Towards this end we have generated a Gal4 line and show that CG13605 is expressed in a subset of Kenyon cells in
the fly brain starting at larval stages. Downregulation of CG13605 in the mushroom body with OK107-Gal4 leads
to neurodevelopmental phenotypes such as loss of alpha and alpha’ lobes. For a more detailed functional
characterization, we generated null mutant flies using the CRISPR/Cas9 system. Loss of CG13605 led to
phenotypes such as alpha lobe loss or beta lobe fusion. The observed defects in mushroom body development,
which is the primary memory and learning center of flies, provide evidence for RNFT2 being an ID gene. Ongoing
experiments including rescue experiments, analyses using patient-specific variants of RNFT2 as well as behavioral
studies are expected to further support this hypothesis.
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Abstract:
The mechanisms which control and regulate sleep remain elusive. Using the model organism, Drosophila
melanogaster, we aim to understand how sleep is regulated under different forms of sleep deprivation. In female
flies, it is well-documented that mating reduces sleep quantity. Here we show that starvation-induced sleep
deprivation, but not a dynamic form of mechanical sleep deprivation, leads to different recovery sleep responses in
wild-type mated and virgin flies.
We then provide evidence that the loss of the stress neuropeptide receptor, Corazonin, also leads to mating-specific
changes in baseline sleep and arousal state during starvation. We have explored the circuitry behind this and
demonstrate that these changes are partially regulated by dopaminergic signalling, with neurons expressing the
Corazonin receptor connecting anatomically to the PAM dopaminergic neurons. We also show that neurons
expressing the peptide, Corazonin, connect to sNPFR neurons and PDF neurons, which have opposing effects on
sleep and rhythmic behaviour, potentially implicating a role for the Corazonin neurons in the circadian regulation
of sleep.
These findings demonstrate that mating status can impact sleep quantity as well as sleep responses in female flies
and that a mating-dependent circuitry can partially regulate these changes in flies lacking the Corazonin receptor.
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Abstract:
A better understanding of the mechanisms regulating mitochondrial dynamics and functionality requires precise
spatio-temporal manipulation of crucial mitochondrial proteins. The mitochondrial Rho GTPase Miro regulates the
spatial distribution of the mitochondria, which is required for nervous system development and function, by
mediating their attachment to the kinesin/dynein motor complex. Miro’s role in neurons also extends to controlling
mitochondrial morphology and calcium homeostasis. It is not yet clear, however, how Miro can spatially and
temporally integrate its many functions. Any attempt to dissect the causality of different cellular and organismal
phenotypes after Miro manipulation is challenging with the current tools as its real-time mode of action is
unknown. To gain precise control of Miro-dependent mitochondrial behaviour in Drosophila, we exploited a realtime loss of function (LoF) paradigm by generating ‘Split-Miro’, a photocleavable variant of Miro. Rapid
optogenetic cleavage of Split-Miro leads to a striking rearrangement of the mitochondrial network, which is
mediated by mitochondrial interaction with the microtubules and underlies defects in mitochondrial distribution
into the processes of Drosophila S2R+ cells. Sustained Split-Miro photocleavage suggests a dual role for Miro in
controlling mitochondrial motility, without impacting the ability of the mitochondria to buffer calcium. Finally, we
generated ‘opto-flies’ in which the endogenous Miro is functionally replaced in neurons by its optogenetic variant.
This affords optogenetic control of fly behaviour and supports a role for Miro in the regulation of fly locomotor
activity during ageing. Thus, the use of our new LoF Miro allele reveals the immediate effects of Miro inactivation
and, by doing so, uncovers a temporal hierarchy of events following loss of protein function with the potential to
mechanistically link mitochondrial trafficking, network stability and fly behaviour.
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Abstract:
Circumstantial evidence shows that lifespan is a genetically controlled, species-specific, trait. Despite significant
advances in understanding metabolic pathways and the relationship of caloric restriction and lifespan within
species, our knowledge of the mechanisms that regulate lifespan is still limited. To better understand mechanisms
that control aging, here we focused on two closely related species that have different lifespans, Drosophila
melanogaster and Drosophila simulans. The evolutionary proximity of these species allows for obtaining hybrids
between them and test if there are genes on the X chromosome that regulate lifespan. Here we show that D.
simulans/D. melanogaster male hybrids with an X chromosome from D. simulans live significantly longer than
either pure species, indicating there are indeed X-linked alleles that regulate longevity. In contrast, female hybrids
with X chromosomes from both species live much shorter lifespans than each pure species, indicating that the
longevity alleles on the X chromosome are recessive. To identify relevant genes, we searched for divergent genes
between these two species and found 555 genes. Since there is evidence that aging of the brain impacts systemic
aging, we focused on genes involved in brain homeostasis. Next, we tested if the loss of function of these genes by
RNA interference in neurons increased longevity in D. melanogaster. Here we show that at 25C, males expressing
either RNAis against Myocyte enhancer factor 2 (MEF2) or the Golgi-localized, gamma-adaptin ear containing,
ARF binding protein (GGA) have increased lifespan. In contrast, like in hybrids, females expressing these RNAis
do not exhibit extended lifespan. This effect is more prevalent at 29C. These results show that lifespan is
systemically regulated by neurons that express a transcription factor required for neuronal maintenance and a
protein that mediates post-Golgi vesicle formation.
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Abstract:
Only few brain regions in the adult Drosophila brain have been extensively studied, such as the central complex or
the mushroom body (MB). One of the relatively unknown regions in the fly brain is antler (ATL). ATL is a small
and thin neuropil located in the posterior part of the brain, connecting the superior lateral protocerebrum with the
inferior bridge in an arch-like fashion (Ito et al. 2014). As yet, we do not have detailed information about the
neuronal circuit architecture and potential function of ATL.
To facilitate a better understanding of ATL, we screened several thousand GAL4 expression driver lines of
Drosophila to identify and describe the morphology of neurons that innervate ATL. We also used the multi-color
flip-out (MCFO) technique to provide detailed information about single cell morphology. By using the split-GAL4
intersectional strategy (e.g. Luan et al. 2006), we were able to generate stable fly lines whose expression patterns
are specific to neurons innervating ATL. We also classify ATL neurons and analyze their connections in the
electron microscope (EM) hemibrain connectome dataset (Scheffer et al. 2020).
Here, we show identified ATL neurons in split GAL4 lines and MCFO samples in comparison with their EM
hemibrain counterparts to analyze their completeness. We then clustered the ATL neurons according to
morphological features like common projection targets and identified multiple clusters, each of which forming
different pathways. Neurons of one cluster have dendrites anterior to the MB medial lobes and send information
posteriorly to the ATL and neighboring neuropils. Another cluster sends information in the opposite direction for
potential signal feedback. Other clusters receive signals from olfactory-associated neurons or from the wedge, a
neuropil for antennal mechanosensation. Our analysis suggests that ATL converges olfactory and mechanosensory
information and potentially modulates the learning and memory system via feedback loops.
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Abstract:
Cholesterol is essential to maintain the integrity of cell membranes and plays important roles in neuron viability
and transmission of nervous signals. In mammalian brain, a fine regulation of its metabolism is associated with the
communication between glial cells and neurons. The dysregulation of cholesterol homeostasis is associated with
many neurodegenerative disorders [1]. In particular, cholesterol accumulation in the retina is involved in agerelated macular degeneration, the leading cause of vision loss in western countries [2]. In normal condition,
cholesterol elimination from the retina could rely on its conversion into oxysterols via the action of several
cholesterol hydroxylases, including the CYP27A1 enzyme [3][4].
The aim of the present study is to determine the mechanisms underlying cholesterol elimination in the visual
system as well as neuron-glia interactions. The Drosophila genetic model has been chosen for its efficiency in
exploring neuronal signaling pathways. We have started to screen the down-expression of a series of CYP27A1
orthologs using RNA interference in specific neurons or glial cells in the visual system. We first used the neuron
specific driver, gmr-Gal4, to inactivate CYP27A1 orthologs in the eye. In parallel, we started to perform
immunostaining experiments to determine whether down-regulation of CYP27A1 orthologs can induce
neurodegeneration in the eye during aging. Cholesterol accumulation in fly heads will also be evaluated using
gas/liquid chromatography to determine the role of CYP27A1 orthologs in cholesterol metabolism in Drosophila.
A better understanding of the role of retinal cells in cholesterol homeostasis should help in the development of
effective retinal degeneration therapies.
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Abstract:
Sleep in Drosophila has been assumed to be homogenous throughout, with no changes in the internal state from the
early to late stages. This is at odds with our understanding of more complex animals, such as mammals and birds,
whose sleep is known to dynamically partitioned into light and deep sleep or REM and NREM sleep. Novel studies
in Drosophila measuring whole brain and individual neuronal activity have begun to dispel the simplistic sleep
model in Drosophila with evidence of changing neuronal activity throughout, in particular slow wave oscillatory
brain activity reminiscent of deep sleep in mammals. Currently the rule for measuring sleep, five minutes of
immobility, does not reflect a dynamic sleep model, but is an easy to apply tool suitable for high throughput
screens. To this extent the founding of new, dynamic rules to measure multi-staged sleep would expand Drosophila
as the model whilst retaining the high throughput nature of the model. This study looks to find new rules through
the application of a range of modelling and time analysis tools to the data generated by the Ethoscope, a high
throughput system for measuring fruit fly movement utilising machine vision.
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Abstract:
Towards identification of rhodopsin interaction partners using the TurboID system in transgenic Drosophila
Nilofar Feizy and Armin Huber
Department of Biochemistry, Institute of Biology, University of Hohenheim, Stuttgart, Germany
Protein-protein interactions are central to cell structure and function and regulate protein transport. Drosophila
photoreceptor cells exhibit a high rate of protein turnover. Throughout the life of a photoreceptor cell, new proteins
are synthesized and transported to the rhabdomer. In the course of protein turnover, some of the proteins are
recycled through the endosomal network and others are degraded in the lysosomes. The transmembrane protein
rhodopsin is the most abundant membrane protein of a photoreceptor cell. Defective rhodopsin homeostasis is a
major cause of retinal degeneration, including the disease retinitis pigmentosa in humans. In our project we aim to
identify new interaction partners of Drosophila rhodopsin 1 that maintain rhodopsin homeostasis. The recently
developed TurboID in vivo biotinylation system enables identification of proteins that are in close contact with a
protein of interest or present at a specific site in living cells. TurboID is a biotin ligase and labels neighboring
proteins with biotin. We cloned DNA encoding TurboID to rhodopsin 1 cDNA and inserted the resulting construct
into the germline of Drosophila. Successful expression of the rhodopsin-TurboID fusion protein under the control
of the rhodopsin 1 promoter in photoreceptor cells was demonstrated by western blot analysis. In addition, analysis
of protein biotinylation revealed increased biotinylation in heads of the transgenic flies compared to wild-type
controls. Next, we will enrich the biotinylated proteins using streptavidin affinity chromatography and identify
them by mass spectrometry.
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Abstract:
Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is the most common form of dementia and characterised by intracellular neurofibrillary
tangles of hyperphosphorylated Tau and deposits of extracellular amyloid-beta (A?) plaques. This results in
neurodegeneration, shortened life as well as disrupted circadian rhythms, sleep and memory. Recent genome-wide
association studies (GWAS) and epigenome-wide association studies (EWAS) of AD have identified a number of
potential genes associated with increased risk of AD. However, their causal role and contribution to disease
pathology, remains largely unknown. We are using Drosophila as a system to in vivo screen through the top hits
identified by EWAS or GWAS for AD, seeing which cause disease-relevant phenotypes. We employed a
bioinformatic approach that prioritised novel genes nominated by GWAS and EWAS based on statistical
significance, with human genes inputted to DIOPT, to identify the closest fly ortholog of the gene and targetable
transgenic RNAi lines specific to the gene. We performed STRING analysis of protein-protein interactions and
SCOPE analysis to probe progressive changes in gene expression in different neuronal and glia populations using
the Drosophila single cell atlas of the ageing brain. Based on the expression pattern of the fly ortholog, promoter
lines were selected to target expression RNAi. The effect of knockdown of the fly ortholog on neurodegeneration
was quantified by expressing the RNAi in the eye and measuring photoreceptor degeneration comparing their effect
to expression of human Tau 0N4R and Amyloid-beta 42. While the effect on longevity and progressive changes in
locomotor behaviour was assessed by misexpression in all neurons or glia. Finally, candidate genes were also
knocked down in clock and mushroom body neurons to determine their effect on circadian rhythms, sleep,
memory, and neuronal excitability including their interaction with Tau and Amyloid pathways. Future work will
screen for new drugs to the targets identified.
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Abstract:
The clock network of Drosophila melanogaster comprises about 150 clock neurons, which can be divided into five
lateral (LN) and four dorsal (DN) clusters according to the location of their cell bodies. The DN1as are part of the
dorsal clusters and their cell bodies are located anteriorly in the superior lateral protocerebrum. They consist of
only two cells per hemisphere and are, together with the s-LNvs, already present in the larva.
Here, we characterized the morphology and connectivity of DN1as within and beyond the clock network using
genetic tools such as trans-Tango, UAS-nSyb, and UAS-DenMark along with connectome data from the
Drosophila hemibrain.
We found that both DN1as arborize densely around the Calyx and send fibers to the accessory medulla. They are
highly interconnected with the ion transport peptide (ITP)-positive evening oscillators (E2) as well as with the
morning neurons (s-LNv). They also receive strong input from some antennal lobe projection neurons, conveying
temperature information to higher brain centers.
Using this information, we performed period rescue experiments in the DN1as. We found that period expression in
only the DN1as is sufficient to restore the flies’ circadian rhythmicity to a large extent, as is period expression in
only the s-LNvs. In addition, period expression in the DN1as was sufficient to restore the bimodal activity pattern
of flies under light-dark conditions. We further investigated possible signaling pathways by which the DN1as could
restore rhythmicity using knock-out flies for DN1a-specific neuromessengers. While the knockout of CCHamide1
in period rescue flies led to arrhythmicity, their bimodal activity persisted in the absence of CCHamide1.
We hypothesize that reciprocal signaling by DN1as and s-LNvs is critical for robust rhythms under constant
darkness. Furthermore, we hypothesize that rescue of the bimodal activity pattern requires signals from DN1as to
the ITP-positive evening oscillators that are independent of CCHamide1.
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Abstract:
The execution of coordinated movements requires the correct connection of motoneurons with their peripheral
target muscles. During embryonic development, motor axons leave the central nervous system and are directed to
their target region by various pathfinding molecules. In Drosophila, two major nerve branches, the ISN and SN,
innervate the stereotypic muscle pattern in each hemisegment. We find that the precise pathfinding of the
segmental nerve requires the synergism of two different guidance systems. On one hand, the repulsive
Uncoordinated-5 (Unc-5) /Netrin signal and on the other hand the attractive Beaten path Ia (Beat)/Sidestep (Side)
signal. Simultaneous loss of both guidance systems leads to severe pathfinding defects of the segmental nerve in
embryos, suggesting an additive phenotype. This phenotype is permanent and persist until larval stages. Since Unc5 is highly expressed in SNa axons, and its ligand Netrin B (NetB) both on dorsal and ventral longitudinal and
oblique muscles but not in transverse muscles, the SNa might be directed to the lateral muscle field by lack of
Netrin-mediated repulsion. Experiments showed that ectopic expression of NetB on lateral muscles of wild-type
embryos repels SNa motor axons and leads to highly penetrant innervation defects of these muscles. Conversely,
Unc-5-negative ISNb motor axons ectopically expressing Unc-5 are strongly repelled by NetB-positive ventral
muscles, leading to the loss of ventral NMJs. The Beat/Side proteins presumably mediate branching into the lateral
muscle field by attraction and the final targeting of the musculature. Cell-cell aggregation assays showed that Unc5 and Beat do not interact with each other, as no cell aggregates could be detected, when cells individually
transfected with either Unc-5 or Beat were mixed. This in turn supports the assumption that the pathfinding of the
segmental nerve is synergistically controlled by at least two separate signaling pathways.
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Abstract:
The Roughest protein is a cell adhesion molecule that is dynamically localized on axons and subsequently restricted
to synaptic regions. Loss of roughest (rst) is suggested to cause axon pathfinding and synaptic specificity defects in
the visual system. Here, we recreated a clean null mutant and a classical C-terminal truncation variant in the
endogenous locus using CRISPR and show that neither mutant exhibits the previously reported phenotypes. While
both mutants yield viable adults with normal eye morphology and no obvious axon pathfinding defects, complete
loss-of-function adults exhibit defects in visually guided behavior, shortened lifespan and are sensitive
environmental challenges.
While loss of rst in all photoreceptor neurons causes no obvious developmental defects, rstCRISPR null mutant
clones are eliminated from the eye epithelium. This suggests a role in cell competition that only leads to defects
when neighboring cells exhibit different Rst levels. We analyzed a series of optic lobe neurons with down- or
upregulated Rst levels to test for axonal competition. Amongst these, L4 interneurons exhibited the strongest
competition phenotypes with reduced Rst leading to branch retractions and increased Rst levels causing branch
extensions. Remarkably, changing Rst levels in all L4 neurons caused no deviations from the wild type
morphology. Furthermore, dorsal cluster neurons (DCNs) exhibited rst levels-dependent axonal innervation
defects. Changes in DCN branching asymmetry are sufficient to cause defects in the visual attention using the
Buridan assay, that are similar to the behavioral defects we observed in rst mutants.
We further generated wild type and C-terminally truncated Rst endogenously tagged with the acidification sensing
dual flurophore combination pHluorin-mCherry. C-terminally truncated Rst exhibits degradation defects that lead
to longer persistence of Rst. Together, these findings suggest that Rst is neuron-specifically employed as a
competition receptor during neurite branch extension, thereby contributing to the appropriate development of
connectivity and visual behavior.
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Abstract:
Deciding between spatially distributed options is a critical challenge for motile organisms. Most studies of
decision-making focus mainly on the outcome and timing of decisions. However, animal movement during
decision making is often ignored despite the fact that neural representation of space is directly influenced by the
movement of the animal in space (Seelig & Jayaraman, 2015). Further, observing motion in spatial decisionmaking reveals characteristic geometric patterns: On the way to two or more options in space, animals undergo
repeated abrupt transitions, from averaging target directions to excluding one of the remaining options, until only
one remains (Sridhar et al., 2021). To better understand spatial decision-making and the influence of movements on
these decisions, we are working with a combination of computational modeling and behavioral experiments with
Drosophila melanogaster. The mathematical model we use is a spin model, which was originally applied to
describe phase transitions in magnetism. The spin system represents a neuronal ring attractor network, where each
spin represents the collective firing activity of a group of neurons. This very simplified model has the advantage
that we have exact analytical solutions for the observed phase transitions and bifurcation patterns. It also provides
predictions about the change in sensitivity along the trajectory and the distortion of the perceived space. To
complement the theory, we quantitatively analyze the trajectories of freely walking flies as they move to spatially
distributed visual landmarks. For precise control of spatial and temporal parameters, we are currently developing a
virtual reality setup with a tethered fly on a treadmill and the potential to add a microscope for simultaneous neural
recordings.
Seelig, J. D., & Jayaraman, V. (2015). https://doi.org/10.1038/nature14446
Sridhar, V. H., Li, L., Gorbonos, D., Nagy, M., Schell, B. R., Sorochkin, T., Gov, N. S., & Couzin, I. D. (2021).
https://doi.org/10.1073/pnas.2102157118
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Abstract:
Critical periods are specific phases of developmental time associated with high levels of neural plasticity. This
plasticity facilitates the establishment of ‘set points’, which fix the range of activity observed in mature circuits.
Perturbing activity during critical periods can shift this set point, and such shifts have been associated with
disorders including epilepsy, schizophrenia and autism. It is therefore important to understand how these shifts
occur, and how they may be corrected. One of many aspects of this process that the field must understand more
clearly, is whether or not particular types of cells are more important than others for fixing the set point range. We
therefore modelled perturbation of activity during an established critical period of development for the larval
locomotor circuit, in different cell types, using optogenetics. Specifically, we used targeted manipulation of sensory
neurons (mechanosensory chordotonal neurons), interneurons (A27h) and motor neurons (MN1-lb, a.k.a. anterior
corner cell, aCC) to show that the most profound effect on the mature larval nervous system occurred following
perturbation of mechanosensors. Indeed, perturbing activity of proprioceptors during the critical period
significantly decreased inputs to MN1-Ib versus controls. It also increased the mature larval recovery time from
electroshock, in a manner reminiscent of the epilepsy model mutant, bang sensitive (bss). Our future work will
focus on developing this somewhat preliminary finding, by dissecting the mechanisms that explain it.
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Abstract:
Intellectual Disability (ID) and Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) are highly comorbid disorders characterized by
deficits in cognitive functioning and sensory processing. ID and ASD represent major medical and socioeconomic
problems, owing to their high prevalence and lifelong disabilities. Many forms of ID/ASD are caused by mutations
in single genes and are currently untreatable. Although ID and ASD are regarded as neurodevelopmental disorders,
there is very little understanding of whether cognitive impairment originates from ID gene dysregulation during
development or, at least in some syndromes, may result from acute genetic dysfunction throughout life. This
distinction has major clinical implications, because cognitive and sensory problems that result from acutely
dysfunctioning mechanisms have better prospects to respond to intervention.
To overcome this fundamental knowledge gap for a large group of monogenic ID/ASD syndromes, I employ
Drosophila’s powerful genetic toolbox and study cognitive processing using a behavioral readout that relies on
habituation learning. Deficits in habituation - normally causing the reduction in response to a repeated irrelevant
stimulus - are thought to importantly contribute to the cognitive and sensory processing deficits in ID/ASD.
Previously, our lab showed that pan-neuronal knockdown of >30% of 300 ID/ASD Drosophila orthologues lead to
habituation deficits (Fenckova et al., 2019). In these ID/ASD models, I will genetically rescue RNAi-induced gene
knockdown specifically in adulthood using a compound-dependent Gal80-DD/Gal4-UAS approach. I will assess
whether this adult genetic rescue improves the learning deficits in our high-throughput light-off-jump-habituation
paradigm. Supported by mechanistic research (see abstract Van Reijmersdal et al.) and candidate drug testing, I aim
to identify acute genetic regulators of habituation, and thereby identify those ID/ASD syndromes that are most
likely responsive to treatment and should be prioritized for clinical trials.
Ultimately, I hope to challenge the dogma that ID and ASD are untreatable disorders and catapult them into the
therapeutic era.
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Abstract:
Although the environment is 3-dimensional, humans are able to extract subtle information from 2-dimensional
images, particularly in the domain of sex. However, whether animals with simpler nervous systems are capable of
such information extraction remains to be demonstrated, as this ability would suggest a functional generalisation
capacity that is key to survival and reproduction and thus to evolution. Here, we performed mate-copying
experiments in D. melanogaster using 2-D artificial stimuli. Mate copying occurs when naïve females observe the
mating success of potential mates and use that social information to build their own mating preference. By
replacing live demonstrations with (i) photos or (ii) simplified images of copulating pairs, we found that even
crudely simplified images of sexual intercourse still elicit mate copying, suggesting that that insect is able to extract
subtle sex-related information even from a degraded image, suggesting this ability is essential for evolution.
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Abstract:
Drosophila Insulin-Producing Cells (IPCs) produce Drosophila Insulin-like peptides 2 ,-3 and -5 (dilp2, -3 and -5)
with key roles in regulating growth, development, reproduction, lifespan and metabolism. To better understand the
signalling pathways and transcriptional networks that are active in the IPCs we queried publicly available
transcriptomic data of over 180 highly inbred fly lines for dilp expression and used dilp expression as input for
genome-wide association studies (GWAS). This resulted in the identification of variants in 125 genes that were
significantly associated with variation in dilp expression. Most of the genes were identified as being dilp and sexspecific. The function in the IPCs of 57 of these genes was tested using an RNAi-based approach. We found that
IPC-specific depletion of most genes resulted in alterations in dilp expression. The strongest effect was seen upon
knockdown of the transcription factor Homothorax resulting in decreased dilp2 and -3 levels while dilp5 is
upregulated. The Homothorax co-factor, Extradenticle, was then shown to be equally required for regulating dilp
expression. Contrary to the mammalian homologs of Homothorax/Extradenticle, Meis1/PBX1, which regulate
pancreatic insulin expression indirectly via PAX6, Homothorax/Extradenticle depletion leaves IPC levels of the
PAX6 homolog Ey unaltered. We also provide evidence that other transcription factors involved in eye
development are also functional in the IPCs. In conclusion, we demonstrate that GWAS approaches using gene
expression levels as input identify genes that regulate expression directly or indirectly. Using this approach, we
identify novel regulators of IPC function and dilp expression.
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Abstract:
Huntington’s disease (HD) is a neurodegenerative condition caused by the expansion of glutamine (Q) encoding
‘CAG’ repeats in the ITG15 gene. The molecular product of ITG15 is the huntingtin (HTT) protein, which in wildtype arrangements (HTTwt) carries fewer than 36 copies of Q in tandem (polyQ). Conversely, mutated forms
(HTTm) carry an expanded polyQ, which is responsible for misfolding and aggregation of the protein. Neurons,
specifically those in the striatum, cerebral cortex and caudate nucleus, are particularly vulnerable to HTTm,
explaining the motor impairment and cognitive decline observed in HD. Recently it was discovered that the gut
microbiota (GM) can influence host metabolism, inflammation and immune system responses which may play a
role in the onset/progression of brain disorders including neurodegeneration. The GM is a complex ecosystem
characterised by many species of bacteria, viruses and fungi and its composition/functionality can be influenced by
host-related factors as well as exogenous factors (e.g., antibiotic treatment). Here, we have used Drosophila
melanogaster as a model to investigate whether HTTm expression affects the GM and conversely whether
dysbiosis (induced by tetracycline administration) may influence HD-related phenotypes. Tetracycline treatment
did not influence the phenotypes of either HTTwt or HTTm flies compared to untreated controls. Interestingly, we
found a higher abundance of culturable bacteria in gut homogenates of HTTm compared to HTTwt flies. To
further explore potential differences in gut morphology, the SMURF assay was used to investigate gut
permeability. HTTm flies exhibited higher levels of the SMURF phenotype, suggesting dysfunction of the
intestinal barrier - a phenomenon previously associated with ageing and altered metabolism and immunity. In
summary, our study supports an effect of HD on epithelial physiology and GM content possibly caused by a
dysregulation of immune responses.
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The cellular architecture of memory modules in Drosophila supports stochastic input
integration
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Abstract:
The ability to associate neutral stimuli with valence information and to store these associations as memories forms
the basis for decision making. To determine the underlying computational principles, we build a realistic
computational model of a central decision module within the Drosophila mushroom body (MB), the fly’s center for
learning and memory. Our model combines the electron microscopy-based architecture of one MB output neuron
(MBON-?3), the synaptic connectivity of its 948 presynaptic Kenyon cells (KCs), and its in vivo membrane
properties obtained from patch-clamp recordings. We show that this neuron is electrotonically compact and that
synaptic input corresponding to simulated odor input robustly drives its spiking behavior. Therefore, sparse
innervation by KCs can efficiently control and modulate MBON activity in response to learning with minimal
requirements on the specificity of synaptic localization. This architecture allows efficient storage of large numbers
of memories using the flexible stochastic connectivity of the circuit.
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Post-transcriptional regulation of transcription factor codes in immature neurons
drives neuronal diversity
ENRIQUEZ Jonathan
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Topic:
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Abstract:
How the vast array of neuronal diversity is generated remains an unsolved problem. We investigated how 29
morphologically distinct leg motoneurons are generated from a single stem cell in Drosophila. We identified 19
transcription factor (TF) codes expressed in immature motoneurons just before their morphological differentiation.
Using genetic manipulations and a novel computational tool, we demonstrated that the TF codes are progressively
established in immature motoneurons according to their birth order. Comparing RNA and protein expression
patterns of multiple TFs revealed that post-transcriptional regulation plays an essential role in shaping these TF
codes. Two known RNA binding proteins, Imp and Syp, expressed in opposing gradients in immature
motoneurons, control the translation of multiple TFs. The varying sensitivity of TF mRNAs to the opposing
gradients of Imp and Syp in immature motoneurons decrypts these gradients into distinct TF codes, establishing the
connectome between motoneuron axons and their target muscles
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Day length modulation on the neuronal transcriptome of Drosophila melanogaster
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Abstract:
Most organisms anticipate daily recurring environmental changes, such as day length, temperature and food
availability via behavioral and physiological variations like neurological, metabolic, endocrine, immune and sleepwake cycles. This relies on organism’s genetically encoded endogenous clock. The Drosophila master clock in the
brain is split anatomically into lateral, dorsal and lateral-posterior neurons. The other peripheral tissues include the
fly eyes, kidney, fat body and gut. The circadian clock is affected by changing day length and to investigate this
effect on neuronal transcriptome, we exposed wild-type D. melanogaster flies to long and short day (photoperiod-L:D- 8:16 and 16:8) and harvested the l-LNvs (a cluster of clock neurons). We found a total of 8400 genes that
were differentially expressed. Additionally, 1929 transcripts were rhythmically cycling in both the photoperiods.
Further, we identified 79 genes that are either differentially expressed or differentially rhythmic in a photoperiodic
manner. These candidate genes are implicated in temperature perception, oxidative stress, metabolism and
circadian phenotypes. Further, the aim of the study is to characterize the spatial-temporal expression pattern and
function of these clock controlled genes modulated by photoperiod in fly brain and other peripheral tissues.
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The impact of diet composition on a model of Alzheimer disease
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Abstract:
Alzheimer disease is the most frequent neurodegenerative disease, with 7.7 million new cases diagnosed each year.
Most patients are sporadic cases and thus, environmental conditions during lifetime seem to play an important part
in the development of this disease. Amongst many factors that might contribute to the emergence of this pathology,
we decided to investigate the specific impact of diet composition on behavioral deficits related to Alzheimer
disease during adulthood.
Previous studies have shown that caloric restriction provides a neuroprotective effect and might be beneficial to
limit the development of Alzheimer disease. Caloric restriction is often achieved by reducing sugar and fat intake,
thus changing the ratio of protein to fat or protein to carbohydrate in the diet. Herein, we have addressed whether a
variation in macronutrient composition would show a protective or a deleterious effect on the behavioral
consequences of Alzheimer disease. To do so, we study how Drosophila melanogaster behavior is affected by diet
composition when expressing the human A?42 aggregative peptide involved in the disease, in the nervous system
of fruit flies. Experiments on memory and locomotor activity are underway.
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Investigating Specific Timings of a Drosophila Locomotor Critical Period
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Abstract:
During early development, the emerging CNS exhibits windows of heightened plasticity known as critical periods.
During these ‘windows’, neuron and network properties are seemingly highly susceptible to changes in activity
leading to enduring alterations in both network structure and function. In normal development, critical periods are
believed to ensure optimal neural circuit maturation to produce a fixed organised circuitry suitable for adult
behaviours. The transition from a plastic to a fixed state produces an optimal baseline of neural activity possibly
with the advantage of fixing specific functional properties meaning that circuit maintenance can be reduced, thus
conserving energy.
It has long been known that perturbations during a critical period can become “locked-in” thus persisting once the
window has closed. By contrast, the same disturbances have lesser effect outside of a critical period. The
mechanisms underlying critical periods have not been fully explored, including the extent of their rigidity and the
timing with which they occur. Using Drosophila as a model organism, neuronal activity was manipulated during an
established locomotor system critical period (17-19 hours after egg laying), and at other times during early larval
life to investigate potential recovery and/or recurring plasticity windows.
Here, evidence is presented that increasing neuronal activity, during the locomotor critical period is sufficient to
destabilise the mature network, producing a seizure phenotype in response to electroshock. This same effect was
observed with activity-manipulation during first instar, indicative that long lasting changes can be produced outside
of this established critical period. Following this, data will be presented to shed light on the rigidity of the critical
period.
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A quantitative model of sporadic axonal degeneration in the Drosophila visual system
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Abstract:
In human neurodegenerative diseases, neurons undergo axonal degeneration months to years before they die.
Therefore, for potential intervention and to better understand the early phases of neurodegeneration, defining the
initiation of axon damage is of great importance. Invertebrate models, including Drosophila, have greatly
contributed to our understanding of neurodegenerative disorders. However, these models often rely on genetic
manipulation of Drosophila orthologues of human neurodegenerative disease proteins or on transgenic expression
of human proteins linked to familial neurodegenerative diseases. Nonetheless, the vast majority of cases of
neurodegenerative diseases do not have a clear familial history; they are thought to be sporadic, whereby ageing
represents a major risk factor. Here, we developed a system modelling early degenerative events in Drosophila
adult photoreceptor cells. Thanks to the stereotypy of their axonal projections, this system delivers quantitative data
on sporadic and progressive axonal degeneration of photoreceptors. Using this method, we show that exposure of
adult flies to a constant light stimulation for several days overcame the intrinsic resilience of R7 photoreceptors and
led to progressive axonal degeneration. We furthermore provide evidence that loss of synaptic integrity between R7
and a postsynaptic partner preceded axonal degeneration, thus recapitulating features of human neurodegenerative
diseases. This model can be used to dissect cellular circuit mechanisms involved in the early events of axonal
degeneration, allowing for a better understanding of how neurons cope with stress and lose their resilience
capacities.
*Shared authorship
#Corresponding authors
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Identification of new regulators of the NetB pathway in Drosophila brain laterality
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Abstract:
The origin of left-right (LR) asymmetry of the brain remain largely unknown despite observations suggesting an
essential role in cognitive functions. Better understanding brain laterality therefore represents a major goal. To this
end, our team developed a new model in Drosophila, using the asymmetrical bodies (AB) as a readout. AB are a
pair of neuropils that are part of the central complex region of the brain. AB have a right-biased morphological and
molecular asymmetry in 95% of wild-type flies (ASYM phenotype), while the remaining 5% are symmetrical
(SYM phenotype). We recently identified the NetB pathway genes as central to establish AB asymmetry. One key
finding is that NetrinB ligand (NetB) has a unilateral activity specifically on the right side to control neural
projections into the right AB. In NetB mutants, the brain becomes fully symmetrical. To identify the mechanisms
controlling this lateralized NetB activity, the aim of my PhD is to screen and characterize potential transcriptional
and post-transcriptional NetB regulators. This work will shed new light on the symmetry breaking events taking
place during Drosophila brain development and will allow the characterization of new genes controlling neuronal
lateralization.
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Sulfiredoxin-1: reducing in nature, increasing in relevance
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Abstract:
Reactive oxygen species (ROS) are a byproduct of cellular respiration. ROS interact with macromolecules to
damage cellular components, but also modulate signalling pathways important for neuron function and synapse
architecture. Enzymatic and molecular defence mechanisms prevent the accumulation of ROS and a state of
‘oxidative stress’ that features in the pathology of many neurodegenerative diseases. Sulfiredoxin-1 (Srxn1), the
focus of my research, is an enzyme involved in maintaining ROS homeostasis. It recycles a class of Peroxiredoxin
(Prx) sulfinic acid functional groups (SOOH) to sulfenic acids (SOH) in an ATP-dependent process. Recent work
suggests Srxn1 has additional substrates, besides Prx. Among these putative substrates is DJ-1, a multi-functional
protein implicated in ROS-detection in neurons, and Rab10. We aim to elucidate the physiological relevance of
Srxn1 to nervous system function using Drosophila melanogaster and cell cultures.
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Binocular Vision in the Fruit Fly
MCMANUS James
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Topic: Neural Circuits & Synapses
Key words:
Abstract:
Deconstructing a complex, three-dimensional world from the information that reaches our sensory organs can lead
to ambiguity, error, and an information-poor representation. Animals can improve the information-content of their
sensory input by actively sensing the world around them, and by extracting data from their environment from
different perspectives. Previously, there has been behavioural evidence suggesting flies respond differently to 3dimensional objects. Here we expand on this, presenting the neural evidence for the fruit fly's ability to perceive
and respond to 3-dimensional cues.
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Acoustic rejection behavior in immature Drosophila virgin females
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Abstract:
Optimizing reproductive success is imperative for every organism. In most animal species, the female is
performing mate choice as a result of a higher investment in offspring production, while the male is competing with
others, seeking to maximize its own. The female chooses her mating partners based on the male’s quality and her
internal state of fertility, by rejecting unnecessary matings to avoid its costs. In insects, futile copulations can be
dangerous for the female in terms of predation, damages and harmful effects of seminal fluid.
In Drosophila, mature females mostly reject courting males by decamping or extruding their ovipositor. Immature
virgins flick their wings, causing what has been called “rejection sounds”. This behavior has been mentioned many
times in review literature, but only few aspects of it have been briefly characterized (Paillette et al., 1991
Bioacoustics 3, 247). Preliminary experiments in our laboratory showed that the acoustic properties of virgin
rejection sounds are distinct from male courtship song and similar to sounds during male-male aggression and male
rejection in response to another male’s courtship. Here, we are interested in exploring main open questions
regarding immature virgin rejection sounds. Which sensory aspects of male courtship elicit rejection sounds? Do
rejection sounds have an influence on male behavior? Which neuronal circuits control the generation of rejection
sounds? How does maturation influence generation of rejection sounds?
We plan to study those questions by testing the effect of age and isolation on immature females. We will also probe
if this behavior is triggered in presence of a wingless male, and in absence of male while courtship song is being
played. To go further, since the female rarely expresses this behavior when older, we plan on studying neuronal
inputs involved in female receptivity that might be changing upon maturation of the individual.
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Developmental patterns of the Drosophila visual projection neurons
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Abstract:
The Drosophila visual system is a powerful model for studying diverse aspects of neural circuit development. It is
comprised of four neuropils, each essential for processing various visual stimuli. Projection neurons in the lobula
(the lobula columnar neurons-LCNs), are thought to integrate different visual cues, send that information to the
central brain leading to specific behavioral outputs in response to these stimuli. LCNs comprise ~20 morphological
and functional subtypes. Interestingly, each LCN subtype forms a highly specific, neighboring yet non-overlapping
synaptic domain in the brain called optic glomeruli. While there have been functional investigations of several
LCN circuits, we know very little about how these are established. We screened Janelia Gal4, split-Gal4 and
MiMIC lines to identity driver lines that are expressed in specific LCNs throughout development. We visualized
axonal and dendritic growth using ;10xUASmyr::GFP; reporter line. To address wiring specificity, we analyzed
transcriptomic data using scRNA-Seq to identify LCN specific markers. We identified a population of LCNs at
larval stages of the optic lobe, which express the transcription factors toy and acj6. Our results indicate that they
belong to three LCN subtypes previously identified to encode looming and the onset of edge. The high specificity
of expression in this line provides an ideal tool for further developmental characterization of these neurons, as well
as to understand how their highly precise patterns of axon-target matching occurs during development
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Abstract:
Neurite pruning and regrowth are important mechanisms to adapt the nervous system to distinct developmental
stages. Neurite regrowth after pruning often depends on differential regulation of growth signaling pathways, but
their precise mechanisms of action during regrowth are unclear. We found that PI3K/TORC1 signalling is required
for dendrite regrowth after pruning in Drosophila peripheral neurons during metamorphosis. TORC1 impinges on
translation initiation, and our analysis of candidate 5' untranslated regions (UTRs) of cytoskeletal remodeling factor
mRNAs suggests that TOR stimulates the translation of regrowth over pruning factors. Furthermore, we find that
dendrite regrowth also requires the GTPase RalA and the exocyst complex, regulators of polarised secretion, and
we provide evidence that the 5'UTRs of secretion factor mRNAs are also regulated by TOR. We propose that
TORC1 coordinates dendrite regrowth after pruning by stimulating the translation of regrowth factors involved in
cytoskeletal regulation and secretion.
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Abstract:
In the life cycle of Drosophila flies, we can distinguish two main feeding stages with different objectives and
nutritional needs. The larva feeds mainly to grow and accumulate resources while the adult needs nutrients to
survive and reproduce. Adult D. melanogaster flies prefer to feed and lay eggs on protein-rich overripe fruits. These
make a good feeding substrate for the larvae. Conversely, while D. suzukii adult flies also feed on overripe fruit,
they are physically and behaviorally adapted to lay eggs on ripening fruits, which are harder and have a high sugarprotein ratio. D. suzukii larvae have to face the harsh nutritional landscape that has resulted from this novel adult
behavior. How do they do it? How have their nutritional needs, their behavior and their physiology adapted to the
shift in adult ecology?
I am addressing these questions at different levels; the nutritional composition of host fruits, the larval behavior,
and the larval physiology.
Our results indicate that the environment in which D. suzukii larvae develop is not homogeneous through time . It
starts out as protein-poor environment, in which D. melanogaster larvae cannot survive. As the D. suzukii larvae
process it, the protein content of the fruit increases. Their presence and activity also stimulates fermentation of the
fruit. By the time the larvae reach the late stages, the feeding substrate has become rich in proteins, enough to
sustain D. melanogaster development. D. suzuki first instar larvae innately prefer the protein rich substrate already
processed by other larvae within a fruit. A mix of three volatiles from this substrate applied to untouched fruits is
enough to attract the larvae to it. We are further exploring these behaviors, and are addressing how larval
physiology deals with the composition of the medium before they modify it.
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Remodeling of circadian pacemaker projections, not merely a neuronal tale.
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Abstract:
Rhythmic rest-activity cycles are controlled by an endogenous clock. In Drosophila, this clock resides in about 150
neurons organized in clusters whose hierarchy changes in response to environmental conditions. The concerted
activity of the circadian network is necessary for the adaptive responses to synchronizing environmental stimuli.
To improve the understanding about the communication among different circadian clusters we carried out a missexpression screen in the Lateral Neurons ventral (LNvs). This approach uncovered a role in period determination
for the BMP signaling pathway, a highly conserved retrograde pathway that influences synaptic connectivity
through transcriptional control. Further experiments showed that most subsets of circadian neurons express a single
ligand, activin b, while the LNvs express different combinations, particularly, decapentaplegic (dpp). Functional
experiments, on the other hand, show that astrocytes in the adult brain express maverick (mav).
We next explored the contribution of ligands released from specific subsets of clock neurons and neighboring glia.
Modulation of DPP levels (i.e., adult specific expression or knock down) alters behavioral period and rhythmicity
underscoring this ligand per se conveys time-of-day relevant information; interestingly, the phenotype is largely
dependent upon the specific cluster from which it is released.
On the other hand, DPP deregulation in the large or small LNvs or MAV knock down in astrocytes impaired
circadian remodeling of small LNvs axonal terminals. These findings open the provocative possibility that the BMP
pathway is recruited to strengthen/ reduce the connectivity among specific circadian clusters and thus modulate
their contribution to the circadian network.
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Abstract:
In the fly, activity of dopaminergic neurons shapes various behavioral and internal states, the sleep/wake cycle and
is instrumental for associative learning. Most of Drosophila’s dopaminergic neurons project to the mushroom
bodies, a higher order brain center essential for olfactory learning and memory. Here, to promote olfactory
learning, dopaminergic signaling drives synaptic plasticity to alter the synaptic weights between the mushroom
body neurons and their postsynaptic partners. While it is known that dopaminergic neurons receive input from
various neural structures, it is unclear whether they directly communicate with each other. Therefore, we
investigated dopaminergic signaling within dopaminergic neurons of the Mushroom Bodies. Using focal dopamine
injections and the genetically encoded voltage indicator ArcLight, we demonstrate that applying dopamine
dendritically hyperpolarizes dopaminergic neurons. Moreover, we provide evidence that this signaling cascade is
mediated by the receptor Dop2R, which likely interacts with a G protein coupled inwardly rectifying potassium
channel. Our results are comparable to mammalian Dop2R autoreceptor signaling. Given this similarity and the
role of dopaminergic neurons in the fly mushroom bodies, Dop2R signaling likely regulates reward driven behavior
and locomotion.
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Abstract:
Retinal basal glia (RBG) is a group of glia that migrates from the optic stalk into the third instar larval eye disc
while the photoreceptor cells (PR) are differentiating. The RBGs are grouped into three major classes based on
molecular and morphological characteristics: surface glia (SG), wrapping glia (WG) and carpet glia (CG). The SGs
migrate and divide. The WGs are postmitotic and wraps PR axons. The CGs have giant nucleus and extensive
membrane extension that each covers half of the eye disc. In this study, we used lineage tracing methods to
determine the lineage relationships among these glia subtypes and the temporal profile of the lineage decisions for
RBG development. We found that the CG lineage segregated from the other RBG very early in the embryonic
stage. It has been proposed that the SGs migrate under the CG membrane, which prevented SGs from contacting
with the PR axons lying above the CG membrane. Upon passing the front of the CG membrane, which is slightly
behind the morphogenetic furrow that marks the front of PR differentiation, the migrating SG contact the nascent
PR axon, which in turn release FGF to induce SGs’ differentiation into WG. Interestingly, we found that SGs are
equally distributed apical and basal to the CG membrane, so that the apical SGs are not prevented from contacting
PR axons by CG membrane. Clonal analysis reveals that the apical and basal RBG are derived from distinct
lineages determined before they enter the eye disc. Moreover, the basal SG lack the competence to respond to
FGFR signaling, preventing its differentiation into WG. Our findings suggest that this novel glia-to-glia
differentiation is both dependent on early lineage decision and on a yet unidentified regulatory mechanism, which
can provide spatiotemporal coordination of WG differentiation with the progressive differentiation of photoreceptor
neurons.
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Abstract:
GABAergic signaling shapes multiple aspects of Drosophila courtship motor behavior
Bijayalaxmi Swain1,2 Stella S. Nolte1, Hoger Amin1, Peter Kerwin, Francesca Barbieri and Anne C. von
Philipsborn1,2
1 Danish Research Institute of Translational Neuroscience (DANDRITE), Aarhus University, DK-8000 Aarhus C,
Denmark
Male Drosophila melanogaster integrate visual, gustatory, and olfactory stimuli from a receptive female to
coordinate their courtship behavior that includes a structured courtship song, produced by unilateral wing vibration.
The male courtship song serves as a genetically tractable model for investigating how neuronal circuits produce
highly patterned motor output. Courtship song consists of sine song (a sinusoidal hum) and trains of pulses spaced
an interval of about 35 ms. Conspecific male song is important for female receptivity, as wingless or otherwise
muted males have a very low short term mating success.
Several motor neurons and premotor interneurons have been identified that are important for the rhythmic structure
courtship song, but the genetic and neuronal control of song pattern generation is not yet fully understood.
By using RNAi screening, we identified the GABA (?-aminobutyric acid) inhibition as important for singing
behavior and song patterning. Knockdown of the GABA synthesis enzyme GAD-1 or the ionotropic GABA
receptor Rdl in neurons expressing the male specific sex-determination factor FruitlessM leads to bilateral wing
usage, loss of sine song and polycyclic pulse song. In playback experiments, we show that this altered song is very
inefficient in stimulating the receptivity of virgin females. Candidate neuronal types mediating these phenotypes
are located in the ventral nerve cord. Currently, we are employing the split GAL4 system to characterize in detail
these neuronal types as well as their synaptic partners.
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Abstract:
Charcot Marie-Tooth peripheral neuropathy (CMT) is the most common monogenic neuromuscular disorder, with
over 300 000 affected individuals in Europe alone. CMT is characterized by progressive degeneration of peripheral
motor and sensory axons, leading to muscle wasting and sensory loss, most prominently in hands and feet.
Interestingly, distinct mutations in six different aminoacyl tRNA synthetases (aaRS) have been linked to CMT,
suggesting a common pathogenic mechanism. Remarkably, not all mutations affect the canonical function of these
proteins, which is to covalently link amino acids to their corresponding tRNA (tRNA aminoacylation).
Studies on previously generated Drosophila melanogaster models of aaRS-associated CMT, based on
overexpression of the human CMT-mutant glycyl-tRNA synthetase (GlyRS) proteins suggested a toxic gain-offunction mechanism. We could recently show that the mutant GlyRS proteins sequester tRNAGly, reducing the
available pool of tRNAGly and leading to ribosome stalling on glycine codons (Zuko and Mallik et al, 2021,
Science; Niehues et al, 2015, Nature Communications). However, it remains unclear whether this is the sole
underlying mechanism, or whether a dominant-negative loss-of-function may constitute an alternative or additional
pathogenic mechanism.
To address this question, we have focused our research on six different CMT-associated mutations in GlyRS and
tyrosyl-tRNA synthetase (TyrRS). In a dominant negative loss-of-function mechanism, overexpression of the
endogenous wild-type aaRS is expected to rescue the peripheral neuropathy phenotypes. Surprisingly, we found a
partial rescue for some mutations in GlyRS and TyrRS in motor neurons, independent of their aminoacylation
activity. Interestingly, in sensory neurons all mutations only displayed a toxic gain-of-function mechanism.
Taken together, we now have accumulating evidence that various mutations in the same gene may result in
peripheral neuropathy through different molecular mechanisms, and might even deploy disparate mechanisms
depending on the affected cell type, a novel paradigm that might also apply to other monogenic neuromuscular
disorders.
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Abstract:
Homeostatic plasticity stabilizes neural circuit function by allowing neurons to compensate for activity
perturbations and variability. We recently showed that in the Drosophila mushroom body, Kenyon cells adapt to
excess global inhibition by increasing their activity. In addition, our computational models predict that adjusting
the excitability of Kenyon cells on a cell-by-cell basis to equalize their average activity would improve their sparse
odour coding and thereby enhance the network’s ability to discriminate between odours. However, it remains
unclear whether single Kenyon cells adapt cell-autonomously to activity perturbations. Here, we test this by
artificially activating single Kenyon cells using the heat- activated cation channel TrpA. We find that in flies heated
for 4 d, TrpA-expressing Kenyon cells have fewer claws (dendritic input sites) than control Kenyon cells. We
propose that this morphological change compensates for increased activity by reducing the number of projection
neuron inputs the cell receives and thereby decreasing Kenyon cell activity. We are currently investigating whether
excess Kenyon cell activity also weakens projection neuron inputs. Our results suggest that morphological
adaptation contributes to activity-dependent homeostatic plasticity of single Kenyon cells and may contribute to
sparse coding in the mushroom body.
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Abstract:
Animals perform innate foraging behaviors in response to attractive odors in the environment. These innate
behaviors are plastic via both immediate changes in internal state and long-term developmental changes. How these
behavioral changes are orchestrated within the brain is poorly understood. To examine how development can lead
to shifts in innate behaviors, we examined olfactory behaviors in Drosophila melanogaster larvae before and after
wandering using a simple attractive chemotaxis assay. Before wandering, larvae live in the food media and eat
constantly, but a few hours before pupation they leave the food and wander up the vials to pupate. Larvae tested at
the L3 stage were strongly attracted to food odors, but wandering larvae were significantly less attracted. Our data
supports the hypothesis that wandering larvae are much less strongly attracted to food odors, which could partially
explain wandering behavior. To examine the potential mechanisms underlying this behavioral shift, we knocked
down all the known hormone receptors in all neurons in the Drosophila brain, and examined their effects on this
developmental shift in olfactory chemotaxis behavior. We find that while many receptor knockdowns have unique
effects on developmental progression of the larvae, they generally have little effect on the reduction in attraction to
food odors of wandering larvae. This suggests either a non-neuronal or non-hormonal mechanism drives these
changes in olfactory behaviors in wandering larvae.
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Abstract:
During development, dendrites must acquire their size and shape, find their input partners, form synaptic
connections with them, as well as express and localize the correct receptors for each synapse. How the cellular
dendritic environment regulates these processes is poorly understood when compared to our knowledge of intrinsic
factors.
To address this, we studied the development of direction sensitive T4 neurons in the fly optic lobe. Their dendrites
are asymmetric and subdivided into three synaptic compartments. The base of the dendrites connects with
GABAergic neurons, the middle with cholinergic neurons and the distal section with glutamatergic neurons. This
precise spatial arrangement of synaptic connections is essential for the direction sensitivity of T4 neurons.
There are four T4 subtypes, which are sensitive to motion in the four cardinal directions. Their dendrites are
oriented in the opposite direction of their preferred motion. For each medulla column there is one T4 cell of each
subtype, but they span about 8 columns. Therefore, T4 dendrites of the same and the other subtypes do not tile but
highly overlap. In every column, the dendrites must connect only to the unicolumnar input neurons which fit the
dendrite compartment. Since T4 dendrites of all subtypes also grow simultaneously, this dense environment might
influence their growth or induce competition for synapse formation.
We are currently investigating the role of T4-T4 interactions on the development of the dendritic size, orientation
and compartmentalization but also synapse number and localization. We designed a genetic tool, ‘Flp2Rescue’, to
kill surrounding T4 neurons and leave solitary growing dendrites. To visualize synapses we use recently developed
lines for tagging neurotransmitter receptors. Our preliminary findings suggest an intrinsic regulation of T4 dendritic
orientation as well as dendrite compartmentalization, but an influence of surrounding T4 cells on dendritic size and
synaptic connections.
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Abstract:
Microtubules (MTs) are essential protein polymers with a far-reaching spectrum of tasks throughout neuronal
development. Malfunction of MTs or of interacting proteins and regulators can lead to severe diseases like
Lissencephaly or progressive neurodegeneration. To identify the molecular mechanisms controlling stabilization
and organization of MTs in neurons, we performed an UAS-Gal4 mediated RNAi screen in Drosophila
melanogaster, combined with immunohistochemical assays for neuromuscular junction (NMJ) phenotypes. In this
screen, we uncovered a yet unknown role of the Ubiquitin-proteasome system (UPS) for the control of synaptic
microtubule abundance.
Impairing specific steps of the UPS pathway led to a severe increase of MTs and microtubule-associated proteins
like Futsch/Map1B at the NMJ. As a consequence, several growth parameters including synaptic bouton
organization were perturbed at these NMJs. All phenotypes could be successfully rescued by the expression of wild
type variants of affected UPS proteins in mutant animals. Our results highlight the importance of MT organization
and function at the Drosophila NMJ and provide insights into the role of the UPS system for MT regulation. We
now aim to further clarify the mechanisms involved in MT regulation via genetic interaction screens and proteomic
approaches and by applying super-resolution microscopy.
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Abstract:
Epilepsy is characterized by recurrent unprovoked seizures and occurs in a large number of neurodevelopmental
disorders. Mutations in more than a hundred genes have been identified that underlie these disorders, but the
associated pathogenic mechanisms remain largely unknown. Gene co-expression network (GCN) analysis has
already identified the first pro-convulsant gene networks and follow-up experimental work revealed a shared
mechanism among these genetically heterogeneous epilepsies. Therefore, there is great potential and need to
generate a pipeline for predicting and validating GCNs, and for making use of such predictions to develop
treatment options.
To make experimental validation feasible and maximize translational validity of preclinical findings, we
established a two-step approach and applied it to a previously reported human brain microarray-based GCN of 320
genes enriched in monogenic causes of epilepsy. We first narrowed down the number of genes to a co-expression
module of 26 genes by a nested GCN analysis that makes use of Drosophila whole-brain single-cell RNAsequencing data, to increase accuracy and ensure evolutionary conservation of functional modules. In order to test
whether individual genetic ablation in neurons alters susceptibility to seizure-like behavior, we then generated
Drosophila pan-neuronal knockdown models for most of these 26 genes. In approximately 60% of our models, panneuronal knockdown resulted in seizure-like behaviors in either mechanical or heat induction assays. Based on
these results and the functions of candidate genes, pairwise knockdown models were established to understand
whether and how genes interact with each other, and their susceptibility to seizure-like behavior is being tested.
We expect our approach to identify and validate shared neuronal mechanisms in epilepsies and provide treatment
options in the fight against drug resistance, with a potential impact on patients and healthcare. Moreover, it could
be applied to validated disease networks more widely.
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Abstract:
Neurons establish precise synaptic connectivity patterns that underlie circuit function.
In the Drosophila optic lobe, four subtypes of T4/T5 neurons detect motion direction in each of the four cardinal
directions. To compute directional motion, each T4 dendrite innervates the Medulla neuropile M10 layer, where it
spans ~8 neuropile columns, each sampling information from the visual space in a retinotopic manner. In each
column, a T4 dendrite preferentially synapses with a different type of motion blind pre-synaptic neuron. The
orientation of each dendritic arbour correlates with its own directional tuning, suggesting that dendrite orientation
establishes direction selectivity by defining the arrangement of connections to the pre-synaptic inputs. When
characterizing the growth of T4 dendritic arbours during development, we found that each T4 subtype shows
preferential directional growth in its final orientation. Departing from available scRNAseq datasets, we are
currently screening for molecular players regulating T4’s dendritic directional growth, and asking how changes in
dendritic growth impinge on the establishment of T4 synaptic connectivity.
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Abstract:
Anaplastic lymphoma Kinase (ALK) is a receptor tyrosine kinase that is implicated in various human cancers
including neuroblastoma and lung cancer. In Drosophila, Alk is expressed in the developing embryonic visceral
mesoderm, CNS and at neuromuscular junctions. Numerous roles for Alk have been described in the CNS, but the
molecular details are poorly understood. To gain mechanistic insight, we set out to identify transcriptional targets
of Alk signalling in the larval CNS using the transcriptional profiling technique known as Targeted DamID (TaDa).
TaDa was employed in larval CNS tissues, while simultaneously genetically manipulating Alk signalling output.
Analysis of the resulting TaDa datasets identified transcriptional regulation of genes expressed in neuroendocrine
cell clusters by Alk. Further integration with bulk/scRNA-seq and protein datasets from larval brains in which Alk
signalling was manipulated, identified a previously uncharacterized Drosophila neuropeptide encoded by CG4577,
which we named Sparkly (Spar). To further characterize Spar, we generated anti-Spar antibodies showing that Spar
is expressed in a subset of Alk-positive neuroendocrine cells in the developing larval CNS. In agreement with our
TaDa analysis, inhibition of Alk signalling with a dominant-negative Alk transgene led to decreased Spar protein
levels, while overexpression of the Drosophila Alk ligand Jeb resulted in increased levels of Spar protein in the
larval CNS. The molecular function of Spar in the context of Alk signalling in Drosophila larval CNS is being
studied in detail and these findings will be presented. Our findings of a novel role for Alk in regulation of
endocrine function in Drosophila are in agreement with the previously reported role of Alk in the hypothalamicpituitary-gonadal axis in mice (Witek et al., 2015). Taken together, our findings suggest an evolutionarily
conserved role of Alk signalling in the regulation of neuroendocrine function.
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Abstract:
Understanding the transcriptional and molecular mechanisms that generate neuronal diversity is a central goal of
neurobiology. Although we understand the transcriptional mechanism that act during neuroprogenitor division to
specify the fate on neuronal progenies, the developmental programs that act downstream of fate specification in
differentiating neurons remain largely unknown.
In the fly optic lobes, visual motion direction sensing T4/T5 neurons share a common developmental origin,
physiological function, and general morphology, but differ in their specific wiring arrangements, making them well
suited to studies into the genetic programs of neuronal specification and circuit development.
During development, neuroprogenitors divide to produce sibling T4 and T5 neurons. T4/T5 neurons arborize their
dendrites in the Medulla (T4) and Lobula (T5), and converge their axons in the Lobula Plate neuropile.
In this project, we aim to identify the gene regulatory networks that control the differentiation of T4 and T5
neurons by focusing on the transcription factor networks regulating their differential neuropile targeting.
For this we profiled the transcriptome of early born T4/T5 neurons using scRNAseq. We identified two sets
transcription factors with distinct temporal expression patterns, in addition to potential downstream molecular
effectors. The first set consists ~8 transcription factors commonly expressed in all T4/T5 from birth to the adult,
with only one transcription factor (TfAP-2) exclusive to one neural type (T4) but not the other (T5). The second set
consists of cell type specific transcription factors with restricted temporal expression in newborn T4s or T5s, when
the neurons target the neuropiles.
We are using gene expression manipulations, single cell clonal analysis and available scATAC datasets to
understand how the activity of these two tiers of transcription factors coordinates fate specification and neuronal
differentiation in postmitotic neurons.
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Abstract:
A common feature of the central nervous system architecture, conserved across vertebrates and invertebrates, is the
segregation of functionally related synapses to well-defined layers. How these layered networks of synaptic
connections are produced during development remains poorly understood
In the fly optic lobe, the visual motion direction sensitive T4 and T5 neurons exist in four subtypes, each tuned to
one of the four cardinal directions of visual motion. All T4/T5 neurons with the same directional selectivity project
their axons to the same layer of the Lobula plate (LoP) neuropile, producing four layers, each tuned for motion in
one of the cardinal directions: layer a, front-to-back; layer b, back-to-front, layer c, upward; layer d, downward.
The small number of layers and reduced number of neuronal types innervating the LoP, make it particularly
amenable to study the cellular interactions and molecular determinants that segregate axonal projection to discrete
ganglion layers. To identify molecular determinants that instruct T4/T5 axonal segregation into four layers, we
queried our own and other available single cell RNAseq datasets of developing T4/T5 neurons to identify Cell
Surface Proteins (CSP) with T4 or T5 subtype specific expression. Departing from this dataset, we performed an
RNAi screen for ~30 of these genes and identified members of the beat and side family (Immunoglobulin
Superfamily domain) with T4 or T5 subtype specific expression. We found that, the downregulation of individual
CSP in a specific T4/T5 subtype is sufficient to disrupt T4/T5 axonal segregation and LoP layer assembly.
Departing from these results we are currently asking how CSPs in T4/T5 neurons sustain the dynamics of axonal
innervation between T4/T5 axons and their synaptic partners in the LoP, to understand how cell type specific
molecular programs support cellular interactions for circuit assembly.
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Abstract:
The inner workings of the brain have challenged scientists for decades. The reduced numerical complexity of the
Drosophila melanogaster larval brain (~12,000 neurons) makes it an ideal model to study the basics of brain
function. Advancements in microscopy, such as the emergence of the Enhanced Focused Ion Beam-Scanning
Electron Microscope (eFIB-SEM), provide unmatched access to the complete set of brain circuits with synaptic
resolution. The availability of the whole brain connectome, of genetic driver lines to monitor and manipulate neural
activity, and of instrumentation for automated behavioural assays, together support an experimental approach to
bridging neural circuits and behaviour to explain how the brain works. On the basis of known, already published
brain circuits, we can now address the challenge of deciphering how synapses are impacted in neurodegenerative
diseases and how such disruptions are expressed as behavioural defects. We have chosen to focus on Parkinson’s
disease (PD), a neurodegenerative disease affecting mainly dopaminergic neurons (DANs) in humans, where it is
suggested that neurites retract preceding neuronal death. As consequence, some phenotypical signatures of this
disease appear, such as tremor and bradykinesia, and furthermore, non-motor impairments affecting sleep, decision
making or memory formation and retrieval. We plan to study PD-associated non-motor behaviours in a Drosophila
larval model of the disease. In particular, we propose to use two Drosophila Parkinson models at second instar
larva, UAS-hLRRK2-G2019S and UAS-?Syn-A53T, expressing Parkinsonian-related mutant proteins in all DANs
after crossing them with a DAN-specific TH-GAL4 line. Of note, dendrite retraction has been reported for neurons
of 3rd instar larvae of UAS-hLRRK2-G2019S, and locomotion impairments have been observed in UAS-?synuclein-A53T larvae. Our goal is to image, with eFIB-SEM, the whole brain volumes of Drosophila larval
models of PD, and to correlate the observed perturbations in synaptic connectivity and circuit structure with the
observed behaviours.
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Abstract:
In human retina the ratio of different subtypes of cone photoreceptors shows considerable variation between
individuals; about 10% of men are colour blind; and, the majority of retina neurodegenerative diseases have a
genetic basis and can also be viewed as natural variants. We set out to ask whether such quantitative and qualitative
variation exists in Drosophila melanogaster. In the fly, the differentiation program of photoreceptor neuron
subtypes, which results in the expression of different Rhodopsins (Rh) culminates in mutually exclusive expression
of blue-sensitive Rh5 and green-sensitive Rh6 in the R8 photoreceptors. Thus, in order to phenotypically “capture”
natural perturbations in most steps of the photoreceptor differentiation we examined Rh5/Rh6 expression in wildderived fly lines. Among ~200 highly inbred and sequenced lines of the Drosophila Genomic Reference Panel, we
identified at least 10 distinct phenotypes, both quantitative and qualitative (e.g. shifts in Rh5-R8 vs. Rh6-R8 ratio,
Rh5/Rh6 co-expression, loss of Rhodopsin expression), that affect approximately 15% of the lines. We identified a
number of genetic variants that cause these phenotypes. Among the affected genes are Rhodopsins themselves as
well as key regulators of photoreceptor differentiation.
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Abstract:
Experience, neuronal activity and long-term memory cause structural changes in neurons. In turn, these could
determine how the brain works, modifying our behaviour, throughout life. Axonal terminals and dendritic trees can
respond differently to neuronal activity, for example, increasing arbour size and synapse number or remodelling
synapses to increase or enhance connectivity, or shrinking arbours to maintain homeostasis. Behavioural adaptation
would require the coordination of structural plasticity across multiple nervous system domains, including sensory,
central and motor. Altogether, these cellular contexts could render the underlying molecular mechanisms rather
complex. In the mammalian brain, neurotrophins are growth factors that can induce experience-dependent
structural synaptic plasticity, via p75NTR and Trk tyrosine-kinase receptors. Drosophila neurotrophins (DNT,
encoded by spz paralogues) bind Toll and kinase-less Trk-like receptors instead, and function in concert to promote
structural synaptic plasticity (Ballard et al, 2014; McLaughlin et al, 2016; Ulian-Benitez et al, 2017). Here, we
investigate the principle underlying how DNTs and Tolls work in the larval nervous system. There are six DNT
ligands and nine Toll receptors, and six out of nine Tolls are expressed in the larval nervous system, in overlapping
but distinct cell types. Different combinations of Tolls are expressed in the larval central nervous system,
chordotonal organs and sensory neurons. This spatial profile suggests that Tolls are organisers of behaviour. Their
distribution could enable different parts of the nervous system to be regulated differently in response to neuronal
activity. In fact, our data suggest that activity-dependent structural plasticity in distinct nervous system domains
requires the release of DNT ligands that activate spatially segregated Toll receptors. This mechanism greatly
simplifies how to regulate structural synaptic plasticity whilst enabling the circuit coordination required for
behaviour.
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Abstract:
Experience-induced protein translation is required for long-term memory (LTM) formation. But how this process is
regulated and how broadly it occurs in neuronal elements of a memory encoding circuit remains unclear. Previous
work has shown that a C-terminal intrinsically disordered domain (cIDR) of Ataxin-2 required for
ribonucleoprotein protein (mRNP) granule assembly plays a key role in long-term olfactory habituation (LTH).
Here we further analyse roles and mechanisms by which Ataxin-2 influences mRNP assemblies, translational
control in different biological and mnemonic systems. Using genetically modified flies in which FLP recombinase
expression can be used to exclude either the entire Atx2 locus or its cIDR, we show that: (a) Ataxin-2 and its cIDR
are required for assembly of “sponge bodies,” ovarian mRNP granules containing IMP, Me31B and Cup, required
for translational control of maternal mRNAs including gurken (b) required for the assembly of related IMP and
Me31B on neuronal granules in vivo. We show that Atx2 is required in Kenyon cells for appetitive long-term
memory (LTM) but not STM and will present additional data addressing related and/or synergistic functions of
Atx2 and other RNP granules components in translational control in neurons required for appetitive LTM and LTH
formation.
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Abstract:
Ecdysis is a critical behavior used by arthropods to shed their old cuticle at the end of each molt. This innate
behavior is controlled through the sequential and complex action of hormones and neuropeptides including the
ETH (Ecdysis triggering hormone) and EH (Eclosion hormone), acting on the central nervous system.
The receptor for EH (EHR) is believed to be encoded by the Drosophila gene, CG10738. Here we show that
epitracheal cells (which express ETH and are direct targets of EH) express CG10738. Furthermore, CG10738 null
mutants do not release ETH in response to an in vitro challenge with synthetic EH, demonstrating that this gene
likely encodes a bona fide EH receptor.
Using immunocytochemistry in combination with EHR-GAL4 and “split GAL4” drivers we found that EHR and
ETHR (ETH receptor) are co-expressed in neurons that express the neuropeptides, EH, CCAP (crustacean
cardioactive peptide), kinin, FMRFamides, MIPs (myoinhibitory peptides), and bursicon, which are known to
participate in the control of ecdysis. EHR is also expressed in motoneurons in addition to many other neurons
whose identity and function at ecdysis is unknown.
To elucidate the role of the EHR-expressing cells, we analyzed the consequences of ablating or silencing them at
different stages of development using UAS-reaper and UAS-Kir2.1, respectively. We found that both
manipulations caused failures at larval ecdysis, similar to the phenotype of Eh and EHR null mutants. Ecdysis
failures were also observed at pupal ecdysis and at eclosion. Interestingly, activating all EHR cells at eclosion using
UAS-TrpA1 also provoked ecdysis failure, trapping flies inside the puparium. Currently, we are investigating the
role in ecdysis of subsets of EHR-expressing neurons using CRISPR/Cas9 and RNAi to disable the CG10738 gene
in these subsets.
Overall, our results suggest that the EHR-expressing cells play critical functions in ecdysis at all developmental
stages in D. melanogaster.
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Abstract:
Decades of research on the neural control of locomotion provide insight into the architecture of central pattern
generating (CPG) networks. In brief, patterned motor output is typically generated by premotor interneuron
synaptic connections and membrane properties. However, the most prevalent form of animal locomotion,
asynchronous insect flight, comes with specific constraints to CPG architecture. By combining electro- and
optophysiology with Drosophila genetics we demonstrate that coordinated motoneuron (MN) firing does not rely
on patterned activity of premotor interneurons, but instead is shaped by electrical synapses between MNs. This
desynchronizes MN firing to generate specific firing sequences, which are required for stable wing beat
frequencies. Asynchronous flight as employed by >600,000 species requires neuronal firing desynchronization by
electrical synapses.
Asynchronous flight muscles are specialized to generate high mechanical power at fast contraction frequencies
(~100-1000Hz). They do not contract in synchrony with neurogenically controlled cycling of myoplasmic Ca2+,
but rather are stretch activated. However, muscle power is controlled by the CNS, because MN firing at every
~40th wingbeat tunes muscular stretch activatability. Although the MN firing patterns are known in multiple
species, the mechanisms for pattern generation and the resulting function remain unknown.
Each of the 6 wing depressor muscle (DLM) fibers is innervated by one MN. During flight all MNs fire at the same
frequencies, though not simultaneously but in preferred sequences. Common MN firing frequencies result from
shared but unpatterned, excitatory cholinergic input. The specific MN firing sequences are generated by ShakB
mediated weak, non-rectifying, reciprocal electrical synapses between MNs, thus desynchronization firing of
electrically coupled MNs and bypassing pattern generation by premotor interneurons. Both in vivo and in models
knock-down and overexpression of ShakB causes MN firing synchronization. Forced MN firing synchronization by
targeted overexpression of ShakB results in fluctuating wingbeat frequencies, demonstrating that splay state firing
serves even power production.
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Role of redox related genes in the regulation of locomotor sensitization to
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Abstract:
It is well known that prolonged psychostimulants (PS) use cause changes in the redox balance and induces reactive
oxygen species (ROS) accumulation resulting in neuronal dysfunction. However, ROS can facilitate
neuroplasticity, serving as signalling molecules in modulation of gene expression, protein modifications and
formation of new neural circuits. Locomotor sensitization (LS) is a behavioural expression of neuroplasticity,
characterized as an increase in the locomotor response to repeated administrations of PS. LS relates to intense
craving in humans and identifying genes in flies holds big translational potential.
Our aim was to identify redox-related genes important in LS and to explore behavioral consequences of altering
redox balance.
We exposed wt male flies to two doses of volatilized methamphetamine (vMETH) using FlyBong, a highthroughput method for measuring locomotor response to PS. We then compared the brain proteome of flies that
developed LS to ones that did not and to sham treated controls. Of the 288 differentially expressed proteins in LS
flies, for further analysis we chose several targets connected with redox regulation that function as antioxidative
enzymes, ROS producers or redox effectors. In the ongoing genetic screen we are silencing these genes in a tissuespecific manner using UAS/GAL4 binary expression system and testing the ability of transgenic flies to develop LS
to vMETH, in order to define which genes in which brain areas are necessary for the development of LS. To ensure
that effects on LS are drug specific, we test flies for vertical climbing ability, locomotor activity and sleep. This
combined approach resulted in several predicted candidates, such as malic enzyme, catalase, superoxide dismutase
and glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase.
We show involvement of redox-related genes in LS which suggests a possibility of targeting redox pathways for
the therapeutic intervention or prevention of addiction.
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Persistent idiosyncratic behavioral traits in Drosophila melanogaster depend on
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Abstract:
Over the last decade, several behavioral studies using insects or other animal models have demonstrated that
idiosyncratic behavioral traits remain stable over long time periods. The stability of individually variable traits is
often referred to as an animal’s individuality or personality. However, all these studies have focused on individual
variability in a single behavioral context. Yet it is well established from group-based studies that animal behavior is
highly context-dependent. It remains an open question whether individually behavioral traits persist in different
behavioral contexts. For instance, an animal might always behave boldly, or only repeatedly bold in one situation,
whereas acting rather shy in another. To investigate this question over a range of behavioral traits, we designed
several novel behavioral assays, allowing for automated data acquisition and the analysis of the persistence of
behavioral traits under changing environmental contexts like illumination, temperature, and arena shape in both
walking and flying Drosophila melanogaster. We found that some individually variable behavioral traits persist
across different environmental contexts. However, the persistence of behavioral traits varies considerably
depending on which specific environmental parameters are modified. While some behavioral traits like the
motivation to walk correlate firmly across all tested contexts, parameters like walking speed, angular variability, or
handedness persist when altering the temperature and illumination. Still, they are strongly influenced by changing
the arena shape or modality (walking vs. flying). Lastly, we found the persistence or inconsistency of behavioral
traits across different contexts to be independent of either genotype or gender.
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Abstract:
Despite many years of investigation, the biological basis of Magnetoreception is yet to be fully elucidated. The
most popular hypothesis is founded in the electron chemistry of the FAD binding flavoprotein Cryptochrome
(CRY), where light exposure triggers the formation of radicals via electron transfer. Previous work highlights the
importance of the C-terminal (CT) of Drosophila CRY (DmCry) in mediating MF effects, as deletion of this region
renders DmCry insensitive to a MF, despite the presence of the Trp residues which form the canonical radical pair
mechanism. We have previously demonstrated through both behavioural and electrophysiological assays, that
ectopic expression of the terminal 52 amino acids of the DmCry-CT is sufficient to render Drosophila neurons
sensitive to a MF, despite the lack of FAD binding pocket, as well as the Trp residues believed to be essential.
Building on this, we further demonstrate the importance of the CT in magnetosensitivity by making a number of
mutations to key residues and testing these transgenics in our well established assays. A number of protein
interaction sites are present in the DmCRY-CT, and here we show that point mutations in these domains impairs
the signalling of MF effects of both full length DmCRY and just the 52 aa CT fragment, without effecting their
blue light sensitivity. Additionally, we eliminate the possibility that the remaining Trp residue in the CT (aa: 536)
alone is an essential radical partner by substituting the residue for a phenylalanine and demonstrating a persistent
MF sensitivity, albeit weakened, likely through perturbation of signalling caused by structural changes. Thus, here
we suggest that the ability of DmCRY-CT to mediate MF sensitivity may lie in it's role as a signal
amplifier/nucleation point for downstream partners of the magnetoreceptive pathway: perhaps acting to localise key
partners to important cellular compartments such as the plasma membrane.
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Abstract:
Nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NAD+) is an essential coenzyme and cofactor regulating fundamental
biological processes in all cells. Low NAD+ levels are linked to various metabolic and neurological disorders,
which can be partially rescued by dietary supplementation or genetic manipulation that maintain NAD+
homeostasis. However, our understanding of how a decrease in NAD+ mechanistically results in neurodegeneration
is still unknown.
Here, we present a novel Drosophila model to modulate NAD+ homeostasis in photoreceptor neurons. NAD+
levels are lowered with a constitutively active NAD+ hydrolase dSarm that lacks its autoinhibitory ARM domain
(dSarm?ARM), which results in photoreceptor neuron degeneration. Adult flies harbor a striking degenerative
rough-eye phenotype. The sole dietary supplementation with metabolic NAD+ precursors or the modulation of
other NAD+-consuming enzymes results in a partial reversion of the rough-eye phenotype. Likewise, autonomous
genetic manipulations of enzymes involved in NAD+ metabolism also moderately revert the rough-eye phenotype.
We present our preliminary characterization of mutants isolated in a forward genetic screen that fully revert the
rough-eye phenotype. These candidates either stabilize NAD+ homeostasis or suppress neurodegeneration induced
by low NAD+ levels.
Impaired NAD+ flux triggers a broad range of metabolic disorders. Evolutionarily conserved genes identified in
our Drosophila model might provide druggable targets to ensure robust NAD+ homeostasis in mammals.
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A quantitative model of sporadic axonal degeneration in the Drosophila visual system
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Abstract:
In human neurodegenerative diseases, neurons undergo axonal degeneration months to years before they die.
Therefore, for potential intervention and to better understand the early phases of neurodegeneration, defining the
initiation of axon damage is of great importance. Invertebrate models, including Drosophila, have greatly
contributed to our understanding of neurodegenerative disorders. However, these models often rely on genetic
manipulation of Drosophila orthologues of human neurodegenerative disease proteins or on transgenic expression
of human proteins linked to familial neurodegenerative diseases. Nonetheless, the vast majority of cases of
neurodegenerative diseases do not have a clear familial history; they are thought to be sporadic, whereby ageing
represents a major risk factor. Here, we developed a system modelling early degenerative events in Drosophila
adult photoreceptor cells. Thanks to the stereotypy of their axonal projections, this system delivers quantitative data
on sporadic and progressive axonal degeneration of photoreceptors. Using this method, we show that exposure of
adult flies to a constant light stimulation for several days overcame the intrinsic resilience of R7 photoreceptors and
led to progressive axonal degeneration. We furthermore provide evidence that loss of synaptic integrity between R7
and a postsynaptic partner preceded axonal degeneration, thus recapitulating features of human neurodegenerative
diseases. This model can be used to dissect cellular circuit mechanisms involved in the early events of axonal
degeneration, allowing for a better understanding of how neurons cope with stress and lose their resilience
capacities.
*Shared authorship
#Corresponding authors
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Differential stress tolerance in two apparently similar wild-type Drosophila strains
depends on gut microbiota composition and other factors
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Abstract:
Stress responses are regulated by exposure to psychological, environmental, and physical stressors. For animals,
fighting stress is essential for survival in a constantly changing environment. There is growing evidence that the gut
microbiota contributes to host health and fitness by modulating host metabolism and immunity. Alterations or
disorders in the composition of the gut microbiota could promote disease development or be the consequence of
some diseases. The much simpler composition of the gut microbiota of Drosophila melanogaster compared to
mammals makes it a good candidate for studying the role of gut microbiota on host stress responses. Here we
compared the stress tolerance of two apparently similar w1118 Drosophila wild-type lines which, as we found,
have distinct locomotor performance and longevity, and a different gut microbiota community. We observed that
the line with gut microbiota dominated by Acetobacter is much more resistant to starvation and oxidative stress
than flies with gut microbiota dominated by Wolbachia. Interestingly, gut microbiota elimination, obtained by
raising the flies in germ-free conditions, had no effect on the relative starvation resistance of these two lines,
suggesting that other factors are involved, whereas it significantly increased the oxidative stress resistance of flies
with gut microbiota dominated by Wolbachia, but not Acetobacter. Furthermore, we found that flies with gut
microbiota dominated by Acetobacter have higher transcript levels of immune effectors, including antimicrobial
peptides (AMPs) and lysozymes, in the head and the gut, compared to the w1118 flies that have more Wolbachia.
In contrast and unexpectedly, both lines showed similar resistance to bacterial infection. Our results indicate that
the gut microbiota participates in the regulation of stress resilience in flies, in particular resistance to oxidative
stress. However, how individual strains or the entire gut microbiota community interact with Drosophila to mediate
stress resistance remains to be elucidated.
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Adaptation of various Drosophilidae to high-latitudes and a putative link to the
expression pattern of the neuropeptide PDF
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Abstract:
Light is the most potent Zeitgeber for the Drosophila circadian clock. At high latitudes it plays an even more
important role as flies must measure daylength to prepare for changing seasons and adapt their physiology
accordingly. Daylength measuring can be achieved by evaluating the phase difference between two oscillators that
track dawn and dusk, respectively – also called morning (M) and evening (E) oscillators. In the fruit fly Drosophila
melanogaster, such M and E oscillators exist and are well characterized on the neuronal and behavioral level.
We recorded the locomotor activity rhythms of 52 different species of the genera Scaptodrosophila and Drosophila
from different geographical locations in long photoperiods, checked for the presence of M and E activity peaks and
investigated their ability to track dawn and dusk. We found that most species showed M and E activity and that
species that have spread into temperate and boreal regions tracked dawn and dusk better than species that are
restricted to the tropical zones. We then investigated the expression pattern of the neuropeptide PIGMENT
DISPERSING FACTOR (PDF), which seems important for delaying E activity. We observed that high-latitude
species seem to have more PDF-positive terminals in close vicinity to putative E oscillator neurons supporting the
hypothesis that PDF facilitates the adaptation to long photoperiods.
PDF was also found to be important for robust rhythmicity. Several northern species lack PDF in the small
ventrolateral neurons and possess consequently weak circadian clocks. We hypothesized that weak clocks facilitate
clock phase shifting, enabling E activity to track dusk more easily. Here, we found that not all high-latitude species
possess weak clocks and lack PDF in these neurons. Nevertheless, their E activity adapted well to long
photoperiods. We conclude that flies have evolved different ways to adapt to high-latitudes that not always involve
PDF.
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Octopaminergic modulation of dopaminergic neurons during conditioning.
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Abstract:
Memories enable animals and humans to timely adapt behaviour to present circumstances according to past
experience. In Pavlovian conditioning, for instance, animals associate sensory cues with the presence of
punishment or reward. Initial work in Drosophila suggested that dopaminergic neurons signal punishment and
octopaminergic neurons signal reward during conditioning. However, more recent results conclude that rather
distinct sets of dopaminergic neurons provide teaching signals for both reward and punishment to mushroom body
Kenyon cells where the association with odour information takes place. This seems to somehow overturn the
previous functionally separated model (dopamine: bad, octopamine: good) and limits the function of
octopaminergic neurons in reward processing. In line with other studies, we show that octopaminergic neurons are
indeed involved in learning and memory in the Drosophila larva, most probably, however, through the modulation
of dopaminergic neurons. Based on these results, which we obtained by using an optogenetic behavioural approach
combined with Ca2+ imaging, we hypothesize that octopaminergic neurons may orchestrate memory formation
context-dependently by modulating the actual teaching neurons during memory formation and/or recall.
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Abstract:
Light can consist of both vital and life-threatening components. Thus, the ability to respond appropriately to light
signals is crucial for all organisms. To extract as much information as possible, many organisms are equipped with
several photoreceptors that respond specifically to certain light features. The fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster, for
example, possesses seven membrane-localized rhodopsins in addition to the cytoplasmic cryptochrome for light
perception. All these photoreceptors differ in their absorption spectra and in the site of their expression. They also
differ in their molecular and neuronal signaling pathways. In the case of the seventh rhodopsin, RH7, so far none of
these have been fully elucidated. As RH7 differs from the other six rhodopsins in its important gene and protein
motifs, an involvement in the standard phototransduction pathway seems to be unlikely. Behavioral analyses show
that the startle response exhibited by wild-type flies when light is suddenly switched off is absent in the
Rhodopsin7 mutants. Further, Rhodopsin7 mutants appear to be less active in the dark than wild-type flies. While
wild-type flies can shift their activity to the night under extreme conditions (very short days, too high temperatures
during the day, etc.), the Rhodopsin 7 mutant seems to have more difficulties to do so. Moreover, electroretinogram
(ERG) measurements indicate deviations in the ERG waveform in Rhodopsin7 mutants.
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Abstract:
The gut-brain neuropeptide CCHa2 is present in gut enteroendocrine cells, in central brain neurons, but also in the
fat body. Its gut expression is induced by nutrient uptake, and CCHa2 is known to impact feeding, at least in part
via direct activation of dilp cells.
Here, we comprehensively looked at the distribution of CCHa2 in adult flies, and – using anti-CCHa2immunohistochemistry, trans-Tango, Multi-Color-FlipOut and CCHa2-Receptor-GAL4 lines – started to
characterize the signaling pathways of CCHa2 beyond dilp in the central brain.
Additionally, we tested newly created CCHa2 mutants with complete ORF knockouts in 24h flyPAD feeding
experiments as well as over-night activity assessments that are independent of food search, using our selfdeveloped Panopticon assay. This allowed us to better resolve the temporal dynamics of CCHa2 action and points
towards a more generalistic role of CCHa2 in the fly that goes beyond mere hunger and satiety control.
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Abstract:
Altered sensory processing is an important core feature of autism spectrum disorders (ASDs) that contributes to
changes in perception and behavior in affected people. Recent studies in genetic models showed that developmental
defects in the somatosensory system can drive ASD-like changes including in social behavior. Conversely, rescuing
somatosensory defects during a critical developmental time window could ameliorate these behavioral changes.
This suggests that abnormal somatosensory development is a key driver for functional and behavioral changes
observed in ASD patients.
To further explore the generality and mechanisms underlying this emerging concept, we systematically tested the
functional requirement of three conserved ASD-linked genes, Tao/TAOK2, Cyfip1 and Fmr1, in the somatosensory
system in Drosophila larvae. All three ASD risk genes were previously shown to play a role in sensory and central
circuit development in mice and flies, and their loss results in behavioral defects observed in ASDs, including
social behavior.
Our data indicate that heterozygous mutant larvae have specific somatosensory behavioral defects suggesting
functional haploinsufficiency. Interestingly, somatosensory-specific expression of Tao could rescue these
behavioral deficits suggesting it is sufficient in somatosensory neurons for proper function.
Mechanistically, control of protein translation is a major known function of Fmr1 and Cyfip. We established
cellular readouts to monitor translation in somatosensory neurons and found that besides Fmr1 and Cyfip, Tao can
also regulate translation. This suggests translational control is a common mechanism affecting somatosensory
development and function. We are further investigating the translational changes of these ASD risk genes to
identify key downstream targets driving the functional and behavioral changes.
Based on its genetic accessibility and cellular, functional and behavioral readouts, the Drosophila system thus
represents a feasible and valid entry point to obtain mechanistic insight into the role of these ASD-linked genes in
somatosensory dysfunction and translational control.
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Abstract:
VFB (virtualflybrain.org) provides a uniquely integrated, queryable view of Drosophila neuroscience data.
Established pipelines with major data providers enable rapid integration of new bulk data. VFB provides an
essential system ensuring key data is released openly and rapidly following FAIR data standards.

Through close collaboration with international data providers and our own curation efforts, we provide a single
integrative platform to query across the most extensive set of Drosophila neuroscience data available. We maintain
information directly curated from >3,600 primary publications describing >18,500 neuro-anatomical terms and a
comprehensive neuroanatomical ontology for the Drosophila nervous system. Linked through the ontology
annotation and alignment to reference brain volumes, VFB contains ~170,000 images, including 5,000 split-GAL4
expression patterns, spanning >5,000 neuron types. We integrate public connectomics datasets, with 28,000
neurons and ~3,500,000 potential connections. To unlock the potential of these anatomical datasets we integrate
over 1500 transgenic strains to help users select target tools to test circuit hypotheses. We are also actively working
to integrate scRNAseq data.
VFB’s suite of 3D graphical and text-based query tools provide a powerful set of methods to search for, visualise
and download relevant datasets. For example, queries allow morphologically similar neurons to be found
(NBLAST/NeuronBridge) and the circuit browser allows potential pathways of connectivity between two neurons
to be identified. In all cases, the provenance of the data is retained to clearly indicate the original source of each
dataset plus any annotation that has been added since. We have developed an API that enables batch processing of
queries and data analytics using either Python or R platforms. In addition to the resource itself, all the software
underpinning the website, the databases and the APIs are also released open-source. A brief demo will be available
at the conference.
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Abstract:
To perceive local time and thereby predict the changes of the day, our circadian clock acquires vital time cues like
ambient light and temperature status. Light is the critical cue for entraining Drosophila’s clock network composed
of 150 neurons, which helps them forecast and adjust to their dynamic environment. A blue-light sensitive
circadian photoreceptor known as cryptochrome (CRY) present in specific clock neurons is the prime source of
light input to the Drosophila brain clock. CRY promotes the breakdown of TIMELESS, which leads to resetting the
circadian clock in a cell-autonomous manner. Despite some evidence for non-cell-autonomous CRY-dependent
photoreception, this pathway's behavioral consequences and the underlying molecular and neural basis are largely
unclear. In the present study, we aimed to characterize this complex light input pathway and determine how this
cue is assessed by different oscillators, including the pivotal morning (M) and evening (E) brain clock oscillators
that regulate the Drosophila bimodal activity in light-dark (LD) cycles. We uncovered a novel parallel pathway for
non-cell-autonomous CRY signaling, allowing the transfer of CRY-dependent photic information across CRY+
neurons, in addition to the previously reported talk between CRY+ and CRY- neurons. Building upon this finding,
we found a hierarchical flow of CRY-mediated light information from M to E neurons, enabling the fine-tuning of
later cells in driving evening peaks under various photoperiods. The expression of PDF neuropeptide was
indispensable in transferring CRY information from the M-oscillator to the E-oscillator, which confers the
hierarchical power to M-cells. It was discovered that the non-cell-autonomous pathway was unaffected by a severe
loss of function in jetlag (jetset) that eliminates intra-oscillator CRY function, supporting the existence of a JETindependent CRY action. Thus, these observations support a model where a non-canonical (JET-independent)
hierarchical flow of CRY information in the Drosophila clock network elicits synchronized behavioral outputs.
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Abstract:
Compulsive reward-seeking behavior is a hallmark of addiction and is thought to result from a pathological state of
the brain’s dopaminergic evaluation system. In rodents, repeated artificial activation of mesolimbic dopaminergic
neurons can produce compulsive reward-seeking behavior that resembles the addictive state and may inform how
dysfunction can arise. Here we describe neural mechanisms that produce compulsive-like reward seeking in
Drosophila melanogaster. Odors paired with optogenetic activation of a defined subset of dopaminergic neurons
become cues that flies seek at cost. Compulsive flies endure punishment, and neglect food when starving, in pursuit
of the reward-predicting odor. Maladaptive seeking of reward is not observed after learning with sugar reward or
synthetic engagement of other dopaminergic neuron populations. Antagonism between reward-encoding and
punishment-encoding dopaminergic neurons accounts for perseverance of reward seeking despite punishment. At
the same time, engagement of compulsion-inducing dopaminergic neurons impairs the ordinary need-dependent
dopaminergic valuation of available food. Recording from the key compulsion-inducing dopaminergic neurons
reveals heterogeneity of stimulus-specific reinforcement and satiety-related signals. We propose that similar
dopaminergic valuation system dysfunction likely contributes towards drug-induced and artificially-induced
compulsive conditions in mammals.
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Abstract:
Sleep behavior is highly conserved across the animal kingdom and can be observed in vertebrates as well as in
invertebrates. In Drosophila melanogaster sleep manifests in sustained periods of quiescence and an increased
arousal threshold. Recently, we discovered slow wave oscillations that can be associated with sleep need. These
oscillations can be measured in the R5 network of the ellipsoid body, a set of 10-12 cells per hemisphere, which
encodes sleep drive. The power of the network oscillations increases with sleep need and exhibits diurnal
variations. We find that at a single cell level R5 neurons discharge slow rhythmic bursts of action potentials at
frequencies at around 1 Hz.
Periodic activity patterns of cells are often generated by intrinsic membrane currents. In the present study we aim to
identify putative pacemaker currents in the R5 system.
We use in vivo patch clamp recordings to characterize the neuronal intrinsic properties and the mechanisms
underlying the rhythmic firing pattern of R5 neurons. Furthermore, we utilize receptor specific RNAi lines and
pharmacological approaches to identify the receptors which are critical for the local spontaneous oscillations. Our
results indicate that the Drosophila T-type Cav3 channel is involved in the cell intrinsic pacemaking mechanism of
R5 neurons. Eventually, we aim to understand the role of the identified receptors and their pacemaking function on
the behavior of the animals.
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Abstract:
Intellectual Disability (ID) and Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) are frequent and co-occurring
neurodevelopmental disorders. Identification of genetic cause can help to manage the disorder and indicate
treatment targets. There is a growing number of de novo missense variants with uncertain significance (VUS).
Despite affecting only a single amino acid in protein sequence, VUS contribute to disease risk to a similar or even
greater degree than likely gene-disruptive mutations. To investigate the effect of VUS on ID/ASD pathology and
most importantly, on cognitive function, an efficient model is needed. We utilize the fruit fly, Drosophila, with
strong genetic and biological similarity to humans and habituation - a conserved form of learning that is highly
relevant to cognitive dysfunction in ID/ASD. We investigated patient-specific missense variants in O-GlcNAc
transferase (OGT), an enzyme that controls attachment of single N-acetylglucosamine (GlcNAc) sugars to
intracellular proteins. Most of the ID-associated variants lie outside the catalytic domain. We introduced them into
the conserved regions of Drosophila OGT ortholog, sxc with CRISPR/Cas9 editing and found that flies carrying
these mutations show deficit in habituation. Increasing O-GlcNAcylation corrects the deficit, demonstrating that
the habituation inhibiting mechanism is decreased O-GlcNAc transferase activity and blocking O-GlcNAc
hydrolysis is a potential treatment strategy. Because Drosophila habituation allows analysis of VUS in high
throughput, we are now setting out to analyze more than 70 recurrent VUS that we identified in the affected
individuals of more than 40 000 ID/ASD families. Our aim is to deliver a platform for testing novel candidate
genes and variants identified in the clinics to establish causality. This can close the gap in genetic diagnostics of
ID/ASD and may point to disease mechanisms and treatment targets.
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Abstract:
Adrenoleukodystrophy (ALD) is a metabolic demyelinating disease leading to variable outcomes including mild
neuropathy, serious disability, and death. Loss of the very long chain fatty acid (VLCFA) transporter ABCD1 leads
to VLCFA buildup and toxicity in cells, but location/type of mutation and patient VLCFA blood concentration do
not correspond to disease severity. The mechanism of disease and cause of such variable outcomes is still
unknown. Understanding the metabolic effects of ABCD1 loss beyond VLCFA buildup is key to understanding the
cause of demyelination in ALD and predicting disease course. Using an untargeted approach, we perform Liquid
Chromatography Mass Spectrometry (LC-MS) on polar and nonpolar metabolites isolated from brain tissue of adult
Drosophila mutant for ABCD- the Drosophila homolog of ABCD1- to create a metabolic profile associated with
ABCD mutation. The identified metabolic profile will guide more targeted LC-MS in future patient samples.
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Abstract:
Insulin signaling plays a pivotal role in metabolic control and aging, and insulin accordingly is a key factor in
several human diseases. Despite this importance, the in-vivo activity dynamics of insulin-producing cells (IPCs) are
poorly understood. Here, we characterized the effects of locomotion on the activity of IPCs in Drosophila. Using
in-vivo electrophysiology and calcium imaging, we found that IPCs were strongly inhibited during walking and
flight, and that their activity rebounded and overshot after cessation of locomotion. IPC activity changed rapidly
during behavioral transitions, revealing that IPCs are modulated on fast timescales in behaving animals.
Optogenetic activation of locomotor networks ex-vivo, in the absence of actual locomotion or changes in
hemolymph sugar levels, was sufficient to inhibit IPCs. This demonstrates that behavioral state-dependent IPC
modulation is actively controlled by neuronal pathways and is independent of changes in glucose concentration.
We hypothesize that IPC inhibition during locomotion supports mobilization of fuel stores during metabolically
demanding behaviors, while the rebound in IPC activity after locomotion contributes to replenishing muscle
glycogen stores. Moreover, the rapid dynamics of IPC modulation support a potential role of insulin in the statedependent modulation of sensorimotor processing.
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Abstract:
Multiple feeding assays exist in flies to investigate the effects of specific diets. However, liquid food assays cannot
be used to measure feeding on laboratory fly foods or high-fat diets, as certain components of foods would settle
down in solution. In solid food assays, typically a dye is mixed with food and then feeding is determined by
quantifying dye consumed and excreted by the flies. Such assays inconveniently involve collecting excreta or
sacrificing flies to get ingestion reading. Also, none of them can be used to study dynamic long-term preference
between two distinct diets.
We have developed a precise and sensitive feeding assay, DIETS (direct intake estimation and long-term tracking
of solid food choice). In DIETS, the amount of solid food consumed by a group of flies is determined simply by
weighing the food offered to them in a small ’cup’ at the start and end of an experiment. By daily changing food
cups, food intake estimation can be extended over weeks with the same group of flies. Alternatively, by providing
two distinct diets, long-term choice patterns can also be monitored.
To demonstrate broad utility, we further show that DIETS can measure short-term feeding and food preferences
(0.5 h to 2 h). The assay can be modified to make flies to ingest a fixed amount of food and thus be used for dietary
restriction experiments. Next we showed that DIETS assay is suitable for temporal control of neuronal activity
using thermogenetic
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Abstract:
The present study examined the high sugar diet effect on developmental and molecular aspects in Drosophila
ananassae. The flies were treated with 1M sucrose (treatment) and 0.15M sucrose (control). The Drosophilaused in
the present study was identified as Drosophila ananassaeusing sequencing analysis. The HSD treated flies exhibited
visible morphological changes seen in short Head, abdomen and wings compared to the control flies. The role of
stress induction by HSD was confirmed by using a confocal image analysis. The amplification of AChE and GstD1 genes provided no information on the impact of HSD on the treated and control flies
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Abstract:
Recent findings have revealed different forms of appetitive memory consolidation, while memory consolidation in
fed files was dependent on sleep and those in hungry files were found to be independent of sleep. Thus elucidating
‘not all memory needs sleep’. However very little is known about the effect of how several internal states like
thirst, hunger and sleep drive interact and interfere with appetitive/aversive memory consolidation. Particularly,
how optogenetically induced sleep interferes with memory consolidation processes is largely unknown. Here, we
will explore how artificially induced appetitive/aversive memories are influenced by factors like sleep deprivation,
optogenetically induced sleep, hunger, thirst and other internal states. We will also probe the specific post-learning
time interval under which sleep should be necessary and sufficient to consolidate memory. Furthermore, we will
also probe the similarities between induced and spontaneous sleep in terms of different forms of memory
consolidation.
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Abstract:
Various monogenic causes for (motor) neurodegenerative disease have been discovered over the past decades,
however many neurodegenerative disease genes remain unidentified, and the molecular mechanisms underlying
axonal degeneration are incompletely understood. In order to gain novel insight into the molecular pathogenesis of
axonal degeneration and to identify novel candidate disease-causing genes, we performed an EMS-based forward
genetic MARCM screen, focusing on essential genes on the Drosophila X chromosome. Visualization of
homozygously mutant motor and sensory neuron clones in the adult fly leg allowed us to identify axonal
degeneration.
This resulted in the identification of 72 unique mutants with motor axon degenerative phenotypes. Thus far,
Illumina sequencing resulted in identification of the disease-causing gene for 50 mutants. Further characterization
of each mutant was performed to determine the lethal stage, to distinguish developmental or adult-onset
phenotypes, and to detect any heterozygous morphological or motor performance phenotypes. 96% of the identified
genes have human orthologues, of which 44% have been associated with neurological phenotypes. The encoded
proteins are involved in a broad range of molecular pathways, including metabolism, axonal transport, membrane
trafficking and transcriptional regulation.
Interestingly, we have identified 11 genes that were not previously found in similar Drosophila screens, and that
have thus far not yet been linked to human disease, indicating these could be novel players involved in axonal
maintenance. We are currently evaluating whether the human orthologues of these genes may be associated with
human disease.
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Abstract:
Various factors such as higher telomere shortening rate, lower nutrition levels, mutations in the insulin signalling
pathway and Target of Rapamycin (TOR) pathway have been shown to regulate the lifespan of an organism.
However, there lies a difference in the lifespan between the sexes brought about by the virtue of underlying
disparities such as hormonal differences as well as the asymmetrical inheritance of sex chromosomes. Gene
expression and its intricate regulators are one of the major contributors to the sex-specific variation of lifespan.
microRNAs are short, non-coding regulatory RNAs that are involved in post-transcriptional regulation of gene
expression in a myriad of physiological conditions. Over the last decade, a mounting body of research has
established the functions of microRNAs in development. However, in recent years, more focus has been laid on
deciphering its role in the adult organism. In a genetic screen to identify the role of microRNAs in the maintenance
of age-dependent neuronal functions in adult Drosophila, we identified the conserved microRNA miR-190 as a
candidate microRNA involved in regulating lifespan, feeding and age-related locomotor activity specifically in
male flies. We show that sexually dimorphic miR-190, shows higher expression levels in male flies and acts by
regulating target genes that are responsible for maintaining neuronal activity and lifespan.
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Abstract:
Sleep in flies is defined as at least 5 min of total inactivity and is distinguished from wakefulness by a decreased
ability to react to stimuli. Sleep-wake rhythms are thought to be generated by interacting circadian and homeostatic
systems. The circadian system regulates sleep timing, and the homeostatic system tracks sleep pressure. Fly sleep
includes nighttime and daytime sleep, called “siesta,” with the maximum around noon. Daytime sleep
is less deep, with shorter single sleep episodes and a lower arousal threshold. Flies sleep less in a constant DD
regime than LD, suggesting that light is an essential cue for regulating
daytime sleep.
The light-driven entrainment of the circadian clock that controls rest-activity rhythms in Drosophila relies on
Cryptochrome (CRY), a blue-light-sensitive protein, is expressed in 50% of the clock neurons and six different
rhodopsins(RH) are present in the visual system. The compound eye includes outer photoreceptors expressing RH1
and inner photoreceptors expressing one of the four rhodopsins RH3-6. RH6 is also expressed in the H–B eyelet,
whereas RH2 is only found in the ocelli. In high-intensity light, the synchronization of behavioral rhythm is steered
by CRY, the canonical rhodopsin phototransduction pathway that requires the phospholipase C-? encoded by
norpA (no receptor potential A), and a non-canonical rhodopsin phototransduction pathway that relies on the
phospholipaseC21C encoded by plc21c. We used mutants of each of the six different canonical rhodopsins, cry
mutants as well as
genotypes with only one functional rhodopsin to analyze daytime sleep in LD 12:12 conditions. The behavioral
results indicate that CRY is not required to regulate siesta, whereas
rhodopsins have different contributions. RH1-expressing outer photoreceptors are particularly important for the
siesta regulation and depend on the canonical norpA-dependent pathway,
.The two histamine receptors, ORT and HISCL1, contribute to regulating siesta with a major role of HisCl1.
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Abstract:
In an organism, the central nervous system is separated from the rest of the body by a physical barrier called the
blood brain barrier (BBB). This barrier enables a regulated exchange of molecules between the blood and the brain.
One main role of the BBB is to balance the availability of nutrients in the blood with the high energy requirements
of the brain. This crucial function might be achieved by adapting the transport of nutrients such as glucose or
monocarboxylates (MC) at the BBB according to the most available nutrient. In Drosophila, the BBB is formed by
a wall of two layers of glial cells, the Subperineurial glia (SPG) and the Perineurial glia (PG) cells plus a basal
lamina. Which are de Drosophila MC transporters (dMCTs) that mediate the transport at the BBB and which of
these transporters are involved in the adaptive response to a nutritional restriction is not known.
To address this, we measured changes of several metabolites (glucose, lactate, trehalose) in hemolymph from
Drosophila larvae fed or starved for different periods of times. Additionally, we studied lactate/pyruvate dynamics
and changes in the intracellular pH (pHi) in glia and neurons of fed or starved larval brains using FRET-based
sensors.
After a period of 5 or 24 hrs of starvation, lactate, glucose and trehalose levels decreased in hemolymph. In these
conditions, monocarboxylate transport in glia and motorneurons remained unchanged. However, we found an upregulation in the transport of lactate and pHi changes associated to the transport of ketone bodies in SPG in starved
conditions compared to fed larvae.
Our results suggest that changes in proton coupled-MC transport specifically affecting SPG cells are part of the
adaptive response to a period of starvation. We are currently focused on identifying the dMCT (s) expressed in
SPG that respond to nutrients availability.
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Abstract:
Sleep-wake rhythms are thought to be regulated by two distinct processes driven by the circadian clock and the
homeostatic system. Different groups of clock neurons shape sleep-wake rhythms through either sleep-promoting
or sleep-inhibiting circuits. The DN1p group is highly heterogenous and includes neurons with opposite effects on
sleep. Here we characterize sleep-suppressing DH31-positive DN1ps and sleep-promoting glutamatergic DN1ps
with different excitability properties. We then identify a new downstream circuit connecting the sleep-suppressing
DN1ps to the sleep-promoting dFB neurons for inhibiting nighttime sleep through dopaminergic signaling. Our
results support a model where PPM2 dopaminergic neurons suppress sleep by receiving excitatory input from the
DN1p clock neurons through DH31 signaling and inhibiting the sleep-promoting dFB neurons. The PPM2 neurons
strongly suppress nighttime sleep with modest effect on daytime sleep, thus revealing a nighttime-specific circuit.
PPM2 neurons are known to promote protein versus carbohydrate feeding, suggesting that they could couple sleep
and protein feeding behavior.
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Abstract:
Neuronal circuit function is defined by synaptic wiring with subcellular precision, which is itself dependent on the
distribution of Neurotransmitter Receptors (NTRs) onto postsynaptic dendritic arbors. However, little is known on
the developmental mechanisms that establish such specific synaptic subcellular distribution, and whether these
processes are linked with the usage of specific NTRs in each synapse to receive input from the corresponding
presynaptic neuron remains to be elucidated. We are addressing this question by exploring in vivo, the cellular
interactions between synaptic partners, and the post-transcriptional mechanisms that control in space and time NTR
recruitment to post-synaptic terminals during synaptogenesis. As a paradigm, we use the T4 neurons in the
Drosophila optic lobe, the fly’s visual processing center. Each T4 receives input from different upstream neurons
by clustering distinct NTRs to discrete dendritic areas. Our preliminary data shows that in the fly optic lobe,
mRNAs coding for NTRs subunits are expressed 3 days before their protein is produced and synapses are formed,
suggesting a tight regulation during development at the level of the transcripts. We hypothesize that posttranscriptional mechanisms synchronize NTR mRNAs-translation and recruitment to the corresponding synapses
during synaptogenesis.
We are using single-cell approaches combined with endogenous tags, single molecule RNA detection techniques,
and in vivo methods to monitor translation to (i) dissect the spatiotemporal post-transcriptional regulation of NTRs,
and (ii) test the role of cell contacts and developmental stimulus-independent neural activity between synaptic
partners in regulating NTR local translation in developing T4 dendrites.
Our multi-level approach will identify cellular interactions and molecular players that orchestrate synapse
formation, and provide seminal insights into the function of activity and mRNA regulation during
neurodevelopment.
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Abstract:
Sleep-wake behavior must adapt to a wide range of environmental conditions that affect the day-night cycle on a
daily or seasonal basis (day length (photoperiod), light intensity and spectral quality, temperature). This behavioral
adaptation results from the interactions between the circadian clock, the sleep homeostat, and the sensory inputs
that bring light and temperature information to the brain. Natural variants of Drosophila melanogaster, captured in
nature, have been used to generate isogenic lines whose genome has been sequenced and are available for
phenotypic analyses (Mackay et al., 2012). In order to specifically study the genetic basis for the adaptation of the
sleep-wake rhythm to environmental variations of the day-night cycle, the laboratory conducted a behavioral screen
of these lines under different day-night conditions.
About twenty lines were isolated on the basis of a sleep-wake behavior that was very different from the one
observed with laboratory wildtype stocks in at least one LD condition. They showed different types of defects such
as altered circadian entrainment by light and/or temperature, and abnormal distribution of locomotor activity
through the 24h cycle. A genetic and bioinformatic approach identified several polymorphisms in known clock
genes, revealing new functional modalities of circadian clock proteins. A line of particular interest showed defects
in temperature entrainment, temperature compensation as well as a long period in free running condition. This
complex phenotype results from the interaction between a mutation in the timeless clock gene and a new locus and
its molecular characterization will be presented. Several lines showed LD phenotypes that reveal the contribution of
new loci that are under investigation.
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Abstract:
Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is the most prevalent neurodegenerative disorder and has limited treatment options,
highlighting the need for research to understand underlying mechanisms and potential therapeutics. The
microtubule associated protein tau is associated with AD pathogenesis and its normal role is to bind and stabilise
microtubules. When hyperphosphorylated, tau does not bind efficiently, dissociating from the microtubules, and
ultimately prompting neuronal death. Hyperphosphorylated tau is also prone to misfolding and aggregation, leading
to formation of neurofibrillary tangles – a primary hallmark of AD. Several studies have found that tau-induced
neurotoxicity can be manifested through dysregulation of mitochondrial dynamics. Here we use a simple, but
powerful Drosophila melanogaster tauopathy model to perform a genetic screen of candidate mitochondrial genes
which may be critical for tau toxicity. The mitochondrial calcium uniporter (MCU) is a transmembrane protein
involved in calcium ion transport from the cytosol into mitochondria. MCU plays a key role in calcium signalling,
thereby regulating mitochondrial metabolism, energy production and apoptosis. In our analyses we find that a lossof-function mutation in MCU (MCU1) extends lifespan of flies expressing tau pan-neuronally (UAS-TAUR406W
under the control of elavGAL4), while improving climbing performance in the negative geotaxis assay. We also
observed that MCU1 flies exhibit decreased levels of transgenic tau, suggesting a possible route to normalisation of
disease phenotypes. Notably, TAUR406W flies show deficient calcium retention and an increase in mitochondriaendoplasmic reticulum contacts, which provides a mechanistic rationale for the benefit of reduced calcium uptake
in MCU1 flies expressing TAUR406W. The amelioration of neurodegenerative phenotypes characteristic of this
model highlight the therapeutic potential of targeting MCU in tauopathies, and neurodegenerative disorders more
broadly.
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Abstract:
Unlike classical fast-acting neurotransmitters, neuropeptides are packaged in dense-core vesicles which can be
released outside of presynaptic active zones. In contrast to the release of synaptic vesicles at active zones, the
mechanisms which mediate dense-core vesicle release are still only partially understood.
Arguably the best characterised peptidergic neurons in the fly brain are the small ventral lateral neurons (sLNv),
main component of the central clock. The sLNv signal via a classical transmitter (glycine) and neuropeptides
(pigment-dispersing factor (PDF), and small neuropeptide F). Their dorsal terminals undergo daily restructuring,
affecting also presynaptic sites that can be labelled by Bruchpilot (Brp).
Here, we combined super-resolution microscopy with labelling of active zones by endogenously-tagged BRP to
examine the spatial correlation between PDF-containing dense-core vesicles and Brp-labelled active zones. Using
locomotor activity as read-out, we performed a targeted RNAi-screen to test for the functional relevance of a set of
presynaptic and vesicular proteins for transmitter and peptide release from the sLNvs. Our results support the idea
that PDF release is independent of the presence and localisation of active zones and most canonical presynaptic
proteins. Instead, a small set of SNARE and peptidergic vesicle-related proteins seem to be required for PDF
release. Using a robust developmental assay, we further confirm the relevance of these proteins for peptide release
in general. Our results also suggests that BRP-labelled active sites are not degraded but translocated during the
circadian restructuring of the terminal sLNv arborisations. The study provides a framework to identify the
molecular mechanism regulating neuropeptide release.
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Abstract:
Neuronal functionality depends on establishing and maintaining functional synaptic connections while maintaining
neuronal activity within an appropriate physiological range via homeostatic synaptic plasticity. At glutamatergic
Drosophila larval neuromuscular synapses, long-term homeostatic plasticity (LHP) is executed through remodeling
of the presynaptic active zone scaffold proteins and their voltage-gated Ca2+ channels, essential for maintenance
but not induction of functional potentiation. Recently, the pathways executing homeostatic active zone remodeling
were found to control the stabilization of olfactory memories within the Drosophila learning and memory center
(“mushroom body”).
Here we show that a regulatory antagonism, executed by the interplay of two conserved active zone regulators,
Spinophilin (Spn) and Syd-1, controls homeostatic LHP. While spn mutants were deficient in all molecular and
functional aspects of LHP, concomitant elimination of syd-1 rescued these deficits. Mechanistically, the Spn/Syd-1
antagonism converged on presynaptic F-actin maintenance, and absence of Spn could be overridden by
overexpressing Mical, which is involved in depolymerization of actin filaments and a decreased ability of actin
monomers to polymerize. The requirement for Spn in LHP could also be overcome pharmacologically, by the use
of Latrunculin-B, which binds actin monomers and prevents them from polymerizing.
Finally, the Spn/Syd-1 antagonism directly steered mushroom body memory stabilization. Thus, this active zone
bound upstream regulatory module is seemingly of principal importance to steer behaviorally relevant LHP.
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A role of the histone methyltransferase KMT2D/trr in the regulation of epilepsy and
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Topic: Brain Disorders
Key words: Epilepsy, Sleep
Abstract:
Genome-wide association studies (GWAS) are widely used to detect associations between genetic variants and
phenotypes. However, determining causal genes from GWAS remains a challenge, as many of the identified
variants are non-coding and their impact on the function of nearby genes remains unclear. This bottleneck also
strongly limits the potential of GWAS studies to provide mechanistic insights and translational value. Here we
investigate, functionally validate, and mechanistically dissect GWAS-derived associations between the epigenetic
regulator KMT2D, epilepsy and sleep traits.
We first identified the epilepsy- and sleep-related traits that were assessed in existing GWAS and calculated the
combined effect of single nucleotide polymorphisms in the vicinity of KMT2D, generating a gene-based p value
per trait. This revealed that KMT2D is significantly associated with generalized epilepsy, juvenile myoclonic
epilepsy, excessive daytime sleepiness, and the number of sleep episodes. To provide experimental evidence for a
causal role of KMT2D in seizure susceptibility and sleep regulation, we turned to Drosophila as a model. We found
that flies hypomorphic for the KMT2D orthologue trithorax-related (trr) show increased heat-induced seizuring and
require a longer time to recover from seizures upon mechanical stimulation. Pan-neuronal ? but not pan-glial ? trr
knockdown recapitulated the seizure-like phenotypes. Furthermore, trr hypomorphs presented decreased daytime
sleep and fragmented sleep during the day and night. Interestingly, trr is required in neurons and glia for sleep
maintenance as either pan-neuronal or pan-glial trr knockdown recapitulated fragmented sleep and reduced
nighttime sleep. Applying sleep opportunity restriction, a behavioral regime based on human Cognitive Behavioral
Therapy for Insomnia, restored sleep architecture in trr hypomorphs.
Together, our work provides evidence for a conserved role of KMT2D/trr in regulating seizure susceptibility and
sleep, indicates that KMT2D-related sleep disturbances can arise independently from seizure susceptibility in glia,
and shows that sleep disturbances can be successfully counteracted in adulthood.
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the circadian: the dual oscillator revisited
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Abstract:
The circadian clock allows organisms to stay in sync with their ecological niche. Virtually all organisms, from
bacteria to humans, have an endogenous circadian clock that ticks with a period of about 24h. In order to stay
synchronised, the circadian clock uses rhythmic environmental parameters (also called Zeitgeber) for its resetting,
the main ones being light and temperature. However, depending on the environmental condition, animals realise
their circadian output at a different time of day (phase). Hence, the phase depends on both the internal timing (the
recognition of internal time relative to the environmental time) and the current environmental condition. Therefore,
the entrainment effect of a Zeitgeber must be separated from the impact of the same type of environmental input on
the phase. To test this idea, I am using temperature oscillations as Zeitgeber to understand the impact of light input
on the phase of the locomotor activity of Drosophila melanogaster. The dual oscillator model developed in the 60’s
suggests that two oscillators respond in opposite manner to light and temperature in order to maintain a behavioural
24h rhythm. Although the demonstration of the presence of these two neuronal oscillators dates back almost 20
years ago [Grima et al., Nature 431 (2004), Stoleru et al., Nature 431 (2004)], the preliminary data presented here
suggest that it is time for this model to be revisited.
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Sustained spinal motor activity triggered by direct mechanosensory stimulation
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Abstract:
Sensory feedback is key for efficient locomotion. Mechanosensory structures exist along each leg to assist in motor
coordination by transmitting external cues or proprioceptive information to motor centers in the central nervous
system.
Nevertheless, how different mechanosensory structures engage these locomotor centers and their underlying
circuits remains poorly understood. Here we took advantage of the sophisticated Drosophila genetic toolkit to
address this question.
We tested the role of mechanosensory structures in movement initiation by optogenetically stimulating specific
classes of leg sensory structures. We found that stimulation of a wide variety of leg mechanosensory structures is
sufficient to initiate forward movement in immobile animals. We also found that while the stimulation of the leg
Chordotonal Organ depends on the presence of the central brain to trigger forward movement, stimulation of leg
Mechanosensory Bristles (MsB) could trigger cyclic motor activity independently of central brain circuits. Also,
although leg MsB-triggered movement lacks inter-leg and intra-leg coordination, antagonistic muscle activity is
nevertheless preserved. Moreover, we showed that MsB-induced movement is specific to leg afferents, since
stimulation of MsB in other structures lead to different outcomes. This study sheds light on the ability of specific
sensory circuits to modulate motor control, including initiation of movement, and how this information can be
automatically translated to a motor command by central neuronal pathways.
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Ocelli mediated light input to the circadian clock in Drosophila
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Topic: Neural Circuits & Synapses
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Abstract:
Drosophila uses its endogenous circadian clock to orchestrate daily rhythms in behavior and physiology. This master
clock resting in approximately 150 neurons can perceive and synchronize (entrainment) with external factors like
daily light-dark cycles, enabling flies to accurately time the biological functions at the appropriate time of day. Light
is the fundamental cue that entrains the clock, which must be integrated into the clock machinery for resetting. In
Drosophila, light is transmitted to the brain clock via Rhodopsin-mediated visual input pathways and a blue-light
sensitive photoreceptor called Cryptochrome (CRY) found in most clock neurons. The rhodopsin-mediated pathway
can be again sub-divided into compound eye pathway and HB-eyelet pathway, where the light information reaches
clock neurons via compound eyes and HB-eyelets, respectively. It is largely unknown whether ocelli, another visual
organ in Drosophila, which possesses only Rhodopsin 2 (Rh2), can contribute to the photoentrainment of clock
neurons. Thus, this study aimed to determine whether ocelli are involved in photoentrainment and if so, to decipher
the neuronal circuits that connect ocelli to clock neurons. Our behavioral studies conclusively establish the
involvement of Rh2 photoreceptors in circadian light input, and physiological investigations revealed a functional
connection between Rh2 expressing photoreceptors and most of the clock neurons. We then characterized the
complete neural circuit connecting ocelli to clock neurons with the available connectome analysis tools and certain
anatomical studies. The 5th s-LNv and three CRY+ve LNds, clock neurons that are primarily engaged in regulating
evening peaks in light/dark cycles, were discovered to be the primary recipients of ocelli-mediated inputs. Unlike
compound eyes, which use ORT and HisCl1, histamine receptors utilized in the ocelli-mediated light input pathway
were identified as ORT exclusively. Taken together, this study unravels a new circadian light input pathway and its
underlying circuit in the fine-tuning of circadian behavioral photoresponses.
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Mapping the activity-dependent potentiation of mEPSPs along the Drosophila NMJ
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Abstract:
The Drosophila NMJ shows a variety of activity-dependent forms of synaptic plasticity. We found than a brief
increase in impulse activity (80Hz for 1.25s) produced an increase in quantal size in both HL3 and HL3.1 salines.
This was demonstrated by measuring the potentiation of mEPSCs (miniature excitatory postsynaptic currents) and
mEPSPs (miniature excitatory postsynaptic potentials) in multiple muscle fibers. We have now used GCaMP to
image spontaneous Ca2+ signals at the postsynaptic membrane and map the potentiation along the terminals. The
size of these quantal Ca2+ signals should be proportional to mEPSP size since Ca2+ enters through the postsynaptic
receptor along with Na+. GCaMP was expressed in the membrane of muscle fiber 4 and the spontaneous quantal
Ca2+ signals were imaged before and after stimulation in HL3.1. We found that both Is and Ib terminals showed a
significant increase in the frequency and amplitude of the spontaneous quantal Ca2+ signals after stimulation (p<
0.01, one-way ANOVA). We recorded Ca2+ signals and mEPSPs simultaneously to verify that the that the
potentiated Ca2+ signals led to an increase in mEPSP amplitude and identify the site of origin of the mEPSPs. The
imaging and electrophysiology traces were synchronized and cotemporal mEPSPs were identified to determine the
mEPSP associated with each Ca2+ signal. We compared unstimulated and stimulated preparations and found that
80Hz stimulation for 1.25s produced a greater than 50% increase in amplitude for both the quantal Ca2+ signals and
their associated mEPSPs (p< 0.01, t-test). Thus, the increase in Ca2+ signal amplitude appears to represent an increase
in mEPSP amplitude and the potentiation is seen for both Is and Ib terminals. We have begun to map the mEPSPs
and potentiation along the terminal to determine whether mEPSP amplitude and potentiation are bouton specific.
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Chrono-Anatomical Description of Dopaminergic Neurons during Metamorphosis in
Drosophila melanogaster
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Abstract:
Modulatory neurons such as dopaminergic neurons (DANs) play decisive roles in the behavior control of larvae and
adult Drosophila. Each DAN contributes to distinct parts of the brain compartments. Animals at these two
developmental stages occupy largely different ecological niches, for which different ways of adaptation of the
behavior controlling neuronal networks should be required. Whereas the anatomy of modulatory networks is well
described in larvae and adult Drosophila, our knowledge is scarce about the transition from the larval to the adult
brain. Here, we present a precise chrono-anatomical analysis of DAN circuits and their target compartments by
performing immunohistochemical labelling against tyrosine hydroxylase (TH) and nCadherin (nCad), respectively,
throughout the pupal development. During metamorphosis the axon branches of the larval mushroom body (MB)
lobes prune back to the lateralmost part (18h APF) that will become the ?1 compartment in the adult, and regrow
(24hAPF) to form the adult ?-lobe. On the contrary, the central complex (CX) is only rudimentarily present in larvae
and develops extensively during metamorphosis. Despite the different developmental strategies of the MB and CX
we monitored a chronologically concerted innervation of these neuronal compartments by TH-immunoreactive
neurons. The PAM cluster shows no TH immunoreaction during MB remodelling (18h APF to 24h APF) but with a
temporal delay after 48h APF. The PPM3 cluster, which only appears TH immunoreactive at 18h APF shows a
chronologically synchronized innervation to the PAM cluster after 48h, eventhough the CX is already present before
and does not undergo remodelling comparable to the MB. In contrast to the brain regions that undergo sever
alterations, the overall structure of gnathal ganglion appears very stable during metamorphosis and only displays
shallow alterations in the large-scale DAN innervation patterns. Our study thus revealed striking differences in DAN
circuit reorganization depending on the positions in the brain.
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